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Advertising

inch of space, in length of column, constitute

“square/’

*1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $ 1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 ner square
l*er week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00
per square first week,
»1.00 per square after; three insertions Or
less, $1.50;
three insertions, $1.00; one week,
•a loa 8quar(S

*1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in
every part
81
State) for $1.00 per square forflrst insertion,
and 50 cento per square lor each
inser-

[he

subsequent

IAL Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended for the paper
should be direem! to the
Editor of the Pees*,”
and those of a business character lo the “Publishers.”

MINTING, of ©very description, exeWith dispatch; and all business
]>er(ainin£ to
the Omce or
Paper promptly transacted on application as above.
gl

■

..—

Thursday Moraine,

Nov. 9, 1885.

Bessons from Russian Emancipation.
There is a glorious instance in our own day
which is an example for us, when the Emper-

or of Russia, by a proclamation,
fnliiling the
aspirations of his predecessors, set free twentythree millions of serfs, and then completed his
work by investing the freedmen with civil and
political rights, including the right to testify in
court, the right of suffrage and the right to

I have iu my hand this immortal
proclamation, dated at St. Petersburg, 19th of
hold office.

sickness when it is accompanied with diarrhoea.
That cholera is neither contagious nor infectious, in any sense whatever, except
through the depressing influences of fear.
That cholera may be completely averted,
and when developed, cured by modifying the

temperature of the spinal region.
Alter detailing the symptoms of two cases
of cholera wliieli fell under his observation,
l)r. Chapman offers the following suggestions
for the use of the ice-bag:
1. The cold must be applied along only a
narrow strip—not more than four inches

broad in the adult—down the very centre of
the back.
2. The cold must be dry, not wet cold.
it The ice-bag should be continued along
the whole spine only until the cramps and algide symptoms have been subdued.
4. The ice-bag should lie continued to be applied to the lower half of the spine until vomiting and purging cease.
5. The patien t should be assiduously watched, to guard, in the stage of reaction, against
cerebral or pulmonary congestions, the developement. of which will be facilitated by continuing the ice too long in the cervical and

men

“acquire the rights belonging to

SKIRTS,
HOOP SKIRTS,
HOOP SKIRTS,
HOOP SKIRTS,
Hoop Skirts,

constantly
MENT of
KEEPS

NOW

hand A

on

Doeskins,
Cassimeres,

&c.

Custom

-THAT-

N. S.

GARDINER'S

The Cholera—The loe-Sag Remedy.
In a letter to the London Times, Dr. John

Chapman gives

account of tin
result of his treatment of cholera
patients ai
Southampton, by the application of ice-bag;
to the spine.
He states the pornts of his theory as follows:
an

interesting

That the nausea, vomiting,
copious discharge of the well-known ‘•rice-water-’ stools
sweat
and
cold
peculiar odor from the bodv
are due to the combined action of the hypercord
and sympathetic nervous censemic spinal
tres, iu the same manner as they induce phenomena of the like kind, though less in de
gree, in cases of summer diarrhoea, and of sea

50

Clothing Establishment
-is

at-'

Middle Street,

81

■-

26.

In

BONNETS,

Cloaks !!

Winter

Cloaks

Great

Variety!

B.

F.

CO’S,

W-A.K EHOUSE 1

&

Have iuKt received

a

CO.,

CORSETS,

CORSETS,
CORSETS !

SO

Hanover

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
splendid assortment from 88c* to ft?,50. From
plain Domestic Corset to the most beautifully

Embroidered French Coutille.

At
Aii«l

N.

Short

attention

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

have them made to

-A. T

order,

ANDERSON’S

New York Skirt and Corset Store,
88 MARKET SQUARE. 86.
8EO. ANDERSON, Agent.
fcJT'Skirts and Corsets, wholesale and retail.
Oct 20—d2m

Something

New for Portland!

subscribers

taken

101
bavin/
Middle St., are
THE
prepared to manufacture
rooms

at

No.

now

CARPET

HASSOCKS l

In great variety cf style, at abort notice. The Carpet Hassock Is the best Footstool in use, being light,
durable and ornamental.
It Is really an article of
beauty and. far superior to anything ol the kind ever
before manufactured in this vicinity.
Parties can have their remnants of Carpeting made
into this desirable footstool, in any style at trifling

CALL

A fall assortment
tured to order at

AND

constantly

on

EXAMINE.
hand

or

manuihc-

THOMPSON A CO’S,
181 Middle St, up one flight of Stain.

18—TTJts lm

LIBBY, LIDBACK & CO.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters’ powerful,
double-acting, anti-treezing Force-Pump. Wairanted to give satisfaction.
LIBBY, J.
Oct 19—eod2m

U. T.

A.

GEO. L. ABMSBEY.

LIDBACK,

Novel and

Beautiful!

MRS. J. W. EMERY
Has just returned from New York with
elegant stock of

an

extensive

C. PARKER.
paid to cleasing Bed and

New Deiigw in Decalcomauia, Tales, &e,
To which she invites the attention of her frends and

public,

at her rooms,

Cor. Congress and Chestnut Sts.
and

Cut Flowers and Boqueta constantly
furnished to order.

on

hand,

Boxes !

solicited for Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot,

Any Kind of Packing Boxes,
made of it i or $ inch lumber, at short notice, and at
the lowest prices, by
fc. T. SHANNON Saco Maine.
Saco, Sept. 19,1865.
sep20eod2m

Copartnership
undersigned have formed
THE
der the
and style of

Notice.
a

partnership

un-

name

niu> *"»»/, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS' Knee
ATI UN, located on Middle St.,

& Co- Apothecaries.
**?* kadsi years’ experience.
inn not
Ido
pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges Into the other
Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full

fll,1?1

all

good
this oiieat world; but I do rlaim
tlTev will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either T A DIES
or GENTLEMEN) in
of
part
any
0/ America; and also that our Counting Rooms
for inductive training (without any copying ) both In
Accounts and Nutive Writing,
tc
4*c*., offer as./U/J, thorough, complete,
and
expeditious FACILITIES lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S,
This is the only Commercial College In the State
Scholarship in
where a fall
ing, Writing, &c„ is taught without copying, so that
no one* can i>as« through the course without ob-

theUniJdStaUt

Mercantile'Law
practical

and'complete

Book-keep-

taining a thorough counting-room education.
j^ Mri Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portian i and vicinity, his warm gratitude toi

their kindness and liberal patronage the past ti teen
years; and with the promise of FA.rrHFUUTES8, solicits otherfavors!
R jj, BROWN.

Portland, September 18,1886.

300 Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
150
with Bells and
200 to
600 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
500
30 to
Chafing Dishes,
1000
Icc PI ebei s,
20 to
2500
Syrup Cups, with 8alve*s,20 to
5000
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
«
3000
15 to
Castors,
«
2000
Frni t.Card &CakeBaskets20 to
5000 Dozen Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
loooo
TableSpoonB*Forks20 to
250 Gents’ GoldHunt’g-CaseWatchesBO to
250 Ladles’ Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
ing-Case Watches,
GOO Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
36 to
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains.
4 to

*pl9deod*wl>

H.

T.

CUMMINGS, M. I)., A

CO.,

And will continue the Apothecary business in all its
branches, at the old stand No. 432 and 434 Congress
Street, east ol State, (the “Up town Drug Stcre.”)—
Thankful for past favors to the old es:ablishment,
they hope to merit and receive a generous suppor t
tre.n the public, and they pledge their best endeavors to sustain the ancient reputation of the shop lor
Quality ol goo s and honesty of dealing.
H. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,
A. C. MITCHELL.
Portland, Nov. 1, 1866.

All those who are Indebted to H. T. Cummings
will shortly be called upon with their accounts; and
all having demands against him will present the
nov7d3w*
same for settlement.

For Sale.

TITE are now offering the choicest and most extenW give stock we have ever had, consisting of

Merinos,

Paris Poplins,

Plaid Poplins,
Black and Colored Alpaccas,
Saxony Plaids,
Gray IAnseys,
Mourning Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

4 to

Large Stock

Ladies Cloths!

Heavy Black Cleak Cloths; Plsin
Ladles Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

and

Plaid

alts

iIENT

Commission Merchants,
AXD
dried

0 joking, Offioe and Parlor Store*,
And

OF

WORKERS

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
an kinds ot
Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, In qnaatttle* to salt.

Spf'J*1

BOSS <f

Hats and Millinery Goods.

Pt-AIB ASD OEMAMEltTAL

On Thursday, November

and,

To which she Invites the attention of her friends and
the public in general, to cull and examine.
Oct 3T-d2w

MERRILL & SMALL
Inform their (Mends and the Trade gen
WOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
and
is
in
complete repair,

ALSO,

New and

are now

(pre-

Complete Stock

French, Toilet and American Qnilts!
Russia sod American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, Ac.

FANCY
Dress,

Flannels, Flannels!
Fiae Kagliah Flaaaela,
White Cettea aad Weel Flaaaela,
5—4 White Flaaaela,

Heavy White Twilled Flaaaela,
Shaher Flaaaela,
Saperier Gray Flaaaela,
Red Flaaaela,
Yellew Flaaaela,

Trimmings,
NETS,

Maine

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to any in our largest Sities, and will bs
odercd to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

Mirrors Mad EagraTtap.
NwitMtuer of Mirror a Matare fnana.

BAN'CROFT.
Passenger

V. » kiior SQVAMt,

__Paartasa. Me,
& DEXTER,

xv A IN IX

Station

SaoeMwntoChaM, LHtUMd* o*.,

Hayaurket Square,
where we hare opened with a new and fresh stock of
good*.
Our stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, in
the most faithful manner, of the Latest Designs,comprising DRAWING ROOM, LIBRARYTdININO

ImyorWN

Hardware & Window Glass,

ROOM and CHAMBER

furniture !

DoerinK.

In every varlet -, cannot fltll to command theiavor el
all in want of Furniture whether la regard to Quality, Style or Price.
Every article warranted aa recommended. Gratetul lor the liberal patronage of the last Twenty
yean,
we hope Cor the continuance of the favors <M our old
friends and the public.
Boston, September 39,1833.
oel8d3moe

JOBBERS

Aid Gents’

Black and Colored Corded Edge

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,
HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWIM MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSAILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKFS.

Boat

C.

K.

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Advantage,

5
10
20
10
8

"

"

WILLIAM H.

Black English Crapes,
m

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

A luH Stock ot Straw and Felt Goods, adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and Tor
sale at the lowest market pnce to dealers only, by

WILUAH H. HORTON k CO.,
IS and 14 Fraaldia Street,

AT

••

ttept 1—«L3zu

SAMUEL,

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

REMOVALI PL.UMBE R!
MAKER

B.

H.

CASSOCKS!

BELL'S

Bores Pumps usd Water OlossU,

Joseph. Bradford.

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND. ME.

We have this day opened the largest und beat
selected assortment of

10
25
15

Ill

A nice Black Sack

10

68 Liberty St., New Fork City.
Nov 4—d3mos

CUSTOM

All

William B. Bradbury. Mr. Bradbury's last previous work in this department. “The Jubilee," has
a
already hod a sale ol over 200,000 copies,
popularity almost unprecedented, for a work of this
kind. The Key Note is complete in all its departments, and is printed on clear, large type, one part
on a staff.
Price, $1 60.

Mason's Last Work.

Asaph t Or the Chair Beak.—A new collection of Sacred and Secular Murk for Choirs, Staring
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
of Mask, uid William Mason.
The Elements of
Muskal Notation are illustrated by a large variety of
pleasing, social pieces; part songs, glees, Ac. The
Tune Department contains mostly new music, and
provides for every meter; and the Anthem Department is full Mid attractive. Price $1,80.

Boot's Last Work.

to which are prefixed anew and comprehensive view
of Music ana its Notation; Exercises lor
eading
Music, and Vocal Training; Son's. Part 8ongs,
For
Conven&c,
Bounds,
Choirs, Staging Schools,
tions, &c. By George F. Boot. Price, $1,60.

The Hew Book for this Season.
The Praise of Ziao.—A Collectlo 1 of Musk
for Singing Schools, Ch irs and Musical Conventions;
consisting ofl. A System ol Musical Notation. II
A variety of Exercises and Glees for Staging Schools.
III. An extensive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
large assortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Chants.
Bt Solon WiLDtcnaua FredebicS.Davenpoet.
The publishers invite attention to this new book,
with great confidence that it will prove very attract
ive and useful to Staring Schools choirs and Conventions. The authors hare had at their command many
new compositions by the most popular and distinguished composers, foreign and American. A feature ot this work is tho presentation of a number of
hitherto unpublished compositions of Ckaeles
Zki ner, as well as some by Novelli and NEUXOMM, now first published from their manuscripts
in addition to the rich contributions ol’ living Authors. The contents of the Praise of Zion ore char
acterlzed by freshness, variety and practicability,
and the publishers confidently predict lor it a very
wide popularity and use. Price, $1.80.
MASON BROTHERS arc also pul Ushers of the
New Carmina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1.50.—
Tbe Jubilee, by William B. Bradbury, $1,50.
The
Sabbath Bell, by George F. Root. $1.80. The Shawm,
Root
and
We
We
by Bradbury,
Hastings, $1,60.
Church Music (ior the Episcopal Service,) by Charles
and
also
in
$3.00:
Books
Weis,
ofmanyother Music
oU departments.
Copies by moil postpaid at the
MASON
BROTHERS,
pr.ces.
600 Broadway, New York.
oc!4 ThAs6w&w3w

to Let.

HOUSE, Barn, and One Acre of Land, attoated
In Falmouth, one-half mile from Atlantic and
St. Lawrence Depot, and one-fourth ofUd from' Cat*
to Burt; For terms apply at No. B Chapel Street.

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

WORK,

first

Class

Soots

Made

None bat the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly suppBed with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
In manufoctnring custom work In this city, hat
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY Is the motto of this establish,
ment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

No. 8

These goods are fresh, and are 30 per sent, less
than regular prices, at

A. G. OENEY Jt

H. DUPEE
PHOTOGRAPHER I

Ma WO^Y, BOYS’,

OctMddw

»I"Q>o Wttmrf •(.-* oc dreeoeed persons
«■«
out ofttnm or in tM efty.
I have the old negatives oi Mr. Mffitaa'i at my
rooms, taken when he was in business; Blands who
had them there will find them here, from which
con be taken without reoopylng, at the lowest

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A urge assortment of Men’s, Boys' and Youths’
Calf sad Thick Beets, with a good stock of
Women's, Misses’ and Children's Boots and Shoos.
HP* Men’s RUBBERCOATS, LEGGINS, and
CAPS.

—Also,—

HOYTS PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,
Rahber Bella, Heee and Packing,
Lace Leather, Heap Packing, fc.

Copartnership.

FOR RALE!
AT

0ORHAM
.1:

....

A

VILLAGE,
neat

oje

and

MAINE.

a

half storied

COTTAGE, WOOD SHED AND
BARN, together wlthTWO ACRES
.OF LAND, In good sUte of cultlva

Aton.

Houec contains seven finished
Closets—never falling well

<fgoo2v5er*e°d

Cjmn the lot are « or 80 large bearing FrnR Tree*,
mostlv grafted with choice fruits.
Located ta one of the moet desirable streets in the
village, within five minutes walk from the Seminary,
Churches and Railroad Station'.
For sale CHEAP if applied for soon.
Enquire at Gorham of J. A. WATERMAN. Esq.,
or Messrs. REDLON ft CARD, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.
Portland, Nov 2.—d8w

rTlHJS undersigned have this day formed

1 nershlp under

the firm

SHAW
At the

a

copart-

style of

BROTHERS,

old stand of J. P- SHA W,

mo middle street»

Turkish
remove

Clothing

Cleansing

AND

—

GOODS !

FUR

BgTFars Exchanged, Repaired and Al-

PIANO

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER ST.,
PRINCIPAL.
given
OERMAN. Ac.
INSTRUCTION
Please send for Circular.

In

it

v

Ocean Inscbance Cohf't, I
Portland, Nov. 2, 1668. f
following Is a statement of the affairs ef this
in pursuance oi the requirerendered
Company,
ments of Chip. 49, Sec. 21, of the Revised Statutes of
the State of Maine.
140 000 00
Capital Stock, paid In,
129 800 00
Bank and other stocks,
Doans on Mortgages of Beal Estate
and Stocks,
14 903 90
Premium Notes, and Bills Receivable on hand,
O' 336 79
Beal Estate,
12 W0 00

THE

Cash

hand,

6 36141

Over and Under Garments,
C LO T ECS,
And

a

lull variety ol

from

kind*. It Is harml-as to labrlca
when the direction* are followed, and is unlike
many other artlelee recommended for the same purtnm “T offensive smell.
POS-I,,®*8
Wtu be sold by Croatian ft Co.. No. 75 Middle St.;
N. 8. Gardiner, No. 81 Middle St.; A. D. Reevee,
No. 9# Exchange St.: Geo. W. Hayden, No. 373 ConMor“ *

Ae CHEAP

as

GOODS,

the CHEAPEST,

GOOD as the BEST THE MARKET AFFORDS, at the Store of
Aid

as

P. MORRELL & OO.
No. 113

Exchange

St.

Board.
GENTLEMAN ant Wife, or two dagl# Boatfe-

board far tbo

PanliaA Mate*.
Work eueatad la nary part at tha State.

Jaaoldtt

gatisiactJon.

are

CALVIN BDWARDS A 00.

8—ilAwtl_

SALE

FOR

BARGAIN!

Currtoge-Muuufiactucy

No. » Preble

THE
„/sr^y£v^t^^ffi!5rSSSSCJ!S;
-ALSO,A number of trst-dass TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (f) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. H. RANDALL, oa the pramisea.
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall A Womibury'e,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

A

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS.U Broadway. New

York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and oa the meet
favorable term* Shipment, made directly to all doart also prepared to
mestic and foreign porta.
rural b Oak and Northern Pine Timber, new* or
sawn to order.
oclgdSm

They

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11

PREBLE STB BET, (Boar ProbU Room.)

PORTLAND, ME.
_____

Sols Booms, m and Ilf Sudbury St., Bouton, Umm.

Junsltf

HENRY P. WORflKHTER,
OENBBAL

Oonmlsslon and
Northora accoaat.

Offloa.—No. 18 Campbell’s Wharf.
Koarouc, Va.
tW“ Coatlgtunenta aoHched.
Belbn, by permiooloa, to Boon Moan. Lowell *
Sealeri GenUh £ Peeneai John Deaalo £ Co.:
Clerk, Bead £ Co., Portland, Mo.
■ajfliMai

Removal.

YY*

have this day toneMd to
rroaa roinui oocurizs by

D.

T.

undersigned contemplating making a change
in their buslnm, would di.poee of tietr Retail
Trade, together with Homes, Bread Carta and Baking Implements, on reasonable terms 11 applied ter

THE

Gk PL.

PAINE,

Teacher of Piano Forte
And Musical

JOHN F.

Theory.

ANDERSON,

SURVEYOR k CIVIL ENGINEER
OFFICE, CODMAJf BLOCK,
Tear** Street.

nek IT ddwtf

PEARSON A SMITH.

NOTICE-

Copartnership

Notice.

day
undersigned hare this
of

formed a oopartJ. nership for the purpose carrying on the retail
under
the
firm
oi
Dry Goods Business,

EASTMAN

BROTHERS,

IJ3SS taffSrJStOiiSt

con tinned

SrS-ffiafiT:

aubectlber offer* lor sale his Arm, situated
in Gray, one mil* and a half from tb* corner, it
contains about 57 acres of land, divided 1““ *““¥•>
and wood land. It haa on it * afory and a
pasture
toothhalf house, well finished, and in good
mp^r X>ere
er with barn and other nanal out-bnlldlnn.
°*
a
•■PPG
a
good
It mill privilege on the Arm, with

THE

yoke

nan#

of owmtwo cows, two

teXiu*r,,0<i ■"••“Sfc.'fflES*
i866--eodawr»_

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINESI
WOODMAN, TRDE k CO.,
Affente,
Wee. M and M

•

Middle Street.

•

Weedlet and Trimming, always
Binltf

Shirt

TCisUBtftBCd^rawe
(^aeiosed.
corporation ha* been organnew

on

head.

Pattern*!

CUT FROM

MEASURE,

Sr CHARLES GUSTO
Hey J—dtf

A

of

noSdlw

Farm and Stock tor Sale.

a

under the tom

D. w. TRUE A CO.
0. w, TRUE.
Wk. IMS.—octlMAwSw*

Street, formerly occupied by S. B.

Gray, Sept. 15,

Wharf.

BBADLBY, COOLXDGB £ BOOEHS.
dim
Portland, Oet i, IMS.

3.1865.—dtl

WRUerwiH also aeU

Lm,

IBS Middle Street.
Oetn-Mdhn*

A BABE CHANCE l

At 129 Middle
GO WELL.

ESQ.,

CHASE.
Read ef

XT SLAT* AT PAINE'S MUSIC STORE,

Sept 28—eodtlJ

fTIHE

«a

r

_

Clapp's Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME.

Oct.

Forvardlmf

MERCHANT.
HT Mowhandlio of all kfada. bought aad Mid

PINE I

RENICK,

or

OAfifilAGES AND 8LEIGH8,

warranted ts give

let, and tuning dene by cnarlnfM

KIMBALL,

■APvncrcBsa

•

Pianos to be

Tuner*.
March

ns

P.

C.

A CO.

Mobtox Bioos.

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION.
-A»»-

Ci* t V 4

YEAR made by any one witi
nP^lVJk_Jk_J»l5-StencU Tool*. No esperienM
CaahUre. and TreeaurBeoeywry.
ThePreatdenta,
en of three Bank* ndorae the
Sent free
olroular.
Tool
Addrem the AmSrloan
oo*d»«
Vermont.
W«to, Sprt;.gft#ld,

synod

1 »

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

StHnwap & Hon*, of New York.

Coat-Makers Wanted.
■Nov 2—dim

t-4i3t«

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Piano Fortes,

Portland, Nor. let, 1886.

Fluid I

Grease, Paint, Ink, Pitch, Ac.,

A mea, win bo accommodated with

on

Whole amount at risk.
2,014,421.00.
Whole amount of liabilities,
6,000.00.
OEO. A. WRIGHT, Sec’y.
Nov 2—diw

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

^FORTES.

sold by

MAINE.

Woomcbt S. Uiu,
JoB» A. 8. Dura.

lana Idtf

with all the modem Improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of the
same quality. Ws have made arrangementa, site, to
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Plano
Fortes, among which are

DRAWING, FRENCH,
sep28dtl

PORTLAND.
RLctbib Dana,

■ is

»nov2dtf

Portland Academy!

Fish and N alt,

The undersigned begs leave to onnounce that they are manufacturing and
Q,keep constantly on hand

ids

tered,

Portland, Not. 1,1866.

rrpANAXcai

Sept. 1—dAw3m___

BRADFORD

GUTS’ FUBNI8HING

of all

1

The public are requested to call and give me a try,
1 am bound to make as good workaaaanba found.
An assortment of FRAMES, Ac., will be found
here. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures *3,00 a Dumb, aa goad as
any one
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.

SOUTHERN

___

KENT’S

oetMdtt

Business.

Office of the

To all of which they Invite the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.
Oct 13—dfimoe

Wldg»ry’» Wharf,
POBTLAKS, hi.

as

JOHN P. SHAW,
FEED E. SHAW.

RUBBER BOOTS 4 SHOES.

Commission Merchants,

copies

AT A

—

MISSES’ and CHIL-

GENERAL

MAY

Street.

HATS, CAPS,

Street.

OHASE, GRAB k 8TURTEVANT,

be found at No. li» Middle Street,
where he Is ready to wait upon any one wishfor
ing
pictures of themselves or Blend*, at reasonable price*, for as good work se Is to be had at any
room In the city.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
attention
Especial
paid to Children's pic-

CO.,

Middle

133

jTbarbour,

Exchange

EVERY

3W~No. 200 Fore Street.

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!
J. t c.

description of Water Platuraa lor Deal.
Hag Hoorn. Hotel., Pablk Building., Step*,
Ac., arranged ana i*t op in tha beat manner, ud all
order, la town or country faith tally executed. AB
ktnda of JOBBING promptly attended to. Ooaataatly on hand READ PIPES, SHEET LEAD mil BEER
PUMPS ol aU daaerlpHoua.
.prftltJ

June 16—dtf

All Instruments

With fair Sttltoll.

New Collections of Cfanreh Music.
The Key Nete«—A new collection of Sacred and
Secular Music tor Choirs and Singing Schools, by

St.,

For Ladies and Oeetlemkn, from the very best
stock to be found In the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.

Vs

Mr. Bradbury's Last Work.

Federal

for $9.00

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

SACKS FROM $9 TO $30 h

PORTLAND, KB.

«

Bewla. Biaa a Silver Plated Ceefea.

terms.

■

10

No.

Watau Gold sad Shower Bsths, Wad

Has Removed from his old stand la Union Street
No. 300 Fomb St., where he It prepared to fill all
orders Cor Carpenters' and other Tools, M the
very beet quality, at short notice and on reasonable

LADIES GARMENTS

JONES,

Bo^ts, Shoes & Rubbers,

end Dealer la

Manufacturer ol

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers
and Calkers’ Tools, Ac.,

EVER RECEIVED.

Manufacturer and Dealer In
"

OB

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manotaotcbibs' tad Taut)*us’ Baxk.

«
•*

LAW,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

AasM-dti

■ *■

—ATO—

15
16

noarojv.

Street.

f IAN be found one of the beet selected stocks
V ot BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can t>e
found In this city, which trill be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMVEL BELL.
Oct 24—dtf

AT

Solicitor of Patents.
Me. tOS Middle Street.

U. T. S. RICE & OO.,

I.

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Boot, Shoe&Rubber Store, CLOAKS, SACKS,
Congress

CLIFFORD,

Commission House COUNSELLOR

-ALSO,-

TO-WN

No. 363

8
«
10
8
10
8
6
10
20
8
10
10
11
1C

XJ3E*

romnAMO.

SaptT-dtf

to

BABB,

Betwres l'ailed States fc Preble Haase.
Oct6—eodtf

of Mala*.

State

S» nddgO Middle Mi.,

Should apply to the

RIBBONS 1
Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Bibbons,

,

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

No. 63 Commercial St.

Comprising a foil Stock of

Furnishing Goods!

Agont. Sir EMPIRE BEVUtt MACHINES fcr

Sept 8—dtf

Bleached It U a bleached Cettea Flaaaele.

OB

Manu&cturen ol sad Palin la

MERCHANDISE

Ang. 26—dtf

Co.,

Dry Goods, Woolens,

WISHING

Bought or Sold to the

Mil liken Sc

Mueessort to G. L. Merer f Os.,

PARTIES

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

FALL GOODS!

and Dealer* te all kiadaef

ef

173 Middle and 118 Federal Sta.
Okie 1 If

—OF—

NEW

Ordora from out ol town wlleltad

J.
B.
PICKETT,
Dealer In Photographic Uooda,

SINCE

Boston and

to.

May M—dtl

the recent fin at our old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we hare taken the
large and beautiftU Halls over the

dbc.. die..

Clasps,

ly attended

Sale at tk* QBOCEMT STORES.
THE BEST THING lor KINDLING HARD COAL.

and Tailors’

Belt

Beltings,

ALSO,

POET LAUD, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Wuhln*

For

GOODS.

HEAD

!

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD
00.,

Hosiery, Gloves, Tarns,
Cloak.

8TTJ000 AID MA8TI0 WOSJCEXf,
Oak Street, between, Con green and fna Sts.,

-BT TUB-

BUCKLEY &

FEEXY,

PLASTERERS,

Puruaoes nxid Store*.

Kindling Wood

Fobsuxb, Ha.

attention paid to conalgnmanta of til kind*
Produce.
sepdOdijrr

and

Sol* Acenu In Portland tor the Celebrated

Magee

n

apple*, a*.

iVo. 3 Lime Street,

IRON.

HEAVY

Mu..,

Butter, Cheese, Eggi, Lard, Brians

tv It Is Cheaper, Beuer, and Cleaner
than Charcoal. TRY IT.
Oct ao—dsw*

Fall and Winter Bonnets!

hy Ire, again
pared to show a

30

BRYAN BROS. Jt CO.,

Nor. 7 -^Itf

BLOCK,

FASHIONABLE 4*

Boots and Shoes.

Send $6 Cents for Certificate.

A

DKK*'"

3

ALL RIGHT A GAIN!

ALSO,

Nov

Town and COUNT!
in a
Fancy Manufiteturiim buttress.
ptOIUale
■T
One Of thelight
list things la the market. Small
capital required,
Eo°“ ®>Ko-80 ******** Strkft.

-x^ririVlV,

-OF-

Ml Wool Delaines,

70
100

In all transactions by mail, we shall charge for torwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $6; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents In every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents tor every certificate, and remit 16 cents to ns,
either in Cash or Postage S. amps.

For Sale or

PRODUCE

MAINE,

FURNACES, RANGES,

^Opening.

* WIUbeprc

Cashmere Shawls,

70

Balls,

in

Street,

Wmn.n

of Goods,

vw

Mrs.""*’*
NO.

heretofore our customers will Cud our prices at
the lowest market rates, and os a rule less than
We aim at making it pay our
many other stores.
friend* to extend to us their patronage.

Certificates of the various articles aie first pat into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
bv mail, thus giving all a fair chance.
On receipt of
the certificate, you will soe what you axe to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar ana
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

x

Exohaajte

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO

SON,

A

Manufacturer* of and Deafen In

Hosiery,

Asds Ge»ei

Black Silks,

As

20 doz.
40
100 each

signet

#

NOTES

PORTLAND

SLEEVES,

AND

Gloves

Cloths,

Empress

61

5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
2000 Chatelaine Chains&OuardChainsJi to
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
6000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
6000 Mosaic, Jet, Lara and Florentine
4 to
Eardrops,
7600 Coral,Opal * Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
4000 California DiamondBreast-pins2.60 to
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
6000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
Studs, &c.,
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
4 to
10000 Minature Lockets,
2.50 to
4000
10
magic spring, to
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, <£c,
2 to
5000 Plain Gold Bings,
4 to
10000 Stone Set and
Bings, 2310 to
6060 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
7600 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladles’ Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
8 to
Holders,
6000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
Holders,
6000 Ladles’Gilt and Jet Buckles,
6 to
«
5000
Hsir Bars
and
6 to

RIGHTS

novMiw

a&ilPraeeltw,

500
60
100
60
50
00
20

“

The Diapanwn*—A Collection of Church Music,

Packing
OBDEBS
Shoe,

are

All ts he Said far ONE DOLLAR Each 1

Mr.

Oct 14—eod4w

nr shook.

Scholarships,

SPLENDID LI8T OP ARTICLES!

Dr.

or

over

to receive.

oan Owl

at

$p Street!

±

Fall and

French

adrm„.

Business Cards.

j

OF AT

showing

and

Notice,

Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Caaea*

B.—Special

Ladies having any difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can

the

Manner,

:.r rrr.j—

CONGRESS STREET.

ALSO,

Without Regard to Value. Not to be Paid
for uutll you know what you are

1MORTELLE8,

^IISTEN-

GENTS’

BE DISPOSED

N.

No. 36

"WTHITE Goods,
Jaconet Cambrics,
Plaid Cambrics,
Brilliants,
Nainsook Muslins,
Swiss Muslins,
White Flannels,
Merino Vests,
Ijnen Handkerchiefs, Dress Buttons,
STAMPEbEMBROIDERIES,
KDOINOS,
Berlin Worsteds,
Yarns,

ONE DOLLAR EACH, Bleached and Unbleached Cottons !

aooo

CORSETS.

St.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.

Got up in the Best Possible

CORSE1 St l

No. 4 Manafactorers Block, Union St.,

New Stock of

TO

Hippelved

0CtltW4w

Half Million Dollars Worth

Castinets,

Machinists,

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
3To.

our

CORSETS,
CORSETS,

Oct

FURNITURE
HOYT

!

convinced.

A

at

WM. GRACE & CO.

splendid stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in price from
8Sc to $3,50. Call! Judge for yourselves! Be

the

yourselves,

N. B—If not convenient to coll, send 80 cents and
your address, through the Post Office, and we will
select and forward one of the envelopes.
Nov 3—d4w

■"

invited to call and examine

PLEASE

Corner of Congress and Prehle St.

Nov 4—d2w

for

Middle Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Skirt. X*
are

CENTS B-A.OH.

UTo. 169

expense.

Now

opening at
HAMILTON

see

|y Every Skirt we sell is guaranteed; every Skirt I
before being placed in store is examined and tested,
j
and in no case shall we knowingly sell an inferior 1
Ladies

4 oo

OtTR PLAN OF OPERATIONS:
We sell you an ecvolope for FIFTY CENTS, conan oni-r for one of our new and beautiful Metaining
laino Pictures, retail price SO cents, and a very large
proportion of envelopes in addition tbereto, will contain an order for one of our engravings, valued from
*1 -to $18, or an artier on any one of tbe first artists
in tbe city tor a Portrait of yourself, framed worth
$4, It will be noticed, that no one tails to get a picture worth all they pay, and everything considered,
cheap at the price; but in addition to that many
lucky ones will get from $1 to $18 worth. Our customers are assured that every article In the stock
will be tbi ly distributed on these terms, without
favoritism, and each person purchasing an envelope
will have a fair chance with his neighbor.
Call and

third hands.

aitgh and pink skin, and graceful self-possession are altogether charming. It Is true that
Furniture and Glass Ware !
iow and then-“a singular veiled light would
-Alsoihoot across her eyes,” which makes one loci
Second-Hand Carpels,
even
without
uncomfortable,
having any clear
Feather Beds, Ac.,
idea of what a singular veiled light shooting
across anybody’s eyes is like.
And a woman Which they are selling at the LOWEST PBICES!
Please call and examine our stock.
with a thrilling voice and nameless grace, and
HOYT & CO., 43 & 47 Union St.
‘a strange chameleon beauty” is not the sort
The highest prices paid lor second-hand Furniture,
if person a plain man would like to marry. Carpets, &c.
But chameleon beauty is at present the propPortland, Nov. 4.—d2waw4w*
er conventional characteristic of interesting
who
write
novels are, of
heroines, and people

courageous
and cruel and conquering, just as leopards are.
But the weak caviller who makes such objeclions as this does not perceive what a splendid field for exciting situations and wonders
of complication is to he got by planting the
nature of a cruel beast in the bosom of a prether loose among
ty woman, and then turning
a set of respectable English drawing-rooms.
The wild havoc which ensues, the keen hunting by ordinary wive3 and mothers ot the ieop
urdg with the low brow and thrilling voiceand chameleon beauty, and the game way in
which she meets her fate, are all far more entertaining than if the authoress had taken
mere human
beings for her puppets.—Saturday Review,

frame,

satisfactory. Our extensive and widely spreading trade in these
articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Manufactories in the U. S.,
gives us such advantages in the matter of
price, that in many cases we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lower than they can be bought of other parties who get them through second or

Tailoring!

C. K. BABB’S,

4 00

Portrait oi President Llnooln, in oval frame,
4 00
Mrs. Lincoln,
4 00
“
President Johnson,
4 00
Together with over 500 other portraits o1 Generals
and public men. Also, an Immense stock of other
pictures, both American and foreign, all to be sold at

which must be

PLEASE REMEMBER

woman

her
courage, nor her cruelty, nor a single spot
on her shin in;, coat, nof the
conquering spirit
which impels her, nor tins hot which brings
her down.” So the modern fashion requires
that every yomjg lady who aspires to the portion of heroine in a sensation novel shall be
iuuuw leopard law.
a ioopaxu, uuu
It does
not at first seem very artistic to make
yotrn<y
ladies with low brows and yellow curls act as
if they were leopardesses, and he

SQUARE.

08

-I ust

COLLARS

..

Ladies! Anderson intends to give you
season, Skirts and Corsets at prices

Cnltisg Dome fur Others to Make*
The public are invited to CALL.
eodftn
Portland, Oct 26, 1866.

UNION STREET

if they ware milliners
The authoress of “Miss Foror dressmakers.
rester” takes for her motto some words from
i
>ne of Thackeray’s novels about a leopard.
‘Tire Leopard,” Thackeray said, “follows her
nature as the lamb doas, and a-Jti after leopard law: she can neither help her beauty nor

SKIRTS,

this

N. B.

—

as

8

Landing of Pilgrim Fathers In America, 1623,
framed,
8,00
Portrait of Lt. Gen. U. S. Grant, In oval frame,
’400
10x22,
Portrait at Maj. Gen. W. T. Sherman, In oval
4 80
frame,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. P. H. Sheridan, In oval
4 00
frame,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. O. O. Howard, In oval

SKIRTS,

26 MARKET

feSP- He Cuts and superintends his work him sell,
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

Cloaks !

course, bound to respect the fashion of the

framed,

Which he manu&ctures to order in the LATEST
STYLUS, and at FAIR PRICES.

WINTER

day as deferentially

SKIRTS,

Skirt and Corset Store!

Fall and Winter Opening

of the feinala villajn, as a
with black hair and deep sunk eyes
md a sepulchral voice, has vanished. The
remorseless wretch of our time is the pleasantest little being imaginable. Her silvery

gpo
24x36, framed,
Full length Portrait of George Washington,
g DO
framed,
Full length Portait ol President Lincoln,
8 80
Signing the Compact on board the May Flower,
from the original picture by E. White,
N. A.,
8 00
Departure of Pilgrim Fathers for America, 1820,

NEIV YORK

Fancy,

iiot'on

Regular

ANDERSON’S,

FINE ASSORT-

quiring

The ok!

The stock consists In part ol'the follow-

Prices.
Gen. Sherman at Savannah, 20x32, framed,
*15 00
Fall length Portrait «f Martha Washington,

-AT-

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

big

reach of all.
ing:—

A.

COODS

J'

Engravings!

And other pictures, ou terms more liberal
over
before offered in Portlaud. Those goods are all of the
most desirable kind, and such as will salt the most
fastidious taste, and will be sold at prices within the

OPENING

St.,

of

The Modern Heroines.

Fine Steel

ALL THE NEW STYLES I

Broadcloths,

the con-

Republic.—[Charles Sumner.

subscribers propose to distribute among their
a large assortment of

P«-

Miscellaneous.

HCk'iiD

23

Dry GroocLss

STREET.

by U. S. Government.

customers
THE

SKIRTS,

HOOP

NATHAN GOOLD,

131 Middle

Fancy Goods.

and

NEW

Fall and Winter

-AT-

Hoop Skirts,

HOOP

MIDDLE
Licensed

Portiait of Maj. Gen. A. E. Burnside, in oval

Where he keeps a
civil and political By one section, it is
provided that “the articles of the civil code on
Full Assortment
Cloths
the rights and obligations of the family are ex-'AlfDtended to freedmen; that consequently they
acquire the right, without the authorization of
the proprietor, to contract marriage, and to
make any arrangement whatever
concerning
Embracing
their family affairs; that they can
equally enter all agreements and obligations authorized
Moscow
Overcoatings,
by the laws as well with the State as with inChinchilla Overcoatings,
dividuals, on the comlitions established for free
Beaver Overcoatings,
fanners; that they can inscribe themselves in
the guilds, and exercise trades iu the
villages;
Broadcloaths,
and they «an fauna and conduct factories and
Cassimeres,
establishments of com inaree.” Another section secures to the freedmen the right of acDoeskins,
and alienating property of all kinds,
Both
Plain
and
according to the general law,'besides guarantees, on certain, conditions, “the iiossesaion of Which he will make up in the l*>Ht manner, and
their homesteads,” with the grounds appurte- latest rti TLE. His stock of Furnishing Goods
is large, embracing the best stvies in the maiket.
nant.
81 Middle Street*
Anotner section secures to the freedmen
complete equality in the courts, with the right
W DON’T FORGET THE NUMBER.
of action, whether civilly or criminally-, to
Oct 2"—eod6w
commence process, and to answer personally
or by attorney; to make
complaint and to defend their rights by all the means known to
the law, and to appear as witnesses and
bait,
Mr*. A. J. UPTON A CO.,
conformably to the law.
Other sections seqpre to the freedmen equal- Y*7TLL on WEDNESDAY, Noy. 8th, open to the
IT inspection of the Ladles of Portland and vicinity in political rights, by providing that “on
ity a
the organization of the towns, they shall he
CBDke Selection
entitled to take part in the meetings and elections for the towns, and to vote on town affaire, and to exercise divers functions; that
FALL AND
they shall also “take part in the assemblies for
the district and shall vote in district affairs,
Hats, Cape, aud Fancy Goods.
and choose the chairman,” and generally to
These Uoods comprise all the latest stylet and are
i
enjoy all rights to choose -their local officers ! in mulhetured ofthe
and to he chosen in turn. And still another
section authorizes freedmen to “place their CHOICEST MATEBIALS,
children in the establishments for public eduA. J. UPTON & CO.,
21 Free Street.
cation, to embrace the career of instruction,
Nov. 1—dBt
or the scientific career,or to take service in
tile corps of surveyors.” And it is further
provided that they “cannot lose their rights or
be restrained in their exercise, except after

the great

169

Hoop Skirts,

HOOP

LARGE STOCK!

SALE!

frame

dition of free farmers,’’ they, then proceed in
formal words to fix and assure their rights,

judgment of the town, according to fixed rules.”
And still further, that they cannot be subjected to any punishment otherwise than by virtue of a judgement, or according to die legal
decision of me town to which they belong.’
Such are tlui safeguards by which emancipation in Russia has been completed and assured. Such is the lesson of the great Empire to

NOVELTY^

Hoop Skirts,

HOOP

50 Cents Eaeh!

O- B A. 3SX TD

HOOP

have occurred at Epping, England—a market
town in the county of Ersex, ten or fifteen
miles from London.

the

Accompanying
proclamation, is a series
of “regulations,” prepared with infinite care,
and divided into chapters and sections—occupying no less than ninety-one pages in double
columns and small type—by which the rights
of the freedmen are secured beyond question.
Beginning with the declaration that the freed-

Only

If such
congestions 'should occur, they
be denoted by heaviness,
ihcoherency,
and
wandering,
by laborious breathing, and
be
subdued
the
may
double-colby applying
uinned water-bag, at a temperature of one
hundred and twenty degrees, along the lower
part of the neck and between the scalpulte.
7. If it be necessary to induce sleep, this
may be done by the same bag applied in the
same way.
Twelve cases of cholera and lour deaths

MERCHANT TAILOR!

Dry

Only 50 Cents Each!

f).
will

*

made.

was

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Miscellaneous.

*»

■—

h

dorsal regions.

February, 1S01; promulgated

amidst prayers
and thanksgivings in all the churches of the
national capital, and at once expedited to every part of the widely extended empire by generals and staff officers of the
Emperor himself.
Here it is in an official document cntittled
Affranchissement des Serfs, and fteuod at St. Petersburg. After reciting that the earlier measures in behalf of the serfs hail failed, because
they had been left to the “spontaneous initiative of the proprietors,” the Emperor proceeds
to take the work in hand as a sacred
legacy
from his ancestors, and declares the serfs, alter
an interval of two
years, “entirely enfranchised.” Meanwhile, that nothing might fail, “a
special court” for serfs was created in each
province, charged with the organization of local governments, the adjustment of boundaries, and generally to superintend the transition from the old to the new, with “justice of
the peace” in each district, to examine on the
spot all questions arising trom emancipation.
Had the work stopped here, it would have
been incomplete. But no such fatal mistake

Miscellaneous.

x~m.

:

and receive therelbv Certificates of Steak la the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Company, in aoeordaM*
with the Statute.
JABE? C. WOODMAN,
iYeoauWr of the Laed* and Faradagton Railroad Cd.
Sept 28,1665.
flpSfdAWSw

Gravel

_

imttm

Booling

FOR FLAX ROOFS.
■. MERSEY. Agent,
K* W rnl«« rftrOet.

-mi

:

PRESS'

DAILY

I knajv the painful etrug-

habit and policy,
nrejuEice, which suchanda
a you to encounter;
,n,

PORTLAND-

_-•

v

°f the *****

daily

W

<»<#*•* </«»**«

*ssm

tvi-im—SS.00 per

13T Readinn

15

^rSfT

than the

jMHJteg on

.i»-.„.>nvflba nature to overcome
is,

ail Jioitf Fazes.

a DemPicture of the Democratic Party by
ocratic Artist.

of the
Gen John A. Loo an it one
Illinois
the
of
Democracy.
wheel-horses

old
He

“Egypt,"

where the

Democratic feeling

has

that the sun’s rays could
at least the rays from
ft’;
penetrate
scarcely
It
mocracy has baoomo'3 dilng- of the past.
hi
house
found
no encouragement
school
the
nick-name
apthe
that quarter, and hence
It was the
plied to that portion of the State.
New Jersey has abjured it, and the election o:
the tremendvoted
up
were
from
which
Tuesday secures the ratification of the consti- region
with which the opous Democratic majorities
tutional amendment, and the election of a
more inUiii igcut northern counof
the
position
Union ©.-6.-Senator.
ties was overcome and effectually silenced■Now Xpile has.gone Republican Union by
01
Gen. Logan was the warm political and
is
true
same
The
an increased majority.
personal friend of the late Mr. Douglas, and
“unclean’ spirit ha.; like him, when traitors took up arms against
From Massachusetts the
nfajority fhr their country, rose above mere party considerUrtrtv" tear* de^artefi.
ations, believed there could bd hut two parmwease upabout
oO.OOO-an
JBuilockwm.be
ties to die contest—patriots and traitors—and
to
Conis
ejected
hanks
Gen,
on last year.
the shortest way to peace was through the
that
Senate
the
of about 0,0'J0;
gress by a majority
and most stupendous preparation for war. Gen.
1
Democrat,
and
39
feefubhean
wfirstand
Logan went into the army, resigning a seat
the House will contain just Democrats enough
in Congress to do so, was at the
capture of
to preserve m mementoes of an inglorious patBoston came out Fort Donelsdh, at the selge and capture of
ty. The ‘^iglit-IIour men in
Vicksburg, and in most of the hard fighting in
srtfalt.' Tft-o Republican and one Pemociatic
rfffet, taTOr them—that Is All. the South west. But he can fight on the stumn
to litre adas well as in the field; northern
-7 ts now dead enough
copperheads
as well as armed rebels, and for this he has reministrators appointed to administer nfita- its
is sow made HP* ceived and may rejoice in as
ixgtf cruto. The inventory
large a share of
has done
Democratic bate as any other man, Gpn. Buta glorious past which the present
ler not excepted.
much to tarnish, a few dead men’s bones, a few
He made a speech at
badges of -‘K. G. C.,” a few Copperhead
Jersey City the other
badges, and disgrace enough to damn a nation. day, in which he took up the brush and drew a
»
_IMC]_t
..
sketch true to life, the present Democratic
Mlnfetar
on
Negro Suf- party sitting as the original. Here it is:
x nrrT cabinet
De-

A

been so

profound

Repte^nfttiW

Itbes already beeft-mi(ntktae<Hk ’these ecA-

John 9-1 Reagan #f Texas,

umaa that

late

Postmaster General of the so-called, Confederate states, and- recently « prisoner at Fort
Warren, sort an address ti ^the people ot

'fer-

ns before liis liberation, in which lie advocated
with much force, the importance of conferring

3y!$&£5riMsrx&
from thta address because of tbe cwvtftefl state
of our columns, and even now are able to reproduce only a very few paip,gj;p.ph$. thg fol-

lowing*ire of the most striking importance :

"To thfe conferring of the electric franchise
on your former slaves, 1 anticipate a stubborn
and riheWefopflosition, barfed on tbe ignorkUd'
of the great mass of them, and on their total
want-of information and experience km&ttfifs
of
iridWing
which pertams to the science ofgyvenimeDt
oft&J
Inf
this objecaud/Aipforllie pride
tion maybe sgstamed,
by pointing to, tbe ex-

legi^(^,^imitxiru-*ioitM<J

amples <W*5l®i!OTpand

orCeritral America and
South American States, riterh, by’riie enfranof tbe Indians and the negroes, and
chis^enji
all others,"without reference to raee, oxioentai
or- moral fitness for the exewise of these responsjblft ixjgJOa, Jbgy have been deprived of
the blessings of peace, orduf and good govem-

milogi afc‘l driiolifedfin alftmostAninUtiupl-*?

ed series of war3 and navqbllions, often of tbe
most cruel and barbarous character for mom
than half a cintury.wiih no present prospect,

“But these difficultigaare not insuperable, if
you meet them with patiened ana reason. X
have no doubt you can adopt a plan which

requireawnftroil She> Govern noon t, withowt endangering good government and the repose of
-J
goodsociety. This can ho done by:
“Jirsf.-t Extending tbe privileges and protection cf tlie laws over the negroes as they
are fever the whites, and allowing them to testify in the courte on the same conditions; leaving tUeh- testimony subject to the rales relatwith the wise
and the

yuyreut-of modem legislation
tendency <rP judicial dfemsions in all

Tell me, when the victory was on the side of
the Union troops, who laughed and shouted
far joy, and who sulkily went away and cursed
the day and hoar the victory was wou ? Was
it Hie man who claimed to be a loyal man?
Wafe it the man who was a Democrat who was
tui 'Sustaining the Government ? Was it the
Itepublican—was it the Abolitionist—the man
you hate so much—was he the man who came
up mid sneered when he saw your boys from
New Jersey had won a victory? [Cries of
Or was it the proud Democratic party,
that claim to be the saviours of .this country
stall times when thaxounlry is in trouble?
Now I do not know how it was here, but I
know in my part of the cofuttry; where I happened to be home once or, twice during the
war, and where ft is a gbod ddal like Jersey,
1 weuk(,see grojipiof
tmoptepn the corner; a
telegraphic despatch had come—a great battle

fought—10,(100 killed and wounded—so many
prisoners captured; yotr would' see one of these
Copperheads come up and commence reading
it (that is if he could read); he would call

“My

i
OV.’IIJ^WJ\
Thai no
now entitled

“Firsti

to

person

privitogf (fo#oJfofg

the.

s

[Langhter.]

The Sublimity of Impudence.

of ydstarday we clip the

mss »<&L*i *»o„™
round right

We iwpe the eonverfsicHn/Jhff /Join ot&ere.
sion will prove permanent .”

It Is Said that Impudence may he pushed to

prescribed, bjflagv/. tf R 1 ji
This is not

qnlyt. good

.*1

.’1

common sense

but

Srt uU
T"
the Son
?fh|
Sj'i+Wa
them
States. No rational man doubts
that there are'athongdhe’ erhaiTcItiatikl blacks
many who

woi^l

not

franchise' intelligently.

exercUc the elective
But it is just as true

was

telligence, or of property, Wlfoob presupposes
infoaywics,, and a stake in the well-belngof
society. To make ail men eqtnfUn this law
is to aooejJt' Emancipation In its fan
meaning.
The vfar must Have t|iis result. Mr.
Iteagau
sees this clearly, and‘it will be well for the
South when she understands and accepts it,
no peace for her until she

for there will be
does. Be says:

“The adoption of these
measures, in addition to those. before mentioned, would, in
my
judgment, meet the end3 of justice and lair*
ness; seeuflWthe re-estaWiShment of State

government, jthe admission of her Sectors
and RBpresenhtors in Congress, the suspension
of military rale,*nd the tastonatien of
civil,
consljwtkmal ant) focal self-government. And

it would do

out of oil reasonable

propriety’

and treated the repeal of the act which prohibited the laying of a third rail as a knife
laid upon" the naked Jugular 1>f <Wir city’s prosperity and encouraged the impression that our
.beautiful city was to bs absorbed by Boston,
and that scarcely d stone would be left, outside of Urn graveyard, to mack the spot where
it had stood.oensw m
The second fact was this: that the Press, at
the time-the question of repeal was
pen,ling,

published along

total

equally unfit to he Intrusted
with that right.
>tnke:h lest then, if you
pl<faM*a)«* Mftieskaot of eoforfout *fly>
Southenf "rates

frightened

rail,

editorial to demonstrate the

impracttealdlily and danger

and to show that the fears

of such

a

of it were

mainly'groundless.

Wo opposed 'the repeal
not through fear that Portland was to suffer
severely, hut on the ground that our legislation should not be controlled by Boston, and
that our own citizens were presumed to understand their business quite as well as those
ad venturers who showed a
willingness to trade
off and barter away that business.
Since that time, however, the Argus seems
to have been bought up, so that it lias become
the favorite organ of a certain Bangor gentleman, who has bden favored with’a hearing in
its columns when it suited his
purpose to assail the Press and its editor.

.Esop; With a Life of the
Author. Illustrated from Original designs
bj-Herrick. IVol. 12 mo. New York :Hurd
& Houghton.

forty cUfprttf.

..

beautifully

clear type and
binding resplendent in purple and gold, with
the dingy, dog-eared, ill-printed and worse
hound one from which wc first made the acquaintance of „Esop the story-teller, we Could
not help thinking that it i3 something worth

Senate.

thelL^ni-,
3',„ wS

sissag-r^aatt.-a

ouou

lUoJUtntiu^

tile

UlepatCh

Of

bUt*iH«3M3,

banishing alUdi3tarbing bustle. Tilton & Co.
pride'tliemsolvewbn throe specialties, viz; finely illustrated works for presents, bibles and
prayer books, and juvenile publications. Each
of the*e
dgpartgapnte is largp, admirable and
complete'. Tflefr illn-tT;ifedwof'ks afe not stirpassed, and in some respects are unequalled,
instances of these are Tennyson’s complete
works, and Goldsmith’s -‘Deserted Village,’
both of which

be issued in about ten
days, Tiif engraving? in these, as wall aathe
letter press are of the most
exquisite style, and
will not only do credit to this
house, but to

Aipprican

are

to

art

Hew

N. West, of Fort Kent, and- a man by
the name of Qubm, w;ere crossing the St. John

Biver, ueaf the Grand Falls, their canoe was j
capsized and both were precipitated into the
engent. ^r. West succeeded.iageWing on the majority.
canoe, while Quinn made for the shore, hut
changed liis intention, to assist West, and in
the net ef glueing hiw KwwH no tli, „nu,. wan It
to rise no more,
V
83f“ A wooden hnil^ijig
..

on

Mala, Street,

§400.
The ladles of High'fS'trdet Congregation^
al Church, Auburn, propose to raise
money
! *
enough to buy » parsonage.
BJT" The Lewiston Journal recently pub-

lished Dr. C. L. Blood, pf Bosten, for
neglect
to pay for the advertisement of a lecture which
he was to deliver in that city. It now
says Dr.
ISlo >d was hired to lecture by a third

who, he supposed, had settled the bills, spfl it
was not wrfHl he rfad hie
pUragf af® in fhe pa-

apd artizanship. 0 ther public*-1 yers that he learned to the contrary. Dr. B. is
of equal attraction and merit are in
amply able, a*d ready to settle all Mils against
courts of preparation. Of thabibles and
prayer books they have between three and four hunThe Skowhegan Clarion says that
dred vSrieties, ranging in price irdm half a dolilessr^ GouldiUt Go. are gett&g up at their
lar to one hundred dollars.
Many are bound Machine Shop in that town, a
pair of shears
ia ihe most beautiful manner after
original de- ■that will weigh over a ton. They are intended
signs. The juvenile feature of the establish- for cutting iron and steel for axes.
ment is not less noticeable, in these modern
-The LewtsH&r JourAM is
on the
golden times the young folks are munificently city authorities to
provide a public hospital in
provided for in the way of books. Boys and case of cholera or other
epidemic.
girls are in high clover pow-a-days. Books are
d#" A correspondent of the Lewr$toft Journot only printed in the fairest
type hut are il- nal says that among the large families in the
lustrated in the nicest and most profuse mauteWtoof;Waldtihoro, are the following names :
11 >-, thanks to such
go-ahead folks as Tilton &
•Head, Foote, .Hyde, Horn, Airies,,iHough,
Co. Everything is
and
the path
pictorialized,
Heart, Bowles (for bowels), Haslet. Thus the
of lite thereby made all the pleasanter.
town had everything except Tail, when at last
—The SpMrgay Prest
sc “Augusta J.
a Prussian came in named Onbeliind I
Evans, the author of “Beulah”—a work which
d5F* Two barns in Orono, belonging to Jas.
Miss Ada Clare once had the
audacity to call Page, were destroyed byfire Monday Bight,
‘a lcather-and-flnding3 imitation of Jane
Eyre’ about 9 i-2 o’clock. There were bunt in them
—has a new novel nearly ready for the
press.”
five tons of hay, a quantity of straw, Sec., one
—Qnitc a numbqr of English
horse, two oows, one heifer, fbur hogs, and all
establishing branch stores or agencies in the of the harnesses and
farming tools. Ho insurcities
of"
the Union.
principal
to have been the work of an
ance.
Supposed
—It is said that M. Thiers has
completed a incendiary.—fWhig,
__
hi story of Florence in tea
volumes, and that he
By Referring to the project for a
]
has sold it for $100,000.
tel in Augusta, the Farmer says, “we art1 mor—That swashbucjder hero who calls himself
tified to see so little public interest manifested
“Heros Von Borcke,” still continues in Blackin anentei&Ue':*. estfltiJ
wood his veracious history of the “Confederate
prosperity or our city. ^Everybody acknowlWar for Independence.” In reading the
ac- redges the necessity for additional hotel concount of his achievements one rathor Wonc&rs
veniences, but the disposition to take hold of
how it could happen that any cause which was
the matter in resolute earnest is discouragingsustained by this doughty champion and his
ly wanting.”
wonderful “Damascus blade” could have failed
By Mr. Randal Currier, of Mt. Vernon, reof success. From the style of these articles
slaughtered a pig tan months old, that
cently
we are inclined to tliiuif that
uuw
**
they were origin- weighed 425. lbs.
ally intended for the New York Ledger, but beBy These are hard times for those who have
ing rejected by its editor, have found their way, defrauded either the government or our sufferin the paucity of other matter, into the pages
ing loyal people during the past terrible war.
of ‘Old Ebony." The literary taste of English
They must expect to he talked after, and if dereaders must be at a low ebb if such dreary
tected in deviltry to receive no mercy.
drivel as this can find admirers.
tions

Respect for

®U0rtment

•‘communit^COnfiJeilCe

Copperhead friends, and shall expect to see it- copied into the Argus, with
marks of approval, to-morrow morning. It is
ter to our

rew^xl

as

follows:

“General Judsvti fZiliiatrick:
“Dear sir:—I have observed with interest
your political conflict in Kew Jeasey. It is

j^jTrk

sawa^fiftwat
parted*Abe

really provoking, hardly worthy of ‘a serious
thought, but rather of satire and ridicule, the
squirming of the politicians called Copperheads, who opposed the war from every conceivable motive. Some froto sheer cowardice,
others to oppose a political party- Some because they
thought we could not whip the

sriaSJSSfissS’^iaeg

SSttSSSkS

South, and now that is reduced

.’scsssrsas**;

to

demontheir cona

stration, have hard work to explain
T?®** even to themselves. I have no patience
class of men, and believe the people
ioK,7™ wV1'1 l'ave

respect for U3 who bethan for the Copper?omina,ly their friends, led them
deeper and deeper into trouble.

—

wt,*16™
w.

I.

Sherman, Major-General.”

England, it is said, 80,000,000 bushels of
barley are annually made into beer. One firm
sometimes uses 64jOOQ bushels per week, and
pays $500,SOO per year for freight, to one railIn

f

more

soundJy>

road company,

the volume of this

Here are some of its

statements,

pur-

porting to coble from "Washington, and published in the paper of that day:
Debt

bearing interest In coin, $118,113 T80 180!
iaw**! money

•

A*‘.

<<*.*«>'- 3

GALLLERY,
PH^pGRApHIC
ALONZO

3.-’DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, F|
Copying done in the bvist inauer..
Ilee2£tl. I

®

rtic^ioAnAviiH at'

DOZEN,—the
-*"»

*

♦«

»

PHOTO O-ZEt^AIPIEIS 1
larg**t, licit, #id cheapen! Fktaldtdimmt

THE

All

the State.

warranted.

work

graphs $3.00 per (to2.
^ l A. ».

1

in

Photo-

Card

Me KENNEY,

eodAeowSm

281

Congress

i'or*Sale:

INTEREST in the exclusive State Right to
myiudicture and sail one of the beat articles in the
jjthcr,boslnc>» demanding 'the owner* M

-—■

mjrlgtj

Capital llequlrcd,...$700.
Address:
“ilANl/FACTU^KIt,"
nov6d l SN
Box 2110, Portland Post Office.

I

■

•

j
Majical Preparation

A

ton,

——roit-—

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

PRICE

HAIR.

THE

Frotn Fortress Monroe.

that no more steamers or vessels are to be discharged from the government service, and also
stopping the sale of transportation property.

Important Announcement.
New York, Nov. 8.
The New York post office announces that
hereafter the mails from this city for New Orleans, will be forwarded by rail. Nothing will
be sent

by

sea.

-BY-

»,•

—————i—m—

CUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July 22—sndtf

C.

E.

II.

_H.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
warranted to do all that is claimed for it. Will
restore the Grayest Heads to their original color,
whether black or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
Scalp, frees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the market. Tty it. $1.
per bottle j sold by ali druggists.
W. P. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Portland,
Is

Me;

oc6an6w

Slr188',817’,788!

These sums, with some others, are footed
up, and the total debt of the country, as it existed onthe 31st Oct. last, set down at two
hundred seventy-four biliiona, eighty-five millions, three hundred seventy-five thousand
eight hundred dollars! 1 The whofe debt having been stated by the Sec’y of the Treasury
on the 1st of that month, at leas; than three
WlHons, the increase is very frightful. It will
be rather difficult for the Secretary to pay
that gold interest on one hundred and sixteen
billions—and we anticipate a rise'in the price
of gold at once, unless the community receives
this statement of the Argus, as it does its other political wisdom, at very much below par.

city,

Mr

THIS celebrated Toilet Soa$, in aucli universal
made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient fife its nature, fragfantly scented
and extremely bcnoAtlpl in its apt upon the s>in.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good?s Dealers

demand, is

june31dlyr

\ \

VkiV

^mfrnnnd. aad eoafc*ins uo injurious properties wliatever.
IT WILL RESTORE GRAYIIAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

It Will keej> the hair from Rilling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair^soit, Ins*
trous and silken.
It is

a

275
533
120
800
.687

00
S3
00
00
00

or

young, should foil to

use

Ixs Phuosophy.—Sozodont is an antacid.
Sozodont is an anti-putrescent. Sozodont is a
tonic. Sozodont is all vegetable and entirely
harmless. Hence it cleanses the teeth from
acetous coneretions, stops the decomposition
of their substance, sweetens the breath, stimulates the ■gums, and is the safest and best
^preparation of its class in existence.
I novloSteoa
nmU
**M,,W*^———————l^—i

NOTICES.

Sherman and h i#

.'I,.

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
Ask for Hall’s fcicilian Hair

will be a work of rare
merit, both ior Interest ofnarative and as a true and
faithful transcript of events connected with the late
now

in press

ftu instance of diaeatisthedon by any one wheused It.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and apeak In terms of commendation of its magiral
our reputation fotfSc Mrtllnicrit (ifwhai
here declare. In almost eveky instantc where the
Infant is suffering from pahi and exhaustion, reliel
wiUbp logmlip flttoen minutes alter the Syrup isad-

khd p’.Mtfe
we

FuU direction* for using will accompany oach bottlle
None genuine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS. New York, le on the outside wrapper.
Sold by alt Druggist* throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.

junea*nd*w6m
A Faflt Worth
That Rubber Goods

Dress

access to the
private papers
Commanding Offioer, liave been

Druggists everywhere.

mnylleodfim*

be repaired la

a

neat add

Elevators 1

23 Cents per Set!

The oditors having free

beautiful glossy and healthy appearance. It will also
promote a growth of now hair on bald heads, where
the glonds or roots are not disorganised; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. Whipple, Agent ibr Portland. Sold by

can

Knowing,

substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
July21sn«T \ ^

war.

and journals*!their

your-

years, and can savin confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to say of any other

Campaigntt

By Colonels Bowman anjd Ibwet.
>■< «
Aids to Gen. Sherman in the
Campaigns described.
This work

FOR

DATE.

Africa.............Boston.......Liverpool.Nov

8
9
10

Q

11
11
11
11
11
15
18
Belgian. ..Portland.... Liverpool.Nov 25
South America..New York..Kio Janeiro....Nov 29

Almanac..Vuvruabrr 9.
gna Ifcw: .;
I..
.#.44 ♦ M*w»i*
mm
U.14PM
Sun sets .4.44 J High wm tr. 3.45 PM
Miniature

At

ANDERBOKl’S

NEW YORK SKIRT & COSSET STORE
26

Market Square*

26*

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

octl8snd3m

LOOK, LOOK !
SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, and X will
of these Gold-Plated Articles:—
Ladies Neck Chain, Gents Vest Chain, No. 5 Locket l*r two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladles Jewelry, Gobi Ring, Genti Chain Pin, Gents Andhor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons, Geld Plated Button4, Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address
L. DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
Oct 27—#3diw*
Bo* 132.
send you any

one

HT" A Physiological View of Marriage!
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs In a state of Health and Disease, with aTreatioe on Early Errors, its Deplorable
Consequences
Upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent tee of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in
stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
N.
Y.
Albany,
The author may be consulted upon any of the disupon which his hook treats either pernmally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any Dart of the world
Oct 6—s x d&w6m
eases

Perry’s Moih and Freckle Lotion.
Clikianna, or Mothpateh, (also oalled Liverspot,)
and Lentigo, or Freokles, are often very
annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, tor the discolored spots show more plainly on the face of a
blonde than of* brunette ; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation teat will effectually remo ve them without mjurtug the texture or
color of the slcm, is certainly a desideratum. Dry B.
C. Perry, who has «od» diseases ofthe skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, widely Is at once prompt, Infallible, and harm-

Prepared Mdy by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
Biiiu^btreot, New-York, aud for sale In' ail
druggists; price §2 cor bottle, “ll for PERRY'S
5
No. 4

Mimi AND FRECKLE LOTION
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H.
Hay, Wholesale
Agents, Portland, Maine.
oct31sn MWSFCm

ITCH !

ITCH !

Scratch, Scratch,
Wheaton’s

ITCH I
Scratch!

Ointment

Will Cigre the 1 Ich la Forty-Bight Hoar*.
Also core*'SALT RHEUM, ULOERS, Chilblains,
and »li
Eruption* qT ttu Stin. Trie* SO oento. Fur
sale by all Uruggis.s.
By sending 60 cent* to WEEKS & I‘OTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, It will bo iorwarJed by mail, free ot postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct as, 186S.—sn

dawlyr

water remain* In

Counties.
Call on them, or on the subscriber at the United.
States Hotel and tec for yourselves.
THOMAS WH1TTEM0RE.
Nov 0—d2t
READY

NOVEMBER

NINTH,

POPULAR
GERMAN TALES,
By Halts Chrlatiea

Audcrsen and (he

Brother* Griase.

FORTY-EIGHT ILLUSTUATIONS.
Brice per volume la Extra Cloth,
tl *5
Far the Library Consyletr,
S 00
For sale by tha principal booksellers
free on receipt of price.

sent

or

mail

J. E. TILTON &.

by

Co,

PUBLISHERS, BOSTON.
Our Illustrated catalogue sent free
stamp to pre-pay return post.
Nov 9—d3t

on

receipt of

REMOVAL!

To No. 97 Middle Street,
Store formerly occupied Messrs. EDEN C. STEVENS
& SON.
Nov 9—d2w

0-0

PORTLAND.

Wednesday, November 8<
ARRIVED.
Forest City, bonavnn, Boston.
Montreal, LiscomU, Boston.
Sch John J Moulton, Crowley, Elizabefcbpoi t.
Sch Franklin, Allen, Elizabeth port.

TO

J. M. JOHNSON’S
NEW

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,
No.

Congress Street.

320

OPPOSITE MECHANICS*
select from

MARINE IN i:\VS

from no. «« exchange

removed
Have
STREET','

..

AND
Ladies, Misses,
of

HALL,

and fashionable stock ol

a now

Gents, Boys

and and Childrens

every description.
some years past been in the employ of
M A8rs. A. & S. Shurileff & Co., Shoe Manufacturers
an I Wholesale dealers In this city, feel confident that
1 can sell as low as the lowest; ami by strict attention and lair dealing, hope In a short time to gain a
goo! share of public patronage.
wear

Having fur

Nov 9—(14w

Steamer
Steamer

REMOVAL!

eylon, Grover, Southport.
Sch Diana, Wylie, Booth bay.
Sch Sunbeam, Oliver, Bath.

Sch

Itcnewer, and

to

as no

McCarthy & Berry,

Columbia..New York. .Havana.Nov
Europe.New York. .Havre.Nov
Damascus.Quebec.Livcrp.*olr ...Nov
Atlantic.New York.. Aspinwail.Nov
Erin.Jvew York. .Liverpool.Nov
Cuba.New York.. Havana.Nov
Helvetia.... ......New York. .Liverpool.Nov
Saxonia.New York. .Hamburg-Nov
Java... .New York. .Liverpool.Nov
Peruvian..
Quebec.U verdoot.Nov

OP

or

Will be published In foar volume*, each one to
contain twelve illustrations and told
separately, the
whole to form an elegant library ot the meet
Popular German Tales,” with

Manhattan.New York..Vera Cruz_Nov 8
.New York. .Liverpool.'.Nov 8
Kangaroo., m

PORT

for

mow

short notice to owners of other

DEPARTtRE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM

•

Frtscu Paaspa,
Unrated Pipe* in Mid-Winter.

Excmm

windows, carriages, pavements, &c.
A capital chance is here offered to any enterprising
mau to make
moi.ey. Messrs. Libby, Lldback & Co,
;$d story, No. 4 Manufacturer's Block, Union Street,
proprietors of Cumberland County, will put up single pumps In said County, and will furnhh them at

beyond,
day.

It.

ROOK* AND Hr. VLTH TO YOGA 1NPANT8L.
We have pifkup and sold this article tor over thirty

*

fr-

COLD WEATHER!!!

And thro’ the pearly gates
Has reached the returns of

RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE

Depend upon it, mothers, ft will give rest
selves, and

John
Chener£& ux,,
A hearing, on motion, to
accept the awards,
is set down for Nov. 30. J. H. Drummond for
appellants. R. D. Rice for Railroad Company.

.wnly TH.-H? J 1(1

-—

GST‘Funeral this (Thursday) afternoon, at 3 o’cl'k,
No 3 Cotton street. Relaaves and friends are invited to attend.
In Newark, N J, Nov 6, Mrs Shuah A, wife of Gea
H Davis, formerly of Portland.
Los? overboard trom brig Florence, ou the passage
trom Demersra to Jew York, Thos P Hill, of Portland, a passenger.
In \Ve3t Bath, Oct 24, Mr Chas White, formerly of
Webster, aged 68 years 6 months.
In South Ad*m3, Mass. Oct 22, Nellie Bertha E,
only daughter of I S and M S Manchester, of Cumberland Mills.
Hie aoft brown hair that med to shade
Our darling Nellie’s brow.
The gentle eye* that beamed with love,
The grave lias hidden now.
But she, we know, from grief and sin,
Has early passed away.

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

_

SPECIAL

22

Geo W Skillings, aged 49 years 11

NAME

frjSA l -HMXJl :

COLD WEATHER!!

With it water can be thrown all about the premifir the purpose of extinguishing fires, washing

j brook.

In this
months.

at

shall offer

we

In retiring from the Custom and Ready-Made
Clot' Ir.g Bud new*, I would take this opportunity to
tender iny thanks to my numerous customers for past
tavors, and cheerflilly recommend them to my successors, Messrs. G. w. Rich <& Co., as worthy ol
their trust and patronage.
A. M. SMITH.
Nov. 9—d2w

...

The awards given by the Sheriff’s Jury in take ne other.
.1*1
R.P. HALL t CO..
appealed cases from the awards of the
1
>1
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips 4r Co
County Commissioners, for damages for land
Wholesale Agents.
augl(>sndAw6m
n
j taken in Westbrook for the location of the
'r 1
*1 f1
; ijilJi lJttrt *1*11
new route of the Portland & Kennebec Rail- |,j
fljftff);j
MRS.
were
WINSLOW,
road,
opened in the Supreme Judicial
AN, EXBERIENCED NUJBSJE and Female PhyCourt Yesterday.' We give them below, and
sician, presents to tie attention of Mother» bar
also the awards of the County Commissioners.
It will W seetx that the Jury largely increased
Sooting Syrup,! >
*tbe award in every case. Interest is also al- FOR CHILDREN TEETHING
lowed upon the amounts from May 1st:
which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
■>
:i
<u..» lot,.
Award of
Award of is softening begums, reducing all inflammations, will
all Pain and spasmodic action, and is
Comnii«slooe*».
allay
.Jury.
Chandler Eacldeff,
$2,5>.0M
¥1,6*7 00
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
450 00
1,286 06
400 00
1,230 80
1,5X1 00

City,

CASH PRICES.
FV’ Particular attention paid to Custom W<wk.
GEO. W. RICH.
RUSSELL LEWIS*
BENJ. LEWIS.
N
r.
Portland,
1,18Cfi.

ses

26]

city,

the

Samuel Jordan, a,
■Jonathan Fee*, a.
Thomas J. Riggs,
Heirs oi Samuel Saunders,

Furnishingthem Goods!
the LOWEST

This pump cawxot treexc

at

CHARLES

IT IS

Awards for Land Damages.

CLOTHS!^ CLOTHING!

the pipe when the pump is not in motion,

PIED.

Wholesale and. Retail,

IINEST

sale the right to manufacaud sell this unequalled pump In the unsold
Counties in this State at a low figure.

of Harrington.
In this
Nov 7, by Rev Mr Biter, F W Dyer
and Miss Martha W Freeman, both of Cape Elizabeth
At Delaware, Ohio, Oct 31, at St Stephens Church,
by Rev John Ufford, Mr Clark H Barker, of Buenos
Ayres, 8 A, and Miss Mary Parrish Rh des, of D.
In Dresden, Oct 26, by Rev Dr Cheney, Oscar J
Mayers and Miss Maiy Louise Call, both of D.
In Saccarappa, Nov 7,
Rev H J Bradbury, Henry S Babb and Miss Jennie Robinson, both oi West-

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

and

of

Sticks

by

DRESSING

LAUGEST

of the

one

The subscriber offers for

city, !&ov 7, by Rev 8 II Merrill. Charles S
and Miss Hufdoh E Rowe, both of North
Yarmouth.
In this city. Nov 4, by Rev B Freeman. Cftpt Wm
H Randall, or Cumberland, and Miss Emily L Boyn-

<.

l'OIlH 8THKET.

171

>0.

Haring

ture

In this
Sweet sir

j

SMITH,

•_

_MARRIED.

tention.

-Tt** v* t—»i :• fSEELE’S HAIR LIFE I
! .,
iG
X

■

CO.,

the pnrpo*« of carrying on the CUSTOM and
READY-MADE CLOTHING BUSINESS, and hare
taken the store recently occupied by AEEE M.

No

Bates Mantua# taring Company... 1721
Maine State Sixes, 1871.
9ft[
Bath City Sixes, 1891. 90
■- y-jfar

IIALF

W. RICH &

GEO.

cop^rt-

—FOB—

95

Montage

a

House9 Farm, and other Uses.

...

Portland. Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
Vermont Central 2d
Bonds.
[By Stephen Brown & Son.]

St.

have this day formed
the name of

For

147

United States Coupons,..1*7
Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
106
United States 7 3-10tli* Loan, 1st series. \fjj
do
2d series. 97
do
small. 971
do
3d scries. 96]
United States Five-twenties, 1st issue. lost}
do
small.101
do
2d issue. lot
United States Ten-forties. 02]
United Sfatcs Debt Certificate*, Sept. uli
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bomb*. 35'
Eastern Railroad. 9H
U. 8.

may25sndGm

—‘‘t*

e*

the

Gold....

American

TnitRE T*>llabr

the City.

In

BEST

-•

■

Notice!

Watters’ Anti-Freezing Force Pump.

Stock Lint.
Brokers Board, Nov 8.

Boston

Sales at

No. 00 Middle Street, Portland.
Ca*d

r[K

VUL.U

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

K. S. WOBMELL,
V TT (J T 6n im> IIER,

per

subscribers
nerslii under

LS at 117 Middle Street, where
every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’
prices.
Iheir assortment of
Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods Is really magnificent.
june23tf

Hall9* Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.

debt would be the country’s ruin, whatever
DK. TIBBETS’ PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR REmight be the result of the contest
GENERATOR, THE MOST WOYDEIiFCL DISCOTTtWto its instincts, it seems to ho unwil- ERY OX THE AGE, will positively restore Gray Hair
ling to have the ghost laid which has so long1 Tto its original color, whether black, brown or anbnm,
and being a delightfhl
dressing, it imparts to it a
haunted its managers. In its issue of last

debt.

i

■

er

enabled to present a more faithful record of events, a
more complete inner official
history of the great Campaigns, than it would be possible for any one e'te to
do.
-!-S-——T-i—r
I
DTI Vfl
1
The work is embellished with fine Steel Engraved
The National Debt.
Portraits of the Commanding Officers, and IllustraThe Argus during the war, was much alarm- ted with Maps, Plans and Dia trams of
battle-fields,
ed about the National Debt, which accumula- routes and marshal, turaisbed by the Chiei Engineer
of
Sherman’s
mnch
to
Army,
the
adding
interest at
ted so fast in consequence of the effort to
quell the narrative, and helping to a better
understanding
the rebellion. Its patriotic impulses were dai
the
various
movements
and
Jft
positions of the grand
ly violated, at the efforts of the country to pre- Army.
vent its ruin by decimation. One of its
Sold
only by Subscription.
gf
most
C. W. ATWELL,
continual trials was the expenditure of
money
to prevent what a Democratic
Agent for Portland.
administration
novfidtfsir
had suffered to be initiated.
The nation,!

Friday, it sightly Increases

r?

PORTLAND

*rt t& u

party,

exiling

Election.

n

Lewiston, wn«burned Sunday tnorniBg. Lees

-hhefn'KlOliil J)

York

liUFFATX), N. Y., Nov. 8.
Chandler J. Welles is elected Mayor by 200
majority over Fargo. The entire Republican
tickvt in the city and Erie county is elected
except Cen. Rogers for City Comptroller.—
The Democrats claim his election by tw;cuty

Henry

■

—

dtf.

Nov. 3.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

The HouUon Timet learns that while

uud

Copperheads.
At a political meeting in Brooklyn a few
nights since, Gen. Kilpatrick, the famous cavalry raider, and almost equally famous raider
upon modem Copperheadism, read a letter received by him from Gen. Sherman. The letter
is rendered doubly
important by the fact that
the Democrats have been trying to make capital out of Sherman, and have threatened to
make him their standard-bearer in the next
presidential campaign. We commend the let-

Theirfoi^ reWto^’

The election here yesterday resulted in the
election of M. J. Mills, Democrat, for Mayor,
by 900 majority.

ITEMS OF STATE HEWS.

pleasantarcsort for the whiling away of an unoccupied bogr as can bo found in thejood City
of Notions. Neatness, order and system prefegJMfeaUite...JaK8-.-euHtohli.shm.iat.. at

Michigan—Election.

State.

President Johnson.

some improvements and additions to their
popular establishment at No. 161
Washington St.
Tue store, familiar to every person of
literary
taste who visits Boston, now
presenjsavery attractive and handsome appearance, and is as

in

"*'*

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 8.
The Governor has appointed Thursday, December 7th, as a day for Thanksgiving m this

•

Gen. Sherman’s

«djk*

"***

ceived from President Lincoln, and which it
continues to receive by the written order of

toTh^uaJiiess

be(wei?t^rtSte

Thanksgiving

No. 30 Centre Street.

First Doof from Congee*. St.

,W I HI jlffi ^lOlFfl

lajt

Body Washed Ashore.
Wood’s Hole, Mass., Nov. 8.
Washed ashore near Wood’s Hole, bay shore,
the body of a man apparently about forty
years of age, blue overalls, dark pants, striped
blue Mid white cotton shirt, and new boots.—
On his person was a silver watch and one dollar and seventy-four eents*in
money, and a
card marked Foster Dennis, 43 South Water
Street, New Bedford. The body had the appearance of being in the water a long time.

orators.
53?” The National Republican denies by an.
thority the statement Aat it has been deprived of Ae Government advertising, which it re-

Start,

,dtf

^

San Fbancisco, Nov. 8.
The gunboat Suwaaee has returned from an
unsuccessful cruise in search of the Shenandoah.

TO DYE EASY
very desirable. Mathew.*’ Venetian Hair Dye Is
the best is the world.
Complete in one bottle. No
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to amid the
publicity of having their
hair dyed in
public, can
di e at home
better than any barber can do it,
by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub otf or make the hair
appear dusty or dead, but imparts new liib and lustre.
Gives a beautiul Mack or
as preferred.
Priee
brown,
7j cents. Prepared
by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Dkmau Bajc.nes «&
Co., New York, WholesalAgents.
mayi2i*Neodly
Is

Advertisements.

Copartnership

In the

Phalon’s Night Blooming Cereus,
jean sjevexty-five cents.
At tie \iw Store,
■
Centre St#

YTJrk, Nov. 8.

nlSPfjtffawOUh^ae

shouted out in the crowd, “Yes, but Ae
Copperheads bit Ae nation, and no relief was
gained till the chief Copperhead was strung up
on a pole in sight of the camp.1”1 The orator

—Messrs,
E. Tilton & Co,, the well known
Boston publisher, have recently bebh making

N°v. 3.

city yesterday,
citizen, procured a
and
said he was going to London.
passport,
Chicago, Nov. 8.

man

LlTBBJhBY GOSSIP.

At the Nett

John Mitchel arrived in this
took tlie oath of a loyal

burned

Paper, 10 cts.per Quire,

°VrW ENV M OPES, 6 ete,J*r BPK OK,

Oct 6—s N

New

JI. L, BEAL.

,<1rHiAH ^IThmI

Miscellaneous Dispatches.

derness— alluding.to the lifting up of .the Brazen Serpent in sight of Ae stricken
people. A

da

White Note

Senate 1, Assembly 16.

incendiary

ton.

FIB3T door from congress street.

Nov. 3.

and one in the

not vary much from 2000 to 2500. The next
legislature will stand Union majority in the

ardent interest in the temperance cause.
63?” “Sunset Cox” was speaking in Ohio on
the Presidential canvass.
He gloried in the
name of Copperhead and said it was a Copperhead that saved the natjpn of Israel in the wil-

publisher, George Coolidge, 3 Milk Street, Bos-

the New
Store, No. 36 Centre Street.

At

The election of Mi*. Ward secures the

rud|

The Almanac is also replete with
pleasing Literature and useful Household Receipts. Bride
5
50 cents, for which it is mailed, postpaid, by the

BOOKS, GAMES, Ac.
STATIONERY OE ALL KINDS,

appointment 0/ liepublicans as clerks in the
Chancery and Supreme Courts, and the best
other positions. The State is ringing with rejoicing.
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 8,
Official—Ward’s majority in the State will

boy days. Especially, let him contrast the artistic illustrations which adorn every page of
tar The Woliboro’, N. H., News says Mr.
cWb-tvhiofc dis- .Dorihzo
this, with the coarse ansi
Horn, of that town, raised, the present
figured'tfiat. And wlien hc has finished his
season, from one bean, 201 pods and 1230 beans.
let
him
the
new
aqd
-Esop,
comparison,
buy
This beats not only out Tuttonborough fr end,
make some young heart thoroughly happy in
but all others that we have seen noticed.
the possession of a very beautiful book.
63?" The dwelling Upp^e and outbuildings
To be had of Bailey & Noyes.
of Mr. John Pike of Osslpee, N. H., were destroyed $y lire on the 1st inst., supposed the
The Childses ra the Wood; Told in Verse
because of the owner’s
by Richard Hsnry Stoddard. Illustrated by work of an
If, L. Stephens. New York: Hurd* Houghton.
The beautiful and palhetjq story of the
Babes in the Wood, the nursery favorite of so
many generations, has been rendered here into
charming modarn verse, and embellished with
designs finely lithographed in colors. Ail who

Assembly,

N. Warrex,
Oabtxrt,
Eadee,
McClelax.
Champxox,
Market Reports sent dally or weekly without
charge.
an^ ^*©<1®®© bought, stored and insured at
Liberal rates.
inariUeodiy

Photographs, Fancy Articles,

_j

the

Bertshy’s Best,

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

C'AILIJRK.V'S

Jersey Election.
New Jehbbt, Nov. 8.
The Post’s Newark dispatch
says Ward has
from 2000 to 2500 majority; a gain of
nearly
10,000 over last year. The republicans have

majority in

M 1 L W A UKIli,
W I s C O.N’SIS.
Buy Tor Ea-fern want Uitus, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Better, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol
Hour on hand

A CO,*H,

Catawba which la PURE and

bottle of old

a

Card

yew

10

69 and It Gan Water St.,

_CROSMAN
sa

and

call at

—-A

_

bank with a capital of $600,000, had in circulation $900,000 of its old paper, and also at Ac
same time $400,000 circulation innational notes.
Threats of punishment for these violations of
law are graduaUy bringing bdnks Within the
limits of the statute.”
65?” General Dongs treet has bad an interview with General Grant, and subsequently
visited the State Department, where he took
the amnesty oatii, which is Ae preliminary to
his application for pardon.

for the
jUv Whiles are now so enriched with all
the appliances of modem art that they are as
much educators of the eye and taste by
tluji^
external beauties, as of the intellect by their
contents. If any one wishes to note the progress which hasboeti lhade in fhe art of hookmaking, let him oompar- this beautiful edition
of .Esrip with Hie copy he owned in his school-

*t!inolan‘.

New

rice brothers,
PBODUQE COMMISSION MEB0HABT8,

t

N»i SHntiw i

f

prevent the slave trfCJe.

Advertiser says “some of the State banks opn-t
verted into national banks have been giving
the government trouble. They still continue
to circulate the notes of the State banks as well
as the national notes.
In one instance a State

nowadays. Books

at»i

SPECIAL notices.

EXTRA FINE.

and St. i liomas is under martial law. Two
British steamers have left to take troops from
Barbadoes to Jamaica.
An association is being formed in Cuba to

■

Contrasting this sumptuous volume, with its

puMishetsniai

niij|iigiaa

Tu"Thm

63?" Dropped put—the bottom of the Domoeratic party.
63?“ A new United State—New Jersey; admitted to the sisterhood by her own act, on
;*
Tuesday last.
jj
1ST" A Washington dispatch to the Boston

sly

The Right Spirit Manifested.
We liaye received from A. H.
Edwards, of
the 29th Maine
and Post Master

I would secure your proReglnient,
tection against other great and
pending evils, -at Darlington, S.
and Ti;Tam persuaded,
C0 a oopy of the Greenville
greatest conseo£gie
Bnttrprfft, r^ff
quence te ^iif ftdarfe’peiffce, prosperity and
aeeount erf a public
happiness.
meeting of tne citizens oi Anderson District,
on the 13th«dt., to
express their condemna°f
anJ hostility
tion of the brutal murder and atrocious assassination of three TH S. soldiers, to svit: CorAna « Wstory and human poral Corbett
andiptiyates Smith and Brown,
of Co. A. 1st Mi^ne
Battalion, while doing
whausax is between equals and guard duty at Browp^ Ferry, Savannah Eiver.
expmac^
enlightened peonte^ But oft w*rv »\ social
The meeting was fteeifngfly addressedhy Col.
James D. Orr— since elected Governor—and
Judge Munro, and resointions were passed
condemning the brutal act, pledging the citileft to tnemsetVes; or the loss of libertylo both
zens to .co-operate with the
military authoriaU
an
to
where
the control ties
they
races,
by using their utmost endeavors to ferret
of a superior power,which would be our situation. I speak of course, ofthe legal rights and out and bring to exemplaiy punishment the
status of the two races.
perpetrators of the horrible dried, and expressare matters of taste and choice, and not subthe sympathy of the
ly
commuity for the famject to legislative regulation.
>hes *^,1 friends
of the murdered soldiers,
Second: This Course Wtmkl disarm and put
* 0
t^eir good conduct and
an eud tot the hrteHBtate, sectional, political
gentlemanly
agitation, on this subject, at least, which has
during their short stay” there,
beeii the special curse of our cotifitry 1&f so
anJ
W* of the
many years, add which was’ the cause of the
Gov. Perry issued a
proclamation offering a
of one huud^
of a subject on which
^ on
to-heep up such an agithe State for the apprehension
and conviction
of all or any one of the persons
ferent races. And his
guilty of this
"would do to uch toward brutal murder.
j
well.
It
looks
This
shows a marked
and
ail
country. And this, too, Is of cheering change in public sentiment, when
the
the greatest consequence to our
future welfare
executive of South Carolina—the State first to
rebel—offers a liberal reward for the arrest
and conviction of the murderers of New England Yankees, and those Yankee soldiers of
the U.S^ enlisted and put into the army to
will save Us own people pom years of gainful quell a rebellion of it* getting up.
strip and nsUntkm *1 tttser questions wfau
would 4' leasLp/uia'jly aPar years of contenMassachusetts Election.
We were
tion, lefSimUw wihe only means
it to an end, even if it ledp> uolUnq »«rse. asked repeatedly yesterday, why we did not
How infinitely better it would be for you", publish something yesterday morning in relafoi both races, for the present and the fu- tion to the election In
Massachusetts. We
ture, fer Hie whole country, it you
^stated, in reply, and we now state for the infacts
as
unalterable
recognize
the,
hesitatingly
to your conu.’tion, and the inevitable logic of formation of our subscribers, that the agent of
he
Associated. -Press in Boston did not iorevents; atid irtbftau, as IS 4#yo«lr power to do,
ward any
the return of the b&sstogs of civil government
information East in relation to that
and constitutional'
liberty; and avoid, as it is election.
more.

|»4

market.
Wirz 13 to bohuksitomajWw. between
the hours of 6 and 12 A. M.

The Fables of

child

milkman

ready

i.„,

on

Captain of

I

catlsc of any new test.
such an extent as to become sublime; sublime,
“Second* TltgUe authorise the admission
probably,.in the sense in which Satan was subof persons feteiftef to tire C'Sercise or the elective/rauchise. they should be first, mtfies;-6ee- dime when he sat in his first solitary counci
and, 21 years of am.; glial, oitUUM.of the Uni- ■on the supposed wreck of the world he had
ted States; fourth, should have resided in the
marred, though het'destfityed1.
State out JflMtrjKtttid the distticteeautot# or
The impudence of the above extract is seen
elecmonths
next
precinct, fox
mecqediug any
tions* wldelHlierpropose-to vqte; filthvihotrid in the light of two simple facts. The first oi
these fivtsfc this*, srtfceu
tlon was before the Legislature, the Argus
for the last year,.preeeediBg; foe which such
taxes were .d«! *u,d payable .gifofoet tp*By,
diaqualihcaucfo lor crime, Of which the person

before retailing

ial to the

Invigorator,

New Yoke. Nov. 8.
Havana date* of the 38th nit, state that .the
severe hurricanfe of the 23d raged "with gre&t
force all oyer the Island.
In Havana harbor
many vessels drifted afoul of wharves and
sunk.
The Admiral’s flag sbip ran into the
wharves, damaging several schooners and
boats.
Several launches with cargoes were
sunk, and a total of "fifty vessels were more or
less damaged.
The streets of the city were
filled with water to the depth of a foot. Houses and walls were blown
down, roots blown
away, and the trees ofcthe plazas prostrated.
Two-thirds or the roof of the Ocean Theatre
was
igm off The country seat* of .the Can,
tfin General and others suffered eonsiderablv.
* The
passengers by the steamer Colombia
presented a gold watch to Captain Barton for
that
vessel and their fives from destrucsaving
tion on the passage from New York. HeV'fires
were put out, and she was thrown on her beam
ends. The sea washed
completely over her,
but owing to the efforts of her
captain and her
able engineers, she was carried
through the
hurricane safely.
The barbarities
are confirmed

is to skim the milk
h*e
i4,
not learned their business. In Boston, says me
same palter, they first skim it, then water it,
and after that chalk it, when it is
f.r the

pleasant

a

adfertfoes ^asfollows:

“"Wraiaw&'l all a^'alshi^^BnFe

w

Effect# of the Hurricane

the^

since the death of a
last
spring, he lias been very low spirited,and for
mouths hits given WldeM« irf- iU8#n}t7;.
85F" The Boston Traveller suggests that if
the only thing done ivy the Portland

poems, “Judith, and “The Set of Turquoise,”
the Legends and Lyrics,” the series of
poems
on Oriental themes called “Cloth
of Gold,”
with a very full collection of those musical ballads and graceful sonnets which have done most
to establish this author’s
fame. The-

while to he

From Havana

—

Catawkfi Wtne

Old

specimen of nursery literature. “The'
Children in the Wood” is got up in similar style.
’'
"*1'
subsided. *’*
The design on the cover i * quite a work of art
“Just
what
I
63?”
expected," exclaitaed a”
via? .,*
in itself.
Democrat yesterday, after reading Ae dispateh
Repudiation of the #«i* Debt by Georgia.
For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
relating to Ae elections in Near York and New
Washington, Nov. 8.
The following dispatch has bCen received by
Xhb Lady’s Almanac yob I86&—This beau- Jersey. “I knew,” continued he, “Aat when
Jack
Van
Buren
and
Blair
Mont
commenced
Johnson:
President.
tiful gem, in line binding jnd gilt edges, is cmbellished with illustrations in lithographic col- stumphig New York they would contrive to
Mtlledgcrille, Ga., Nov. 7—To His Excelupset Ae dish of the Democrats as they always lency, Andrew Johnson, President of the
ors, and contains a complete statement of the
United States: The Convention has repudihave done before. And when I found Aat C.
Game of Croquet, Illustrated. This popular
ated the rebel war debt by a vote of 133 to 137.
C. Bo r was stumping New Jersey, I knew
game is’ now extensively introduced in this
J. Johnson,
(Signed)
country from England, aud is playedia tbje par- thqt State would go against us, bpyond a doubt.'*
Provisional Governor, ^
Highly ooUiplimerrtary fids to the Democratic
lor in winter, and on the lawn in Summer.
j j -g ^ |

.at last on the third rail question.
r»Aiaeif«/rf,af
WWHte.-ByTBtingtifl MtSn£iOTaIan<r Yesterday it said:
‘Tfite third rail will never bo laid: it la utterly immoral, and,-, it though* neeeiaarg, .a pwperty
practicable; totally lncanaiiiteut with Baifety, etc.’
test for the admission of the elective franchise,
We are
withSut reference to race or color, which mania
Ratified to see the Presgsp tie

enlisdttonatLeountl’iaU

Baiuey AitwtCH; l
Boston: Ticknor & Fields.
This popular favorite has been
added to the
series of “blue and gold” bards. The
pretty
volume before us contains two short dramatic

fine tinted paper,

pigs

SSSWfiSBSff*
beloved daughter

a*
i1’^?1*8
V ol.,
32 mo.

,1

The

been elevated ?
iy* Mr. Greene, of Hartford, who a few
nights since killed his wife and cutl’U ov.n

aFi

hook can hardly fail tojie a fiivprjje,
It will be found at Davis Brothers.

weignea 420 pounds.

B^~A Southern paper
at tU# office, a
iouraeynianprintef
—one wheoando press Sn4
J06 work, hiW
ion man, believes in the existence of a God,
and don t drink whiskey.” Who will
say that
the Standard of Southern sentiment has not

likeness-,,
Davis Brothers have the book for
sale.
T

nugest

one

“Wanted,

ohoice

the way of them I”) Now. I dtmt know that
any one ever did that way down in New Jersey, but over where I lived that was exactly
the way they acted, and they tell me
Copperheads are a good deal alike everywhere.

Wpws

-»•*»-—i-.
xue

remember Mr. Stoddard’s version' of “Little
Ked Riding-Hood,” published last year, will
wish to have as a cSlnpanion to it this second

some old aefttSmag; up who had a son in the
army. “Do you see that ? Didn’t I tell you
you couldn’t whip these Southerners? Seel
Gen. AloClehan has been licked again 1”
[Cheeks and laughter.) •'Just write to your
boys to come home; it’s all nonsense, this
thing; you can never whip these people; you
can’t do it; and this war ls_for nothing at all
except just to abolish slavery; that’s all it is
for; 1 tall ou, -hey don't get any of my boys,
ami the* be»t«oufg to gefnary 1 dollar eitier, in such a way as tlyU,” Next day comes
another despatch: "Vicksburg has fallen; or
the battle of Gettysburg. Ton see this man
walk up. What is this? Ob? A great battle fought again—a.great Union victory ; W,000 EebeU fcftied and'wtnmdedr.and IS,000
made prisoners. He looks at it and shrugs his

Frch4

VENINl PAPERS,

gems, and the engraved head of Tennyson
which forms the frontispiece is a very fine
picture, admirable both in execution and as a

of Illinois styled
belongs in that portion

NOTIONS,7

rE< IAL

jlivuo. ihiKec. By Alfred Tennj

the “Gems from Tennyson,” noticed a few days
since, and the illustrations, which are mere
than thirty in number, are extremely beautiful.
The initial letters, in particular, are real little

com-

in adtanct*

s

C. I.., PoetLaureate. With Illustra'
S. Ey-tingo-Jr., and S. Colman, Jr.,
tials by J. H. Hvde. 1 vol. quarto,
Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 1866.
Another of the elegant gift books which these
publishers have prepared with reference jq
approaching holidays. It is similar in style to

able yoirti cxlubit tliisla^croaTmM evidence,
in die midst of your calamities.

+

vmr

w

w"

ang

such difficulties. But my sincere prayer
enthat God, in hi3 goodness and mercy, may

Weanssd&y Morning, Nov. 8,1865.
The

Recant Publication.!.

do, the I'earAd peril* which

undesigned
THE
that he has

&

would respectfully give notice
1 his otttco to No. 91 Middle

remove

CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood,New York-Emery
Fox.
Brig Clara M Goodrich, (mm, of Portland, 893 tons)

W W Look,St John NB—master.
Sch P Blake. (Br) O'Brien, Walton NS—master.
Sch Ambro, (Br) Brown, St John NB—master.
Sch Algjna, (Br) Haley. St John NB—.raster.
Sch Gazelle,
St Claiv, Grand Monan NB.
Sch Jenny Lind, Graves, New York-0 Nickerson.
Sch Citiaen, Upton, Weymouth, Mass
E Freeman, Jr.

(Br)

St., (Over CASCO BANK,) where he takes pleasure
to invite his friends an

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.
BRADBURY Jt SWEAT.

and Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

—

Launched—At Richmond, Me, recently, from the
yard orT J Scntliard & Son, a superior barque of
800 tons, rated At, and called the Benjamin Sewall.
She is owned by the builders, aud others.
AtLubac, 2J Inst, from the yard oi J Kennedy, a
RChr-Of rn tons, called tlie A. I.lie S
Ryerson. Sheds
owned by S Ryerson, and others, aud is intended for
the West I ndla trade,
mand her.
At East Machias,

capt Nathl Honlton U to com-

recently, a brig of 300 tons, built
and called the James M Wiswell.
Whittemore
& Wiswell, and is to be
by

Ofllee

Middle Street*

117

“*m.YweItJ’ }
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DAVI8, MESEBVE, HASKELL A
Importers

Dry

Goods
Arcade

Maptor Knight,
by
She teovfrfe*?

and

and

18

Free

commanded by Capt Luring Chase.

ME.
noT*’«Wtf

J.

a-ung

away batb

to

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO,
WILL SELL

^GEOHG^'OWN-Sld 1st, sch

Sea

On TUESDAY, November 14,1S65,
AT I O’CLOCK P. M.,

At

Ranger, Sears,

the
111

PHILADEIA>HLA-Cld «th, brigs Ida M Comery,
Boston; sch

McLollan, and W ebster Kelley, Haskell,
A F Howe, Eaton, Beltbst.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th. barque

Ilva, Berry, from
Maracaibo; brig Excelsior, Cuooer, Bermuda; schs
D M French, Jones, Albany tor
Providence; Emma
Furbish, Furbish, Rockland ; Pallas, Richardson

Fall River.
Cld Sch ship Bombay, MtLood,
Liverpool; sch
Alary, Barclay, St rI Boma*
Ar 7th, ship Arkwright, Caulkins,
Liverpool; bark
Linda Stewart, Osborn, St Jagor brig Nellie Antrim,
Wallace, NueviUa; sch Campbell, Soule, Kondout

tot Salem.
Ar 8th, brig H Means, Hall, Jacksonville.
Cld 7th, ship St Mark, Howes,
Liverpool; barque
Eagle. Potter, Galveston: brigs C Matthews, Low,
Bangor; Hattie K Wheeler, Dolan, Boston; Clara

Brown, Brown, do; self Evelyn, Crowley, JacksonPttOVIDENcE—Ar 7th* sch Jos Turner, Soule,
Elizabethport.
Cld 7th, barque R A Allen, Anderson, Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar 6th, sch Cosmos, Stetson, Fall
River for New York; Sarah
Jane, Gardiner, fin New
York.
Bra, brig Fannie BuMer.
_FALL RIVER—Ar 7tb, sell Kenduskeag, Mitchell,
Elizanethporr.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 0th, schs Sardinian, Holbrook,
Rondout lor Portland; Thos Hix, Hall, New York

for Salem.

HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 6th, schs St Lncar, Barnes
New York for Ellsworth; It Foster, Clark, do lor
.’Cherryfield; Lamartime, HUl, do for Bidlefonl,»
M
Conneaut, Sawyer, do KJr Sullivan;
and John BMtmUaa, Crowley,
Portland: Melbourne, Moreen, do for Gardiner, (and
all proceeded )
Charlena, Jessie Hbjims, Antilie!, ;
Sailed,
schs Dr Kano, Matanzas, Oov Cony, Indent, K Mc-

brigi

^VthfhnrfaaN

it Haven, Hail, PbUadelplua for
BuckavilieSO
Portland; brfgAbncr Taylor, Uuliiter, New
York for
for Searsportf sobs Alnojaak, Slaw,
Willard, Portland for
RockianiP- l/eorgie Doering, Dockland
for N York;
PWtoS&a'rA»*tfne, Hix,

Beal.f omaston for Potomac Hirer.
BOSTON—Ar 7th, jobs Wm Jones, Monroe, Jersey City; Maine. Bragdon, Sullivan; AgricolajMurch,
Ellsworth; W atcrloo, Coombs, Baugof.
CldTtb, barque Chas Brower, Smith, Rockland,
to load for New Orleans; schs Sarah Fish, Barter,
St John NB1 Dolphin, Norton, Mac him,; El Dorado,
Young, Camden.
Arfth, schs Jas TUden, Davis, Ellsworth; Bramhall, Hamilton, Portland.

Seventy-Six,

from

Manila; Winged Hun-

ter, from Hamburg.
Cld 8th, ship National
Eagle, Candace, New Orleans; brig Caroline E Kelley, Morrill, Philadelphia;
schs F
Artheiulus, Mitcholl, ShtiloeNS; Amazon,
Waterman, Bellas;,.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Calcutta listh ult, ship iilcano, Shell i eld, for
New York.
Ar at Barbadocs 18th ult, 1-rig Orlando. Ames, fin

Philadelphia.

Ar at St Jago 18tli ult, barque Holland, Perkins,
New York.
Ar at St John NB 2d insfc, sch Mora, Chadwick,
New Bedford.

BPOXEN.
Nov 1, lat 2», Ion 79 40, brig J McIntyre, from Trinidad for Philadelphia, with captain and part oi crew
sick with fever: short of provisions end was sup-

plied.

If. DRAPER, Auctioneer.

United States Cotton Sale.

keep

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 6th inst,
ship Invincible,
Lester. New York.
MOBILE—Old 30th, burque Brothers, Long tor
Boston; 31st, brig Baltic, Hooper, do.

Below—-ships Fearless,

Woolens,
Street,

PORTLAND,

DISASTERS.
Brig Ella Road, from Philadelphia for Havana,
aleak.25th udt, and Wandered.1 Crew saved.
r^gUterml m tons. v. as builiat llaUoweil
m 18&bantf vtfks unJer tbe British
ting.
Brig C W King, McLean, from Galveston for Liverpool, with cotton, has arrived at Charleston under
jury masts, having encountered a terrific gale on the

KSS;iwcot

00..

Jobbers qf

Exchange Salesroom,
BROADWAY, N. Y,
By order of

SIMEON DRAPER* V. 8. Cotloa Agent,

1400 Bales Mobile Cotton.
The above Cotton has been classed ami sampled
by G. W. Amory, and may be seen in the bale at
Government Stores, at the Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn,
and by sample at the ohlce of the Auctioneers, No.
36 Pine St., New York, two days betbro the sale.
Nov. 9—dtd
EDWARD
18

Auctioneer,
M. PATTEN,
Exchange Street.

Remainder of

a

Country Dealer's

Stock at Auction.
TUESDAY, Not. 14th, at 10 A. M.,

ONMid the balance cl

a

will

country trader’s stock,

he

con-

sistlngof FUBS, such as Klver Sable, Mtch and SI
berlan Squirrel Victorines, Capes and Mnlft; Bearer

Band, Nutra Band, and Cloth Cope, Nutra CollalM
together with a general assortment ol cut Diy Goods
for ladles’ and gents’ wear; Domestics, Hosiery,
Gloves, Fancy Goods, Sewing Machines, Shoes,Beets,
So., Ac.
Not 9—dtd

Wanted.
TENEMENT in the rastern part of the city, at
A about
$I(X>
year, for which prompt payment
a

will be made.
Address W, at the Press OEce,
Not 9 h—dlw*

New Store, New Goods!
BROWN’S NEW

No. 335

BLOCK,

Congress

St.

removed into the above beaut ftil block,

I
HAVING
prepared to show my foimcx* customers
generally, lago assortment of
and the
am

public

yew and

a

Seasonable

DRY & FANCY GOODS!
Which I will sell at prices as LOW as can be found
dse where for the same quality.
Please call and examine, and you will be convinced
hat there la
SO

NEED OP GOING

DOWN TOWN

To buy your Dry Goods.

L. D.
Portland, Not. #th, I860.

STBOUT.
noSdSt

Thursday Morning,
PORTLAND

November 9, 1865.

BY TELEGRAPH.

VICIWtTT.

AXI)

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

®" Advertisers will benefit themselves, as
accommodate as, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the
day.

at

Auction—Edward

M. Fatten.

in

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
V\ Atwell.

for
of the sentence of Wirz.
He mentioned as
one reason for this request, that the
prisoner
was very feeble, and appearances indicated he
would not live six months longer, therefore the
country could well afford to let him die six
months later, without hanging him. The President being surrounded by a large number of
visitors, Ur. Schade did not consider it proper
to oil, lor a direct answer, thinking it possble
siiiae additional facts
might come to the knowledge of the President before Friday, which
might induce him to extend the desired Executive clemency. He lelt with the President,
however, a short statement, with the reasons
on which he bated the
applications. The Pro
ideut received the paper and promised to examine il.
Wirz remarked to his counsel today, that he was not very well in body, and
therefore feared he would not be able to walk
to the place of execution with a
steady step,
and that this might be interpreted as a
sign of
fear and guilt. When, this
morning, he saw
workmen buiidiDg the gallows, it astonished
him, occasioning a shudder, which he said
was owing to the fact that he fe.t innocent of
the crimes with which he was
charged.

SUcrman and liis Oaotpal®®*' 1
NEW

ADVERTISUMENT

COLUMN.

German Tales—d- E. TUton & Co.
Ttemoval—Geo. .U. Harding.

Wanted_Tenement.

and Kabhere—J.M. Johnson.
Pump—lhos. W luttcmore.
.X: Berry.
Removal—McCarthy
United State* Cotton Sale—J. H. Draper & Co.
Copartnership—^W. Kick & Co.
B ofc*. Shoos,
Patent Force

PUBLIC MEETIHQ AT THE CITY* HALL.
Reconstruction of the South.
The citizens of

Portland will not forget the
meeting at the City Hall this evening, at 7 1-2
o’clock, which is to be addressed by
~

KEV. JAMES W. HUNNICUTT,
nunnicutt is a native of the
and educated ihere, and for
several years before the rebellion
published
and edited a
popular and widely circulated

°t

Virginia. Mr.
South, was raised

public journal

in the

city of Fredericksburg. j

He had accumulated a comfortable
property,
had his family around him, and apparently was

favorably situated to enjoy life
of equal social position.
a3

But evil-minded

as

the vortex, determined to sink
or swim with the rebel cause.

with Mr. Hunnicutt. He loved his
country, which had been true to him; lie loved
its flag, which was the symbol of
freedom, of
equality, and of toleration, and from the start
so

resolved, eomo weal or come woe, come
prosperity or come adversity, come life or
come death, to stand
by his country, its honor
and its flag, though to do so he should become
estranged from friends, and he cast out of the
he

btate which had had the benefi t of his best
thought and of his most vigorous effort.

By that

resolve he has

flinchingly

stood, firmly,

un-

and fearlessly, though his property
dissolved away and he was forced to become a
refugee among the people of the North. The
stonn having passed, we find him the same
unflinching, inflexible Union man; a man
whose Unionism has cost him
nearly everything except life and honor, and now he is
about going back, not to
but

Fredericksburg,

to

me

rresiuent, ail military
holding in their charge or possession,
naval
any
property or material captured from
the enemy, are directed to turn over the same
to any agent or officer of the
Navy Department, who may he authorized to receive the

“

themsclycs into
Not

uircuuun oi

officers

most men

fired the Southern
heart,” and the red torch of war was applied
to our national fabric.
Mr. Hornicutt’s own
State toppled over on the side of rebellion, her
great men followed the interests and fortunes
of their State, and her sons in the
army and
navy, with few honorable exceptions, threw
men

Washington, Nov. 8.
Capt. Wirz,
President, to-day,
accordance with a previous arrangement,
the purpose of asking for a commutation

Eoui3 Schade,
E3q., counsel for
had an interview with the

COLUMN.

AUCTION

Furs, &c.,

T

The officer turning over such property
material will take duplicate acknowledgements or receipts from the naval officer or officers to whom the transfer is
made, and report
the same to the Headquarters of his
respective Bureau at ’Washington. This order is not
same.

ed to-day before the Farragut Court
Martial,

the accused pleading not
guilty to the charges
and specifications.
Several naval officers who visited the Stonewail after she had
surrendered, were examined on the part of the
prosecution, as to her
build, armament and fighting capacities.
The Chief Engineer of the
pirate Alabama
has been pardoned, on the recommendation of
Captain Winslow. John Debree, a rebel paymaster, was also pardoned.
Gen. Longstreet and Albert Pike were at

the Attorney General’s office
to-day.

costs.

Mjcfaael Ward

was

upon a search
process. Messrs. Howard & Cleaves
tor respondent and the examination

anrral^pre
appeared

brought

''

continued to Friday 1
Cassia F. Fletcher for larceny of a handkerchief in the house where she had been employed, paid $4.83, fine and costs.
James Good, a lad, pleaded guilty to assault
was

and

battery on another lad named Edwin W.
Nutting, and in default of payment of a fine

of three dollars and costs, was committed.—
The circumstances of the above case were that
Nutting had been sent by bis teacher to enquire why Good was absent Grom school. After Nulling had
reported, Good met him and
ma le the assault
upon him for informing the
teacher.

It is said by the paper.-; that
large numbers
of the sturdy working men of Maine are mak-

ing preparations

to

emigrate to the South
where in the states recently in arms against
the Republic, they hope to make permanent
and comfiSftabie homes. Many will he successful, and as a home is not complete without its
walls are handsomely adorned with beautiful
pictures, they will do well, before going, to call
at Wbi. Grace &
Co., 109 Middle street, and
purchase some orders in their Grand Novelty
Sale.

New Steebino Apparatus.—Capt. Henry O. Clark, late of the British Indian Navy,
now resident of this city, lias invented a
hydraulic steering apparatus, which will probably

Aev

Counterfeit Le-.-jol Tend-r Notes.
New York, Nov. 8.
Counterfeit §50 legal tender notes are in circulation in this city. They are very close imitations of the genuine, and experts are beiii"
deceived by them. There are bat two
discrej£
ances between the genuine and false notes
apparent to the public. The last part of the engraving of the head of Hamilton on the face
of the note, represents the line of the waistcoat as crossing the white collar at the neck.
The acute angle formed by the shape of the

take the place of any device of this kind now
employed on shipboard. A patent h&3 been
secured for it, and efforts are now facing made
to form a stock company in this city for the
manufacture of the invention.
It is a matter
tliat should eiaim the attention of capitalists.

New

Ueauntfue.—The attention of
the ladies is called to a new and splendid article ot household furniture, manufactured by
Thompson & Co., 161 Middle Street. The
Carpet Hassocks manufactured by this firm
are

and

superior to anything

of the

kind

ever

be-

fore offered in this market. Call and examine.
Their sales room is on the second floor, over
Rolf’s apothecary shop. See advertisement.
“The merchants of Savannah are about to
send north for a steam tiro engine."
The above is one of the important dispatches fowarded by the Agent of the Associated
Press to the evening papers yesterday.
We
knew the fact a week ago, having handed to
the Portland Company a letter that came to
us from Savannah enquiring price, &c., of one
of their Johnson’s patent machines.
Wattebs’ Anti-Freezing Pumps—Attention is invited to the advertisement of this
It is pronounced one of the
patent article.
most valuable pumps that has been introduced
into use.
A few county rights are for sale,
which can be had if

applied for immediately,
affording a good opportunity for a smart mau

become their Pastor.

bers of the Parish held a

unanimously, to concur
extending the call.

by the adverBerry have
removed to the store on Middle street, lately
occupied by Messrs. E. C. Stevc-us & Sou, where
they will be pleased to exhibit some as fine

tisement, that

Messrs. Me

Carty

&

custom made boots and shoes as can be found
in this market.

Law Partnership.— Hon. Bion Bradbury, who has recently removed from Eastport to this city, has formed a law partnership
with Hon. L. I). M. Sweat.
Mr. Bradbury
has always been
considered one of the most
able lawyers in Eastern Maine.
Those who have not seen the
Belgian Giant are informed that
the.opport«nUy to do
so is extended three days
longer. He is to be
seen at Old City Hall.
Skating Park.—The insi le track
at the
Forest City Park is to be flooded, and used
as
a skating park during the winter.

Chicago, Nov. 8.
The county elections in this
state, yesterresulted
so
far
as heard from, with few exday,
ceptions, in the success of the Republican candidates.
Tlie Republican majority in this
county is nearly 5000.
Ketv York Markets.
New York, Nov. 8.
Cotton—2 @ 3c lower;
nates 14,000 bales Middling
52 & 53c. chiefly at 52.
Uljands at
State and Western 5 @ 10c higher; sales
M>ls State at 7 95 @8 70. Round Hoop Ohio
JVJW
915 @ 12 25.
Western 8 00 fa> 0 00.
Southern sales
600 bolt,, fit 9 75
Canada sales 400 bbls at
@ 1G 25.
*,}.

@ 12

10.

to

court martial.

East Tennes-

murdering an

Home, who

named

seean

hanged by

was

a

The order directed McCann to

try all persons suspected of bridge burning by
drum head court martial, and if found gnHty,

hang
spot, leaving their bodies
hanging in the vicinity of the burnt bridge.
A man who said he could not

affojd

get his life insured, recently, but who takes

Chicvgo

Milwaukee, Nov.
of

Shipments—1,000 bbls

wheat.

8.

T. E.

f]

Moseley & Co.,
BOSTON,

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

flour, 37,00) bushels

of

flour, 185,000

__

Flour and

Cincinnati, Nov.
Wheat—unchanged and quiet.

8.

But all this is changed. The swagger has
been whipped out of the more sensible portion
of fhe people, and they have come to
respect
the men whom they had been accustomed to
despbe. A fact stated the other day by Sir
Morton Peto, the distinguished English capitalist and M. P., in a speech before the Union
League Club of New York, illustrates this
favorable change in southern feeling. He said:
I

yesterday met a distinguished Southern
general, a man who distinguished himself in
the contest, a man upon whom,
excepting
that general who so distinguished himself as
the Southern leader, most of the
responsibility
of the contest lay. In my conversation with
this officer upon the impressions of my mind

this aspect of the case, he said to me, “You
may upon your return tell your countrymen
that I have frankly and cordially adopted
the arbitration of the sword, and that in the
oath I have now taken to respect and preserve the Union, I shall, in time to
come, act
as loyally as the best of
my late opponents. I
now go for the union of the whole
country.”
“Deconstructed” Rebels on their Dignity.

The Jackson, Mass., correspondent of the
Cincinnati Gazette, lifts the curtain and affords the following glimpse into the prejudices
of the men who are now endeavoring to res"
tore

Mississippi

to her

place in the Union:

A terrible fire brand was thrown into the
lower house a few days since, in the shape of
a colored soldier, with his
bayonet, to guard a
criminal, who wished to see one of the memThe soldier stood at a parade rest, inbers.
side the door, bock under the gallery, where
he remained quietly until the prisoner had finished his business, when both stepped noiselessly outside the hall. Immediately some
half doeen members are on their feet, one crying, in the most agonizing tones, “ We have
been insulted!” another, “It was intended!”
while another was for “ Preserving the dignity of this House!”
Explanations by the unfortunate recipient of the aforesaid prisoner’s
visit, to the effect that the soldier was there
“
in the simple performance of his duty, and
by the request of the prisoner himself,” was of
no avail.
The Speaker declared, upon his
word of honor, and by the high position he
occupied, that This House shall not again
suffer such an indignity, particularly from a

To which

We have

'*

Such

an the

•*

v

densely crowded. Speeches

were

made

by

manifested,

!

showing

are

their

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00 to $!i.OO.
Oct

or

We alto have

Clapp’s Block,

Market

Calf

and

HODSDON

&

FITZGERALD

showing

ary

their

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.
Oct 11—dtf

& HODSDON

FTZGERALD
New Styles of

Buttons, from

aro

10c to $2.00.

Oet 11—dtf

arc

showing their

to

$50.00.

Cloaks, from $7.00

und

50 BOXES WHITE HAVANA SUGAR.

Knit

Hoods, from

are

showing their

75c to $3.00.

Oct U—dtt

•

..

F1TZGERALD & HODSDON

are

I Kid Gloves, for $1.00
Oct 11- dtf

showing their

FITZGKHALD dt

ters and horrors of thejlast four years, than
The people of the
any man in the nation.
South had very kindly feelings for him.
In
fact, he was more popular with the ultra men
of the South, on account of his connivance at
the Kansas outrage, his dogma about
having
no power to coerce a State, &c., than he was
with Union men. A remonstrance from
him,
a warning, a declaration that he must maintain the authority ot the Government and see
that the laws were executed—this, coming
fiom a friend, would have induced the secessionists to pause and consider, at least; it
would have aroused and given confidence to
the Union element of the South. It would, in
But
my opinion, have averted the conflict.

Akotheb Invention.—A new tanning process has been invented in France, by M.
Picard,
which is said by Le Noveliste to be cheaper
than
the
old.
and more expeditious
By a mechanical process in the place of bark, hides are
tanned into leather in twelve hours. Turpentine dissolves fat and preserves leather. The
material used is fifty per cent, cheaper than
bark; the process less laborious; oak forests
will be benefitted by leaving the bark on the
trees, and avoiding the treading down of young
saplings, while the waste lands will he planted
with fir trees, to produce
turpentine. Manufacturers prefer &e leather thus made,

HODSDON

iajopl

*»

& HODSDON

J^HTEOERALD
New
AT

Gloves

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and

»

u

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

descriptions, by

To

most beautiful

just received

HAS

^NENTLEMBN,

ever

The

only

BEST

for

of getting

Value

their

a o o r> s.

A. D. REEVES’,Tailar,
No. 98 Exchange St.

We Invite all who are visiting Boston to call at our
Store, and assure them they will never be urged to
buy.

NO

PRICE.

Not. 4—g,T*Ttf

5 Free Street

SVMMEE

STREET,

Sold at
CHEAPEST
Messrs.

m in

store,and

and cari'fullv
HAVE
DOMESTIC

Not 4—dlw*

French

Fluting !

(Corner of Hawley),

33
Oct 23

O

S T O

1ST

-cod3mos

•»

Fluting!

French

UULL and see Samples at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
Y7 40 Preble Street.
Notice one door below Oxlord Street.
Sept 2(—d3m»

Lewis, Rollins & Bond,

Lowest

NOW

ARE

OPE3srIN-a

assortment
at

seld cheap
AOOOb
Not.
d2w*
he

Over

Coats,

Shawl*!
of hand made SHAWLS,

English Coats,
Business Coats,

A ND FANCT ARTICLES, tot sale

AT

Sacks,

Nov 3.

d2w*

Vests,
Of their

"Manufacture,"

own

——FROM-

Goods Purchased

before

the Re-

cent Advance !
And

furnish Garments at

can

260.
Single Evening,
To be had at the principal stores and at the doer.
53f First Lecture Gratuitous.
Nov. 4-eodlw tedtd
------

at

Prices!

TWO NIGHTS ONLY!

The

PAINE’S,
Ns, 13 Market Square,

From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
akes that we can recommend for SERVICE.

in n

The

Call and See Our Stock

M. C. M. A.
adjourned meeting of the Maine Oharitable Mechanic Association, will be held In the
Room on Thursday evening, Nov. 9th,
nSvWLibrary
▼ at 7} o'clock.
A foil attendance Is earnestly requested, as an
amendment to the Constitution will be proposed.
STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary.

BEFORE

prices !

PURCHASING!.

LEWIS, ROLLINS i BOND,
141 and 143 Middle St*
Oct 12—eod&wlw
—.____

WINTER

OPENING /

*MRS.

A.

R. B. E., Press Office.

Woolens,
Flannels,

House for Sale.
tTlHE three-stery Brick House >No. 70, corner of
A Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the uoderu
improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined
any day.
For terms, Ac., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 18 Central Wharf.
Portland, Not. t, 1865 —totf

To Let.
A SMALL STORE 144 Congreess. Good location
TV for Shoe Store or Barber Shop.
E. P. NASON,
Apply to
Nor t—dti

rs

Their Unrivalled Orchestra,
Messrs. LOTHIAN, ENDRES, SCHNEIDER,
BO ARUM AN, V ANSTANE and KOBBEB.

G. F. KETCHUM,
Splendid Interlocutor and Comedian.
The Great Ethiopian Comedian
Frank Brewer ns Happy Uaele Tam.
The

Will appear In their choicest specialities.

Nov. 7—codtf

St:

Horse for Sale.
as

no

further

use

for him.

AppljjR^Taylor’s

eleven
has

owner

Livery Stable, Temple St.

Programmes.
MORRIS, Manager.

LON

Agent.

RETURN OF THE FAVORITES

And

COTTON & MURPHEY’S

Domestics,

And ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

Minstrelw 1

California
successful

of

season

at

Vailed Slate* Hetel,
roepecttully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha*
permanently located in tlili city. Daring the two

SHAWLS,
IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

HALL,

DEERING

Friday and Saturday Evening*,
Net, lO and 11, 1865.
jy Admission 36 Cents. Reserved Seats 5a
Nov

we hare cured sesne
years we have been In this
ol the worst forms of disease In persons who bare
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the qnestion Is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay eured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone yean, and is also a regular graduated
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chrouic diseases in
the form of nervous or stclt headache; neuralgia m
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where site lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swelling*, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deataess, stamIndigesmering or hesitancy ol speech,
cure
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
every case that can be preeented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ol' the chaat, and all forma of female

physician.

palsy

dyspepsia,
piles—we

,By Electricity

and

Also-

Quality

We would
Ladies to our

White

Kids Imported.

invite the special attention of the

Goods

and
the

move

Who hare oold ham.a and foet; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming In tho head, with Indigestion and
constipation of tho bowels: pain In the side and back;
of the womb with inleucorrhcea, (or white#);
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find In Electricity a sure mesne
of euro.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those lung line of trouble*
With young ladies, Electricity Is s certain specific,
and will. In s short time, restore the suflerer to the
TEETH 1 TEETH1 TEETH!
Dr. D. still continue* to Extract Teeth by ELECTEtctTY WITHOUT pain. Persons having de. ayed
teeth or afnmps they wish to have removed for resetting be would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-hinrs tor sale
tor family use, with thorough lnstru. tions.
Dr. D. etui accomumdste a lew patients with board
Mid treatment at bis house.
Ottte* hours from ft o'clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
to 6 P. M„ and 7 to 0 In the evening.
*
novltl
Consultation free.

Favorite Pear !

Clapp’s

to

the Bartlett in form,

SEbut less musky in Savor; vinous, malting, butZX-tery, and juicy; fine texture; ranks beat."—

Am. Promo. Society.
The tree Is “of healthy and
Ag. Soc.
The late Dr. Brinctle said

0>tt

thrifty habit.”—.Vor-

“It was of superior
quality, as well as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Uochetter, N. T„ pronounced It
“quite worthy of ranking belt."
Mr. fUeey, I'rest. of Maas. Hurt. Society, thought
‘St

was

so

hardv

a*

<o resist

the cold which

Department!

In Plain and Fancy Styles, including the finest qualities of FBENOH LAWNS, which we offer at

Being con-inced by our SUCCESS thus fhr that our
MOTTO is the true one to secure the confidence
of our customers.

a court©

of

FOUR ASSEMBLIES

HALL,

Commencing
Following each week In succession on the Wednesday erenlngs o( November, together with a
BALL ON THANKSGIVING EVE.
Under the ausptoee ol the 0"Donoghus Circle of the
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.
COMMITTEE OF

John AlcAleney
John Kellev,

ABBANOEMENTS:
D. J. Karr,
John

O'J>;nnr.l]

HnghDolui

fiS,

fflSSSR.

& Free St, Block,

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

floor
0- C. O’Domvhuo.
Landrcgan,
Edward
P. E. Maloney,
J J

J. W. ADAMS’ Nnrserte*.
Morrill’s Corner. Gardeners, well
trained in our Murteriet, will be tar-

nished—at cost—to plant tree* and
vines In the City or Cemetery. Names
_smay be left at the Tea Stme.
ROCK MAPLES of large else tor streets, grown
Am. and
In the Nursery, with abundance ol roots.
Siberian Arbor Vine; Hemlock and Norway Spruce,
and new Am. Weeping Willows, for Cemeteries.
Oct 24—d3w

Valuable Beal Estate
FOR SALE !

_

.... ..

uov22_
~At the OLD CITY HALL,

days only, commencing Nor. *d, Hons,

(AUK
r Joseph, the
BELGIAN GIANT!

From Bamum’s Museum, N. Y., 7 teet 0 Inches high,
lbs

CITY OF PORTLAND.
a.td Alderhxr, I
fn board or Mayor
Not. (1, 1606.
f
/-vbDEBED. That untn lurther order, all veaI 1 gels arriving at this Port, irom Ports Infected
via Cholera, or h«Ttng had cases oi Cholera during
their passage, shall perform quarantine Easterly
ifom a line draw n (kora the bnoy on Spring Point
Ledge to the Block House on House Island, where
they shall be detobied until discharged by s certificate signed by the Cl! y Physician and Harbor tlaa-

And the Harbor Master and Boarding Officer are
hereby Instructed to take alt such vessels to su< h

place o Quarantine.

And the Pilots of the Port aro hereby directed to
this ord r to all vessels which they may

make known

board.

passed, sent down and Concurred.
JACOB MoLELLAN, Mayor.
Approved,
Attest>—J. ft. HEATH, City Clerk.

Read and

OF

MAINE.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
« N&
Autrusta, October SI,
*
An adjourned geatdon of the Executive
on
be held at the Counoll Chamber, h> Aafa«ta,
Monday the thirteenth
ErHRAIM
Attest:
Secretary of 9Ut«.

Also Smith’s STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS ol th© War.
Open from 9 to 12 A. M. and from 2 to 9 P. M.
nov2dtf.

^

d^0|

Nov 2—(ltd

gentleman

"from

few

H. INGRAHAM.
101 Middle Street.

fJJJJJ®}*

n^rj.

lor the Course, including the Ball,. ...$4.00
for the Assemblies,.1.00
...lAO
for the Bail,.
and two ladle#).
(admitting one
No
cents.
Checks
Ball
totbe
lifty
given
Spectators
the Gallery. Clothing dieckod rniE.
oot24 to

sn^ld'keta
Stall. Tickets

D.

Nov<—dtf

STATE

j;"n cSS?*’
Wapj

covsrrs

weighs 402

And No Variation.

ident «f the same Society, say they “cun endorse all
that has been said In relation to It* excellence.
Price.—Trees of three years, generally hsvlng
fruit-buds, f3 each; $30 per do*. Smaller *12 to *24
J. W. ADAMS' Nursery,
per do*.
Morrill’s Corner.
Oct 20—d* w5w

maraokis:

I?

a

PRICE!

gener-

__

Nov#—<Qw

J. Jennings.

Band.
Rnsic by Chandler'* fall Quadrille

85T" Remember the Number

so

ally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it certainly was its superior.”
Bon. M. P. Wilder and Bon. Joteph Bred, Ex-Pres-

““£!£?nmtwo-stery Brick House No. 23 Fore St.

Tuesday evening, October 31,

Handkerchiefs !

Oct 20—fltt

leap with joy,
Ity of youth;

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.
LANCASTER

Comprising the most desirable goods tor EVENING
WEAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMBRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

ONE

Rheumatic, the

TTHAT three-story BRICK TPrOgOT, No. 14
X Brown Street—a very desirable residence la

held at
THERE

Small

Warm, Hosiery
and Glare!, including the

Best

gouty, the lame and th* laxv
with the agility and elastic
heated grald Is cooled; the frostbitten limbi restored, the uncouth deformities removed; fldntnesa converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made t« see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated ; the ACCIDENTS of matun lilt
presented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
The

6—dlw__

will be

One Price, and Ne Variation!

cents.

Doors open at 7—commence at 8.
H. E. PARMELEE, Agent.

n
Of the LATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATand
BEST
of
the
which
wo offer
TERNS,
materials,

Trimming!

the

he would

the

-05-

—

KIDDLE STREET,

“Very large; similar

Housekeeping Goods,

No. 10 Washington Street.

years old, sound and kind; weighs
PVE
hundred lbs. Will be sold low,
the

17*

DEMING,

vigor of health.

W1LMOARH, PRESCOTT, JACKSON

see

N.

Electrician

Nearly Opposite

Inimitable Quartette,

tyFor particulars

ra-

falling

The Celebrated Basso,
J. C. TROWBRIDGE.
Messrs.

W.

_

ONE PRICE, and No Var iation,

COLBY,

now
opening a RICH ASSORTMENT of
WINTER BONNETS, HATS, FEATHERS,
FLOWERS, RIBBONS, ic.
No. 4} Free A Block, Up Stairs.

*

For Sale.
A good Family Horse, 8 years old, kind,
sound, will ce sold low.

Nov. 3 dlwiff

It per-

The Far Famed Comedian,
LON MORRIS.

Their

are

LADIES

Company

Oreat Wit and Pnnster,
EPH HORN.

J. L. SAPHORE,
Nov 8—dGt

An

jfStegL and^perfectly
JN-wX.

WORLD-RENOWNED

Old

same

complainta.

MINSTRELS !

GOODS

CLOAKS,

Not. 8.—dtd

We Invite all to

HA.LL,

Linen Damasks,

<2f Q ft BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada
ttpsal *1 Grey, made to order, at
A. D. BEEVES,
nov4dtf
92 Exchange St.

BOTTOM PRICES.

Monday

Iws of their Pnpnlar Entertainment*

New Goods !
PINO be sold CHEAP, at
PAINE’S,
Not S—d2w*
No. IS Market Square.

a

five consecutive

give special prominence to the LATEST
TEACHINGS of SCIENCE; what she lias to say ol
the origin of things; ol life; of man; ol the antiquity
oiman; of the prophecies ot his creation, uttered
through nature.
Tickets for the Course,
$1.00

THE

the

city,

Monday Evening, Not* 13* at 7$ o’clock.

continuing through

claiming

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

WHERE

Hail,

COMMENCING ON

at

Pants,

SIX LEC-

Black and Colored Silks,

Just Received!

Goods,

Course ol

persons

]V£edical

J. QUEEN,
Elegant Clog Dancer.

A. M. McKESI NET’S,
Oct 3—eod*eow3m
384 Congress St.

New

a

or

DR.

DIAGRAMS f

Eight Weeks
Tremont Theatre, Boston, Mass., will give
B LAN KETS, AFTER

to

Any person

quesed to appear and make such claim within ninety day* Torn the uate hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be disposed o in accordance with the act
ol Congrees approved April
1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
Not. 1,1885—dl»w3w

GLunuiug,

Of Boston, will deliver
TUBES on Geology, at

a

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

A

AND

Doors open at Gi—Commence at 7).
Tickets 3Jc; HeserveJ Seats 50c. For sale Monday
afternoon at the Hall; Tuesday Morning from M
tint.

PAINE’S,
No. 13 Market Square.

3.

PAINTINGS

The

Including

Shawls, Shawls,

Is hereby
NOTICE
scribed goods

Amply Illustrated by carefully prepared

THE-

Cash

Market Square.

The New Perfume Mujuviro,
AT PAINE’S,
Nov. 3. d2w*
No. 13 Market Square.

FINE STOCK OF

A

PAINE’S.

13

GEO LOG Y!

The GREAT RAREH1GH BURLESQUE

a

2w»

LECTURES

In styles of Plain and Fancy of the best thbrics, and
in the Choicest Shades*

Gloves !
assortment of LADIES’
splendid
YOU
GLOVES, varying in price from 80 ets. to $3, at
Not 3

28

......

To be had of the Committee and also at Short A
Boring's, E. C. Andrews, and bailey & Noyes’ Book
Stores.
Lestures to commence at 74 o'clock.
Nov 3—dtr

weekly receiving a flill

GOODS!

DRY

Gloves, Gloves,
find

given that the following dewere seised at this port, on the
days hereinafter mentioned, lor a violation of the
commencing Thursday Evening,
Revenue L ws:—
TV The Brat Lecture will he delivered bv Judge
i 1 Sept. 2, 1865, on board Steamer “New
Russell of Boston, Mass.
York,” 3
bbls. Whiskey, marked O Sept. 23, at <1 rand Trunk
MUSIC BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB.
Committee qf Arrangementi:
Burns D. Bean,
E. A. Sawybb.
F. O. Rich.
Ten, and 1 Jug Whiskey. Oct. fl, on board steamer
Tickets for the Coarse,
....
“New Brunswick” 4 bottle Brandy.
1

And TROWBRIDGE.

__

can

are

selctod stock of FOREIGN and

DRESS

KENDALL & WHITNEY’S,
Nob. 7. 8, 9 and 10 City Building,
Market Square, Portland.

31—dtf_
Seizure of Goods.

Nov. SO.

Block,

Our Stock comprises

out.

Oct

JUDGE THOMAS RUSSELL,
Of Boston, Msss.

Morris Brothers, Pell & Trowbridge’s

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

-AT

BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

Welch's Food for Cattle l
and quickest fattening Food

TERMS CASH.

THOMAS E.M0SELEY& CO,

CHASE

Every

Nor. 13th ul 14th.

VARIATION!

AT AUCTION t

Saturday, at 11 o’clock a. m., on
Lime St., we shall sell Horses, Carriage*, liarnesaes, Blankets, Robot Sleight, Ac., Ac.
HENRY BAILEY s Co., Auctioneer*.

8. B. CHASE, oi Penn.
or.-"
SAM’L HASTINGS, of Wisconsin.

Will appear at above while their new Tr >upe
forming at their Opera House, Boston.

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dre»s Cloths,
A. D. REEVES’,Tailar,
98 Exchange St.

lyjADE

*

S. F. CAREY, of Ohio.

One Price !

At
Not 4—dtf

prime Southern Yellow Corn, for Bale

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, &c.,

email de-

no

MONDAY and TUESDAY,

One Price!

FINE

from

Nov 7—dtd

—AT-

AND

ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
CASSIMERE, and
FANCY
VFHTINGH,
At
A. D. REEVES’, Tailar,
Not 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

A

A

MONEY l

ENGLISH

It ie with

HON. S.L. TILLEY,
Provincial Sec*y of Now Brunswick.
The Course will consist of six or more Lectures,

DRY GOODS!

Superior Meal for Table Use !

ONE

ME.

-AND-

FRENCH,

During the coming winter.

CITY

on

pant
Nov 4—dtf

Smallest Possible Advance,

Full

OF

X AMERICAN

i oJi ul

are sure

RETAIL!

PORTLAND,

get your

At

AND WE SELL THEM AT THE

goods

OR

Oct 11—dtf

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEYES’, Tailar,
4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

Nor

BOUGHT FOR CASH,

our

at Auction.
SATURDAY, Nor. 11, at 3 P. II., on the
Summer, near Clark 8t, the lot known
aatbe fabyan
property. Land has a front on Summer St. or about «4
feet, by about 73 In depth. Building* conalet of wooden one and a half storied dwelling, barn and shed.
This property 18 in
Immediate vicinity of the
Siam Worts
an i Shovel Factory.
Sale positive.

He will

148 and 180 Middle Street,

consignment a Bankrupt
Stock ot RUBBER OVERCOATS which be is
permitted to sell at $3.00 each. Any person in want
should call immediately at his
NEW RtJBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
Nor. 8—dtf

rriHE

So that ad who buy

Building? and Land on Summer SL,

1,

EVE NINOS,

Evening*.

Order I
AT

'Hallotypes!

At

Qoods

■

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange 8t

gree of pride that The Committee tnrite attention te
the following eminent orators, comprising as It does
sumo of the best talent In the
country, many of whom
the citizens ol Portland have never had the pleasure
of hearing.

And

made.
picture
THE
place in Portland to get them is at

THUB8DAY

Mechanics’

Second-Hand Clothing, HOOP SKIRTS

-ABE-

■,

No.

CoSbe’

WrtttajTMrte* two Stoves, &?.

respectfully announce to the citizens of Portland that they have made all necessary arrangements for a Course of FIRST CLASS Temperance
Lectures, to take place at the

MANUFACTURE

M. Me KENNEY'S,
284 CongrosrfSt., corner of Ctntre Street.
Oct 3—eod&eow3m

A LARGE STOCK

vi

Lodge,

Prof.

FITZGERALD A HOOSDON,

XT. A. HALL

Our

RETAIL^

A.

Children.

-A.11

AND

Cost!

148 and ISO Middle St.

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
mg bought and sold.
sept20dtt

We also Manufacture to Order In
the best possible manner far La-

their

Oct 11—dtf

WHOLESALE

*

ON

I

_LECTURES

Arcana

showing their

are

at

WHOLESALE

WM, BBOWN, Bo. 91 Federal Street.

Oxford Ties, &c., Ac,

tl U

SATURDAY, Nov. 11 at 10 A. M at Office
BUs. Beef, Molasses. and Bean*: Boms Tobacco
boxes EURE SPICES, tfa’eratus, olocoiaie.
Corn Starch, Pickles, Cream Tartar, Cigar Cases’
Mustard, ( rockery sad Glass Ware, Shoes and Boots’
Lot of Dry Goods, Cte.
At 3$ P. M., four Counting Boom Detks. two
°

The undersigned Commutes In behalf of

Evening Tickets,
showing

are

Oet 11—dtf

xhis i

Of all

1

showing

Vests, for $2 to 2.50.

IjiITZGERALD & HODSDON
X? best Manchester

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

•*

are

Bibbed Hose for 40c per pair.

Trees!

J. W. ADAMS, at his Nursery at Mor*
rill's Comer, ofifers a tew eatra sized Pear Trees
with fruit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Louise Bonne, &c. S3 to $5 each.
Equally good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
size, at 50c to $1 each.
EX. LARGE GRAPE VINES, to be removed from land already sold.
Price according to
octal codswSw
Quality.

Soles,

CONSTANTY FOB SALE

LYCEUM

GEN.
HON.
HON.
HON.

Auctioneers.

PATTEN, Auctioneer, 13 Exchange St.
Groceries, Furniture, Stoves, Ac., at
Auction.

I

6, latfi.

Nov.

and $ 1.75.

THTZGERALD & HODSDON are selling their
X: goo«ls 20 per cemt* less than
any other house
in the trade.
oclldtf

Ladies’ Under

on

EDW'D M.

CITY HALL,

Oct 11—dtf

139 Commercial St.

Large Pear

BALMORAL BOOTS,

WE HAVE

Nov.l-Jd****

SaP*rlntoBdanoe of JOHN L.

*

aSSJBEBS,
Portland,

ON

TMTZGEBALD & HODSDON
f New Style

d

Meal l I

HBDS PRIME EARLY MUSCOVADO
OKJ MOLASSES.
75 Tierces Prime early Muscovado Molf sses.
40 Bbls. Prime early Muscovado Molasses.

Phil-

Leather

W1 iiffle

^

Bookstores,

Square,

X1URNISHED promptly by Car load, or delivered
P to order at all places of business in the city.
CITY Tv/TXIjXjS,
No. 120 Commercial St.
Nov b—dAwlm
-«-.--

i
1

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Double

1£qUnrt*r

Independent Order of Good Templar*,

& hodsdon

of parties to the Mgl eet birders

consent

JACOB McLELLAN,

showing their

THOMAS LYNCH,

Patent

nov, 17th) 1865)
ik._,,

'■•“S'1’*

Oct 11—dtf

Molasses and Sugar.

great variety of

a

“'or ft Henry
2?
Vm27
& als,
John ^i1*Taylor, James Bradlev
Martiii Pcnneil & Co. and Alvah W.
against
Thomas M. Stevens, and will be sold at Dam,
Public Auctlon by

ETS admitting the bearer to the Course
11.26.
Tickets admitting to one
lecure. Twenty-five Cents:
lor sale at the
Paine’s Music Stors,
C rosman & Co. s, and Lowed & Senter’s.

11—dtt

New Style
Fitzgerald

PORTLAND, MAINE.

*

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,

and

Wm. J. Hine3, of Philadelphia; Major Tookey,
Washington: J. J. Steward and Frank Gallagher, ot Baltimore. Great enthusiasm was

ol

No. 8

Nov 8—d2w

says:
“And here I muse say that I
regard James
Buchanan as more responsible for the disas-

>

Middle 9t.

FtOM

_

Baltimore. Nov. 8.

Baltimore, Nov. 8.
The Fenians had a great gathering at the
Maryland Institute Hall to-night. The room

Photographs

Locket to Lite Size, by the best of Artists.
All coloring done in my estabishment where I
keep constantly employed a number of colorists » all
ana examine specimens at
my Photograph Exhibition Booms.
A. M. MeKENNEI,
Preble House, Portland.

adelphin.

the paralyzed condition of the
Union men at that time, brought afout by
the conduct of James Buchanan. Mr. Rayner

he stood 8till and did nothing.

Fenian Meetlny in Dalti.nore.

TNSTRUCTION in this art will be given,both in the
J. alteraoon and
evening, by EMMA K. COOK.
“22™? 11»J Federal Street, second floor.
Lar Manuscripts Copied. Visiting Cards marked
at reasonable prices.
noV7d2w*

because of

/Statement of Dr. Layne.

elected.

PITZGERALD St HODS DON

m.—

A ?IACHifcD
Taylor,

Xk. L.

Thursday, November Oth, A. D. 886, at II o’clocl IA.
M. at the Stable c I Taylor & Boothbv. on Temple Si.,
formerly occ 11 pied hy Dr. Ripley, in the cltyot Port
land, in the said County of Comb, rland.
Tim tallowing Pereeml pri perty to wit: Two Buffalo Robes, One Wolf, One Bitting Harsesa, Two RidDec. 8, FREDERICK DOUGLASS,
tag
Bridles, One Nett One Collar, One Hay l utter
Dec. IS,
(to be duounc9''.l
One Brown Buggy, One Silver Mounted Harness
Dec. 19, Rev. J. M. MANNING, ef Mass.
Four Sleighs, One Buy Mare, O.io
Grey Mare, Two
Deo. 16, Rev. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
Strtpod-ftced Sorrell Horses, One Brown Horse, One
Bay Horro, Two Sliver Mounted Harnesses,
£“8
Jan. 6,1686, Hon. JAMES HARLAN,
r»
Buffalo Robe*. Throe Halters, Two Blanke a,
Sec, of the Interior.
H“k. O"* To Buggy,
Oueiw2JorvPl,^<,"> 0ne One
Jan. 12, MaJ. Gen. O. O. HOWARD, U. 8. A.
Double Sleigh. Two
Harnesses,
Sbivmtti?onWe
Jan. 19, GEO. WILLIAM CURTIS, Eat}., of N. Y.
¥"onr Buffalo Robes, One Pair
rnes*cs’
Bhmketa
*° the above, the Committee feel JusDated St Portland
Nov. 8th, 1888.
tilled to saying that they hare
good reason to ex—GEORGE W. PARK ER, Sbtriff.
pect Ma|. Gen. Kilpatrick, of N. J., and Hon,
BAILEY A CO..
Lyman Tremaln, of N. Y.
8HAVV

PE N MANSHIP 1

uv,l®rnl aseortment of

*

SHERIFF'S SALE.
Cumberland,

ON

distinguished Lecturerscr®a,ter, by tbs following
Nor. IT, Hon. GEO. S. BOUTWft
Nov. 21, Hon. RICHARD H.
Danx,'ju
Deo. 1, Mrs. FRANCES W.
HARpERj

Octll-dtf

augll’GiSeodis&wly

STYLE3,

Sold ia New York

a* are

Kenneth Rayner, of North Carolina, is a
Union man of ability and candid judgment.
He voted for the secession ordinance in 1861,

many

County, which secures a Union majority in
that body,
though Spence wiU be elected
judge in the 12th circuit.
In nearly every county in the State the
regular Union ticket for county officers is

148 St 160

Evening,

And be continued weeklv

N«. 4 Free St.

Meal l

Kenneth Rayner’s Opinion of James BPchanan.

weeks.

be latest returns indicate the election of
Frazier, Union, to the Senate in Dorchester

FOR SALE AT

dtf

Friday

Housekeephag*cloo<Lf.r W“*‘

an4

HALL,

COMMENCING

or injured.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Fitzgerald 6c. Ilodsdoa,

AT

BURROUGHS & HUDSON’S,

Not 7

ClT^

not worn

Few More Settees!

Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite bate. All operation, warranted to give satis*
•ction.

we are

Conalaally Making Addition*

Arrested.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.
The Tunisian Embassy to-day inspected the
iron clads and monitors. They will leave for
Boston, to-morrow, and sail for Europe in two

i

A

corner of Winter S.ieet, u III be sold,
Straw and 3 ply Csrjs>*s; Softs;
Lounges;
Dining, thrd and M.rble Top Center iab1)1vans; Wbat-Noia; BeJsteac .;

r'1."'"i.Blnka;
Beds, Matrasses; Bedding
enIlrror“j
an<i China
Ware. St. r. a and Kilifi-

Would

on

United States soldier !

,p.

oc3eodAeow3m

a64^CongreM^St.|^o^p°site

BOOTS AND SHOES,

speed.

The long pending litigation between the
Burning Moscow and Ophir Silver Mining
Companies has been settled by compromise,
the Ophir Company
taking the ground in dispute and paying $70,000. It is stated that the
various suits brought by one or the other of
the companies for this ground were prosecuted
sit an expense of nearly a million dollars.

Maryland Election.

constantly

large

O. H. OSGOOD,

MOST APPROVED

the idea that thay could fail in their
appeal
to the sword; they then believed one chivalrous Southerner equal to at least three
“psalmsinging” Yankees, and they looked forward to
the establishment, with feeble
opposition, of
the most magnificent empire the sun had ever
shone upon, the white skinned cavalier
being
the lord and the dark skinned African the vassal.
Whoever doubted the realization of this
dream of their ambition was sneered
at, and
with such consummate brass and
impudence
did they hold up their hands and
indulge in
their claims to
pre-eminence, that a large party at the North sympathized with them, and
the nobility of England hid them a
hearty god-

none.

statement:
“From the statement made to me by the
surgeon of the ship, and by Dr. Burdett, the
deputy health officer, there can be no doubt as
to the nature of the disease with which this
ship has been afflicted. The vomiting and
purging, rice water discharges, sunken features, blue surface, shrivelled skin, with loss of
its elasticity arid muscular
cramps, tell the
story but too plainly that it is Asiatic cholera.’’

in a neat manner,by the best
tow.madeAto order,assortment
on hand

wholesale ana retail trade.

DENTIST,

Returning to their Senses.

California.

following highly Important

for

Street,

Brussels,

irSSJiSr?

bushels of

In 1861 the rebel chiefs would have scouted

Sax Francisco, Nov. 8.
Gen. John L. Miller has filod bonds preparatory to entering on his duties as collector
of the port of San Francisco.
This appointment is commended by the principal
newspapers, which state that he is objected to by

the

*

oi♦ workmen.

FOR

the steamer St. John, began this
morning. The coroner charged the jury that
if the officers of the boat were found
neglectful of their duties, they must hold them for the
action of the Grand Jury. Mr. Colgrove, clerk
of the boat, testified,to the effect, that in selecting staterooms, a few were reserved for
personal friends, the rest being thrown open
for selection to the public. The testimony of
the 2d Engineer showed that no more than
tire proper quantity of steam was on at the
time, and the usual precautions had been taken
to prevent accident.
The inquest adjourned
until to-morrow.

makes

ALIi

n

on

New Yobk, Nov. 8.
Dr. Layne, after visiting the steamer Atlan-

Manufactory I

884 CONGRESS ST., Car. of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best
manner. Gilding dono in a superior
stf1®* under the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
Square Frames of
n 1.7*7 lor*y yews experience.

-OF-

of

Stock Markets.
New York, Nov. 8.
c
Second Hoard.—-Stocks
heavy.
Amei lean Cold....
.1464
United States one year Certificates, new..!! 97?
Treasury 7-30.
978
States sixes, 1831, coupons,^ ■■■'■
.106
United States 5-20 coupons.
1024
Cleveland and Toledo..!”!!!! !l03
Canton Company..” !"!!!!,!*•** 45.4
Milwaukee and Prarie du Chien,..185

of the Disaster to the
St. John.

Embassy—Corn terjUter

Block.

THURSDAY, Nor. Oth, at 10 A. M., at House
ONoccupied
by UapL J. W C/owtl.er, No. 03 lJan-

mrth

Portland Freedmen's Association!

and Well Selected Stock

+
Meats—in bulk, held firmer.
Bacon-sides, advanced lc; sales at 18c.
last
24 hours 1,400 head.
Hogs—quiet; receipts
W hlskey—firm at 2 30.

New York, Nov. 8.
The coroner’s inquest on the causes of the

Tunisian

Frame

Colored

Ladies,Misses & Children

@ 1 52.

BOWEN,

A. M. Mr k EXNE ¥ ’8

one

Cincinnati Market.

success fuL

jFrom

Nov 7—d2w

three glasses of liquor daily, was urprised
when it was figured up to him that the cost of

Flour—quiet.

at 1 50

&

Exchange Street.
Household Furniture ut Auction

COUNTRY,

'£l&2TSfo,ite

Sales.

M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12

E.

IN AID OF THE

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies' Cloak is considered by gome
people a matter of secondary importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very iirst consideration;—it is
more difficult to get than cloth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Our decided
success in the
Hosiery and Glore
Trade has induced us this season to add
another Department-that of CLOAKS,
from the celebrated
Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY Sc CO., New York City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to obtain the Agency. The new styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and
every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
freely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not
satiafhetory, will be exchanged if

:

CHEAP.

No. 9 Free Street

VT

to

for paper collars.

STATE OF THE

LADIES’ DRESS!

Which will be

VICKERY

I

—OH THE-

W O O LENS
SOLD

Auction

Independent Lectures

lot at

AND

Chicago. Nov. 8.
Wheat—Arm at the opening of the market, and
advanced 1 (@ 2c, closing quiet at 1 40 for No. 1,115
1 It for No. 2.
Corn—firm, opening at 56 @ 57, and closing at 554
for No. 1 an. I 53 for No. 2.
Oats—dull at 27c.
Provisions—dull and nominal.
Freights—dull; corn to Buffalo 8c.

a new

DRY GOODS!

or

Large

Market.

An rewiring

two

glass of liquor each day, at ten cents per
day, would pay for a policy for $1800.
fijf Two mills at Holyoke, Mass., arc making daily about three and a half tons of paper,

Entertainments.

VICKER Y d BO WEN

them on the

to

Llverjwol—firm.

wheat.

The Post’s special dispatch says, “ In
nearly
every county in Maryland, the Union candidates are elected.”
Mr. >Sehade, the counsel for Wirz, is
Importuning the President to commute tlie sentence
of death. It Is not probable that ho will be

ta,

Cann, at Nashville, last week, the prisoner put
in an order from Benjamin, Rebel Secretary of
War, as part of his defense, claiming that he

Miscellaneous.

__

Rebel Rule in East Tennessee.—During the trial of the guerrilla leader Dick Mc-

Lard—sales 681 bbls at 24 @ 28*.
Whiskey—firmer; sales 125 bbls. in lots, at 2 40.
Sugars—steady; sales 400 hhds. Muscovado 134
@ 15c. Havana, 1288 boxes, at 14c.
Coflee—firm; Rio4000 bags in port.
Petroleum—sale 3201 bbls orude at 361 @ 371.

Freights

Miscellaneous.

to the United States.

acted under it in

Illinois Elections.

Receipts—2,500 bbls

ington.

was

purchasing Boots Shoes or Rubbers, will find a good assortment at J. \y.
Johnson’s new store, 320 Congress street.
Persons

Pope,

Assistant Engineer.

Oats-dull.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Nov. 8.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch
says the President will issue a proclamation
declaring the restoration of peace, before Congress meets.
Joe Johnston is coming here' to
organize an
agency tor his Express.
The Commercial’s special
Washington dispatch says the rumor that the French Minister has demanded his passports, is untrus.
The results of the various elections produce
great elation among the Republicans in Wash-

meeting and voted
with the Church in

Removal.—It will be noticed

F. l.

m

at Lake

Subsequently, the mem-

(Signed)

Flour—dull.

4th inst., has arrived.
The United States steamers Rhode Island
and Hornet were at Havana.
Commodore Murray took possession oi the
Stonewall on the 2d by simply
raising the
American flag at mast-head. He is empowered to return the $16,000 advanced
by the
Spanish Government to pay off the crew of
the Stonewall. She will probably
go into dock
there to have her bottom cleaned before leav*
for
the
United
States.
ing
Nothing has been heard of one or two vessels known to have been near Havana 'at the
time of the recent hurricane, and the
government has ordered two or three vessels on a
cruise to search for and aid
any who may
have suffered shipwreck.
From the fact that the cholera is raging so
severely in Spain, it is feared tliat it may make
its way here, and, therefore, ail vessels arriving from Spain are subjected to strict quarantine.

disaster

)
Fatla, Oct. 15.
Queesnella, Nov. 8.)

To the Agent of the Associated Press:
Please make the announcement that a
large
mail, for the Telegraph Exploring party under
my command, which had been accumulating
in San Francisco for several
weeks, was lost by
the wreck of the steamer Brother Jonathan.

Wheat—active; sales

Deputy marshal Sharkey arrested yesterday,
Harbor, Dr. Elson Osbom, a dealer in
counterfeit currency. He was detected through
High Stbeet Chcrcu.—At a
of
meeting
the post office. But little counterfeit money
the members of High Street
church, last eve- was found upon him, but several packages he
it
was
voted
ning,
unanimously to extend a had just mailed, were found to contain sheets
call to Rev. Lyman Abbott, of New
currency. He had been watched for
York, to of bogus
months.
to make money.

Lake

TOR

New Yobjk, Not. 8.
The steamer Moro Castle, from Havana the
•

the Causes
Steamer

train.

Mail Lost.

-From Havana—Possession taken of the Stonetrail by Com. Murray—Missing Vessels.

on

passing

Milwaukee Market.

nctes in circulation.

Inquest

a

High Wine—steady.
Hogs—moderately Arm.
Receipts-4,500 bbls flonr, 26,000 bushels wheat,
78,000 bushels of com, 12,000 bushels of oats.
Shipments—3,200 bbls of flour, 25,000 bushels of
wheat, 110,000 bushels of com, 6u,000 bushels of oats.

cess

respondent.
George S. Swasey, to a search and seizure
process pleaded guilty and paid 22.2G, fine and

Jersey city, to-day, by

Pabdoning nr Texas.—Qov. Hamilton, of
Texas, says that to obtain his endorsement for
pardon, the petition must affirm that the petitioner has not participated in outrages on a
citizen because of Union sentiments, nor belonged to any vigilance committee or secret organization for the persecution of Union men;
that he has had no property belonging to the
United States or so called Confederacy on Ills
hands; that no proceeding has he instituted
against his property under the confiscation
laws, and that he must also give true statements regarding the present feeling and future
conduct of the petitioner, touching the question of slavery and secession, and hi3 loyalty

32 75.

or

material not found or belonging to
navy vessels or belonging to navy yards.
The tria of Commodore Craven was resum-

perfect circles. It is thought the Treasury
Department will call in all §50 legal tender

Moses Morrill to a search and seizure propleaded nolo contendere and paid $25.28,
fine and costs. There were two cases
against
him but they were merged in one.
J. H.
Drummond, for State; Evans and Putnam for

in

Wheat—2c better; sales 116,000 bushels Chicago
Spring at 170 @ 1 82. Milwaukee Club 1 70 @1 S3.
Amber Milwaukee 1
1 85.
Winter Red Western, old, 2 25 (<£ 2 3j. Amber State, new, 2 30 @ 2 4d.
Corn—lc better; sales 94,000 bushels. Mixed Western to (g)«4c
Reel—quiet; sales 500 bbls.
Pork—firm; sales 6300 bbls. New Mess 32 37 @

or

applicable tnums, ammunition, ordnance

Twenty-three counterfeiters were arraigned

before the U. S. Court, to-day.
The steamship America arrived from BreNews anticipated.
men.
Two men were killed at the R. R. crossing

8 50

Richmond, to establish a paper that shall
advocate the great doctrines of Human Rights collar, so far as is known, is perfect in the
counterfeit, but in the genuine the lines of the
as those doctrines are held and maintained in
flesh are drawn by the engraver across the
our own New England.
point of the collar at its junction with the
waistcoat. The other discrepancy is in the
To-night Mr. Hunnicutt will give lii3 views,
shape of the ornaments in the border anil on
at the City Hail, on the condition and wants
each end of the face of the bill and in the
of the South, and on the
great question of the whole border on the back. All the figures of
Reconstruction and treatment of the late reb- the genuine bill are of an octagonal form,
el States.
The bare announcement will, we rather well defined, though the angles are not
sharp and the eight sides may be easily disemdare say, fill the Hall with the
loyal ladies and ed. In the counterfeit the border ornaments
are octagonal only in a
gentlemen of the city. Admission free.
slight degree and seem
MUNICIPAL COURT, NOV. 8.

New York, Nov. 8.
The Post reports two failures on Wall street
to-day. The Commercial mentions the suspension of Meger Brothers, consequent on dedinings in Milwaukee and Prairie du ChienR.
R. shares.

From Washington.

New Adrcrli.rmrnta Ta-Day.

Various Items.

___

A Card.
sold my Stock of Dry Goods and
Middle

tvan*
8t., to
who will continue

No. 129
of
AJ2Jd
Hswrwfi
-JSp ASTMAN BROTHERS,
store

I hereby cordially
£**£,: of Dry Goods,
and customers to the

E

»«*">

trfonds
"““ed «“““

recommend
patronage ot

“*

Portland, Wot. 1st, 1888.

S. B. COWELL.
noSdlw

Ladies' Under-Vests
$1.80.

at
F)B
Nor 3—d2w*

Also nice English Yetts lor 12,60,
PA IN M'S.
No. 13 Market Square,

For Sale and lo

Poetry.

In

the

Villaoe

i-leana-nt

Fbeupobt.

of

Five minutes walk tram the Corner.
A very desirable Farm of 20 Acres
of good land, well fenced and waterWi ymbracfqg hay-field, orchard,
alarec garden and pasturage. A good
two
story house aud out-buildings, with stable and
barn; all in good repair. To any gentleman wishing
a country residence, this projwrty is portioularly

BY A MISERABLE WBKTOH.

Through pat.hle.sH

1
realms of space
on

Roll on!
_„
What though I’m
Wliat though I cannot meet my bills?
Wlutt though I suffer toothache’s ilia?
What though 1 swallow counties* pills?
Never you mind!

£5J52?

recommended.
Enquire on the

premises

ol
CAPf.

J. A. MITCHELL:
Or JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street, Portland.
octSWiiw

Boll on!

Roll on, thou ball, roll on!

air
R oll on!
It’s true I’ve got no shirts to wear;
It’s true my butcher’s bill is due;
It'B true my prospects all look blue—
But don’t let that unsettle you!
Never you mind!
Boll on!
(it rolls oh.

Houses in good order; a pleasant
and desirable location on Cumberland St. PosFor
sess ion given first of Nov.
inquire of

particulars

^

Portland, Oct S6.—d3w

Lime Street.

iedmuir ^ufrec*“1# °bea!' ‘Jt ,:a8h>tf Street.
**tt(>CTER,

Octa«—d3w11S(

cells

Lime

a

WOODEN HOUSE, on tlie same
«00 feet. Inquire
of
H
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Portland, Oct. 26—d3w

SPECIFICS,

from the most ample experientire success; Simple—Prompt—Effi-

Or Exchange for

“12
“13
14
“15
“16
J7
18
19
“20
21
22
23
“24
“25
“ 26
27

•<

Salt Rheum Erysipolas. Eruptions,
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains.
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,

Rites, blind or bleeding,
Ophthalmy, and eore or weak eyes,
or chronic,
inlluensa,
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
far Discharges, impaired Bearing,
Scrofula enlarged Glands. Swellings,
General Debility Physical Weakness,
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
Catarrh acute

'‘
"

“
*•

“

“28

involuntary Discharges,

29
“30
al
“32
33
34

AjEK

Vitus’ Dance,
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,

;;

fenms“«y°li„»r

5U
60

50
30

FOB

60
60
to

VETERINARY

sent to any part of
press, free of charge on

Mile from Cumberland Center,
Tbr Acres or which are covered with WOOD.
The Buildings are a Twe-story Dwelling House,
with good Carriage House, Barn and Wood House
All in Good Repair.
For Anther information inquire of
Mr. F, A. PEBUGY,
°S ,fc.e. •'krmiw.J nr to the Subscriber at

1 00
60

$10 00

octTdtf

singleor Box,
Ex-

House aud Land for Sale.

receiptof the price. Address,

HUMPHREY’S

*

SPECIFIC

rp

flAa^J

juiy2C’63eod1y

JL£

“El Dorado Cook Stove,”
IS THE CHAMPION OF THE DAY ]

IT has

been sold In this market only

a

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
THEof Free Street,
above Oak St, with the Stable
tbereoc.

short time,

For

It has taken the lead of every thing in the
‘'
s
Oookine Stove line.

^

a

particular* apply

w

Jb or Sale and to Let.
5.

W.,

on

Portland,
—

w~‘

the premises,
Me.
* 1

It consumes as little, if not actually less, coal
than any stovo now in use as a Cook Stove.
4th. It may be regulated with greater ease and
perfection than was ever Indore considered possible.
If has a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thus
5th
avoid scattering and dust.
6th. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manuiacture.
7th, and last. These Stoves are warranted in res&c.
pect to working, crooks, imperfections,

T-Streets,

Brick Store

HE

NEWTON,

°v*J*

Portland,

aad Straw!

HENRY INMAN,
and A. Q. M., U. S. A.

POLANDS**
4

WHITE FIXE

COMPOUND,
Is now ottered to the afflicted throughout the
country,
after having boen proved by the test of eleven
>n the New England
States, where its merits have
beoome as wcllknown as the tree from
which, in pat
t,
v
it derives its virtues.

years!

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CUBES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
It is a remarkable remedy
generally.
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes,Difficulty oi Void-

Will Tie vacated this month or
informaUon inquire of DR.
OfOe# 116
Street, up stairs, or
corner of Milk and Kxchange Streets.
Sept, mb, 1866.
dtf

^^er

ijibange

:

from the
and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
Kidneys
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give itatrlal if you would learn the value of agood
and tried medicine. It Is pleasant, safe and sure.
Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but
approved
medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
highly
the inventor, has Lhe confidence of many who know
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. His experience as a aufferer led to him to make experiments
which issued in Ids medical discovery—Boston
a03Kn
y
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor of the Manchester Dailv and w„viJ
Mirror, ina leader of the Daily,
orthe
“The White Pine Compoundls advertised at much
we
and
are
length in our columns,
happy to leatn that
the demand for it is incroaeing beyond all previrmi
expectations. It the very best medicine for Couchs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
used it will be without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
The greatest inventions come by accident, and
sure.
The White

rur
is a

thu/Xs

it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
tor Colds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
Poland is such, that we know that he will not countenance what Is wrong
For years a Baptist clermedicine to find remodies for his
gyman,

P°Un<1

Drl
knew* a.6 me-WUconscientious,
that
^'tate
White Pine

says about his

Sold by ail

we

,for

fears, andnever

honest, upright

man.

believe whatever be

Compound."

Druggists, and ilealers in medicine

rrf

HOUSE
Hoiwe and Lot

PERKINS,

w. F.

General

«N

PHILLIPS*
h. h.

hay,

Sts.

""removal.
undersigned take this method to Inlorm their
customers and the public generally that they have
UEMOVED THK1B BAKE&Y from No. 6 Washhigton Street to their new Bakery, Nob. 6 and 8Unlon
btreet, where they will bo pleased to ace all their old
customers and as many new ones as will be
pleased to
give ns a call.
R, XV; SMARDON,
B. S. BCAMMAN,
S. E. SMARDON.
August 18-dt.

CO., Temple St.

Fire, marine, Life
Insurance in

Metropolitan

Three Room s Wanted.

ANTED by a merchant and hia
\\f
▼ ▼
two or three unfurnished

wife (no children)
Rooms, suitable for housekeeping, or would take a good furnished
with board in a quiet family or small boarding
ouse. Address
Rooms, Box 1590, Portland Port

Joom

Office.

Oct 28—dim

Wanted to Purchase.
thousand acres,
ONE
55 must be covered with

less, of Wood Land;
heavy growth of wood,
situated that vessels drawing
more or
a

mostly hard, and so
from eight to ten toet ol water
approach it. Proposals tor the same addres cd to JOB A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 56
Washington Street, Boston, stating location, price
per acre, <S;c., will receive prompt attention.
oelMlm
Boston, Oct. 10,1865.

Co.,

N.

suitable for

a

one

two

or

Tenement,

small genteel tenol the city.
a

augSeodtl

Wantek.
Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B.. for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

Also,
load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No- 1 Central Wharf.
—

Aug.

29—dtf

LANDING from Sch. Sea Flower,

And for sale

are

a

cargo

Lori I lard Insurance Qo, of N.

the

Y,

North American Insurance Co, of N. Y,
Assets $697,000

N- a Cen,m'

Corn !p

Apples!

OBARRELS Choice Eating Apples;
V / 1OO Barrels Greenings;
^
800
Selected Baldwin*;
lOO
Pure Cider;
50
Cape Cranberries:
For sale, at the Lowest Market Prices, by
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.
nov2dlm.

Molasses, Syrup, Sugars, &c

Enterprise Insurance Co, of Phila,

Assets

$1,035,000

Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co,
of Springfield, Mass,

$576,000

Co, of Springfield,
Assets

$200,000

Charter Oak Insurance Company,
of Hartford Conn,

$360,000

Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn,
Assets

New York Life Insurance Co,
Assets over $4,000,000

Liverpool, London, and Globe

Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over
Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!

Molasses,
Cienfueyos Molasses,

as

For Sale

or

ESTOP EN, FLOATING, TEEM and PERPETUAL. EIRE POLICIES, and open Marine policies
Issued.
Binding Certificates Given at this Office.

Farm Buildings, Stocks, Tools, &e.
CP"-Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marino Risks
solicited, and Qo6ds In Transportation by R. R. and

>°‘-

IeMe*’ANCE,

29 Exchange St.
nov3TTSstf

New' York Amber

over

to

UO and

Commercial and Franklin streets.

BEEF, PORK,
THOMAS

^M^and, April 26,1865.-<itfH‘
Lease for

BOO CHEAP DRY U00DS
-—

--——.—__—

Tr inidad

Sugar

& Molasses.
MUSCOVADO

Hh& Choice MUSCOVADO
MOLASSES,
Tcsjlhoice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cargo bng Eudorus, now landing and for sale bv
H. EATON,
N°-1 Contral WbarlOct 30-d3w*

3f42

OAK

CONN.

Sails and Rigging tor Sale.

1

500 A?^SoStt^3

Hackmetack Timber.
0ak’ Hack“etack

^AYLOR'

L'

61

Commercial St.

20

per%ct order. The draft ol the spars can be
our store.
MAN & DAVIS,
Wir^*,McGILVEKY,
iuneic—<itf
No. 1C1
rdaI street.

hogsheads’

Apples

Oct.

20.—dtlw_Nos.

Lrchingelst.

Boat-House for Sale.

THE Customs Boat-House at Main Wharf i.
r„.
"nan, is for
1 sale. Inquire of
CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Oct 13—dtf
Surveyor of Customs.

For Sale.

6 and 8

Milvcr^Street.

EIME YELL°W MEAL'

BMa. “Oswego Family Flour,”
“Chesapeake Extra Flour
<Ald,M from
now
Bbls.

B£^imore)

a great

KNIGHT,

_Atlantic

Wharf.

For Sale.

HE Dwelling House and Lot of Land No. 3 Montgomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 x 50 fjet.
stories, In good repair. Inquire of
L' carl®TON, Attorney at Law,
80 Middle Slreet.

_No.

Farm lor Sale,
Of |0

Oet 85,

acres, or more, on very favorable terms, on Oak
Hill, InScarboro.
hy {he subscriber—
Portland fifteen minnt** hT RsH.and
thirty by the county

1885.—endow.

’*

landing
chase brothers,

Company.
Those intending to effect new insurance, or inexisting policies, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company. Information from official
sources fbr the past or precedirg
yeari cheerfully
given.
crease

Offioe Bo. 64 Kiddle Street, Room Bo. 1.
S. H.

B* THORNTON.

Aug. 2«—dly

TWO

'ner'sch

TH09E

'W

o t

WHO

isely”

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES
-IN THE-

MUTUAL BENEFIT

take the City business of 105 Companies
HOME,
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for

1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL REr
CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This lilt includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fell
fer behind the International In point of patrons e in
this City.— Keu> York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fort, best
understood by tho»e who best know the real merits
and s illfhl management 01 this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead oi scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
■

HAMILTON BRUCE, VlOE-PftEiiDEMT.
*
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 1GC Fore Street, Portland, Me.
John W. Munger <!'• Co.,
'-*•

oetadiy

Agents.

Co.

Hackmetack, Plank
and Flat Timber for Sale
by
C. S. CLARK* Agent St. Francis* Mills
Oct. 17, 1865.—dimis
Smith’s Wharf.

The necessary result is, IT costs
in it than in any other.

LESS to insure

Comparisons wiH Confirm these Tacts.
Those who really wish to know all the acts, citaUv
important to their oxen intercut before pay inn out
their money, are invited to call at this
office, where
every mcility is cheerfully offered to nnderstand the

subject.

SPARROW, State Agt.

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Central Office 30 Kxchctnge Street.

Portland, July 18,18G5—dtl

Copartnership Notice.

FLOUR!

assortment nt all grades of FLOT/B
A LARGE
arriving and for sale by the CAR LOAD
or

otherwise,

Because U is paying back to
Up
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than
any other Co.
in the United States.

WARREN

at fair prices.
patronage of mv former customers solicited.
K. HAMBLItf,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
xr
i>
WANTE1> *° Pttrelnwe, HOOP8 and
SHOOKS
The

August's -d3m

undersigned hare this day lormed
THEners'’
ip under the style of

a

copart-

«. K. JACKSON & SON,
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer's Wharf, foot of High Sttreet.
S. R. JACKSON,
OSCHOLA JACltsON.
Portland, June 12, 1865—tr

Copartnership.

►Scotch CanTam,
fOK
SALK BT-

JAMES T. PA TTEN A
CO.,
bath,

me.

200«»S«1

eminent contract," .AJma Works,
do Extra All Long flax
Arbroath.
do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April «0,1899,
ap23dti

have formal

undersigned
der the name and firm of
THE

a

LIFE INSURANCE

the

of each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North

29tli

Leave Portland for Boston at 8 40 a.

and 220

m.

THE

SOUTH

AMERICA,

TINKLEPAUUH, Commander,
Will leave

on
WEDNESDAY, the 29th Nov., and
call at Para.
An experienced Surges is attached to each Steam

will

■hip.

letters must pass through the Post Office.
freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCTO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM nOUSF. WHARF,
Nov 4—dtf
Me.
All

For

Portland,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I
Summer

p

Arrangement!

TIIB STEAMERS

p

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1863—dtl

YORK & CUMBERLAND R. R.

notice:
Leave Saco
and 3 40 P. m

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40

Leavp Portland for Saco River at 8 00

and 5 30

Equitable

United

Of the

€.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
To COMMENCE MON DA V, June 26th
M|®®"gEjS|l865 Trains leave Portland. Grand
Trunk Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M.. and 1.25 P. M.
For Bangor and Intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7.30
A M and arrive in Portland at2.15 P. M
Both of
t hese trains connect at Portland with trains for BosI

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning Is due in Portland at X f. M.
Stages coruject with trades at principal Stations,
daily for most of the \owns north and east of this line.
MORSE, Supt.

jbne23tf

ALTERATION

Assets,—$1,500,000.00.
Six Years.)

Consideration* fbr Injuring in the Equi-

cease

Society*

all regular Life

on

Policies

at fixed dates.

Second,—All Endowment, Policies* declared

non

forfeitaike after three years, for a pro rata amount. H
Trnlid.—Its cash income is greater than that ol
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized eithAmerica,
traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits

er

in

Europe

has

or

experienced

such

ex-

°

are

divided among the

ra

io

Mutual Insurance
tl

—

Alorning Train fbr South Parts, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7
Mail Train for Waterville,
Bangor, Gorham. Island

ond, MontreilaadQuob»eatl10 p m
'I his train connects with Exp*eVs train for Toronto,
etroitaud Chicago. S eeping Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked alter the

me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

810a.m.
I 45 p, m.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $50 » additional value.
C. J. RRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, [Meal Superintendent.
nov2d3t
Nov.
Portland,
1, 1805

Company

Grand Trunk

Th. whole profits of the Company revort to the
kfssv&VD, and are divided Anwualey, upon the
Premiums terminated duringtho year; and lor which
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re*
deemed.
The Dividonds in the Years 1863 4 and 6 were 40
per oent each.
The Profits for 21 Years amount to the
sum ot
S19.691.030
Ot whioh here has boen redeemed ly

C»tb,

13,663,730

The Company has Assets, over Sieven Million
;.«
V
Dollars, viz-.—
United States and State of New*York
Stook, City. Bank and other Stocks,
*4,974.Top
Loans seoured by gtooks and otherwise,
3,167,960
Premium Notes snd Bills Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond ami Mortgages, and
othorseourities,
3,149,630
United States Gold Coin,
441,890
Uaeh in Bank,
388,430
..

(General Western Ticket Office,
90

Exchange Street.

lower via. the Grand
83T* Fares from |i to
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
WM. FLOWERS.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Art.
Eastern Agt., Bangor.
276 Broa'lway, New York.

E.

JAS.

PRINDLE, Agent,

90 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

TO

W. D.

William K Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,

Joseph Gsilard, Jr,
J

International

Rob B

Mibturn,

jr,

Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chaunoey,
•oorgeG Hobson,
gravid Lane,
James Lew,
Chas H Marshall.
.• mes Bryce,
Johk D Jouue, President.
Charles Dbkbib, Vioe-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 3d Vloe-Pres’t.
J. H. Chapman, Acting 8eoretary.

° ‘-"

holm, vvm
every Moynar at B o’clock r. »r: and the Rtesmer
Naw BktuswitiK, Capt E 11. Winchester, »i)lteavo
eveiy Tuuksday atBo'clock p.m, for Emtportand
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 3 a. u, for Kaatport, Foitland and
lloe oil.
At Easlpnrt thd Steamer "Queen” will connect
tor St. Andrews, RoMnston anatialsis.witbthehfew
Brnswick and Cauada Railway tor Wootiaicck and
lioulton stations.
Sage Coaches a’no ccnnect at
Kastport lor Manillas and intermediate places.
At St. John the sUamer Emperor will connect, tor
Wind? or, Oigby and Ilalilax, and with steamers for
Frederis and ttio 8t John River. Through tickets
procured of the agents or the oierk on board. Mo

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing
Portland, Maroh 20.1866.

lap stairs.)

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, hr the Old Line

Mail Steamers

and Panama Railroad may be secured

M&roh JO, 1866.

marSOdhwtf

Through Tickets.
I rllllllliHi-n For the OIL REGIONS ot New
a-wjP^WWYoac. Pkhksylvahia, Ohio, and all
parts of the Wbst, via the Erie Railway, for sale
at t ho lowest rates, at the Union Tiokct Omen,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marlSdhwistf
D. LITTLE, Age t.

Whit

ofNewY
Manufacturers of

LITHARGE,
Lead,

beauty

For tale

PAYMENTS REQUIRED.

LEAD,

Glass-m; ere’

by Druggists

Red

&

Dealers

men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladoften
accompanied by a slight smarting or burnder,
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
or albumen
of
semen
small
sometimes
and
particles
will appear, or the color will be of a thin niUkish hue,
and
turbid
a
dark
to
appearance.
again changing
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignor
ant of the cause, which is the

many

are

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
Address:
D*. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle

Street], Portland, Me

Stamp for Circular.

a

Medical

TO

FALL

especial accommodation.

l)r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it Invaluable in all cases of ab
structious after all other remedies have been tried In
In
It is purely vegetable, containing
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be takeu
at all times.
with perfect
Sent to any part of the country, with Aill directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
'No. 3 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

nothing

safety

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult

lady of experience

A

own sex.
ance.

Coe’s
•

and

fast-gniug

Steamer

“REOL LATOR,” Capt. W H
Mower, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ofState Street, Portland, every
Tumday and Friday Evening,at 10o’clock, connecting: with the £p u train from Boston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Seareport, Buck sport, Winterport and llamden, both way?.
Passengers ticketed through on t’ e Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage an ply to
A, SOMEttttl, Agent,
At Office on the Wharf.
Portland, Oct 27th, 1865.—dtf

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
and after June 1, (lie fare bePortland and Bangur will l-e
$3.00; Rockland $3.00; ether land'.veen

ings

un

-"portion,

“There li

the River redneed In ;>ioper s’earner Reimlntor.

each Word as Fall.”

no

t ar

rTa.‘isr

COM PO USD

rr5s

Cure for all diaeas*
Certain, and
IS ofSure,
tbt Bladder. Kidneys and Urinary Of gnus,
either in
the male

or

female, frequently perform in*
of three or jouj
any other prepa-

core in the short space
and ciwave in Icsd time than
ration. In the use of

perfect

World’s^ Great Remedy

a'l diseases of the

One Bottle Is guaranteed to

Dyspepsia In

existenc

t,

and

BOWELS!
cure the worst oseot
one doee will Instantly

relieve the ino*t aggravated attacks of
Cholera Morbus.

flck Headache.
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Ague
Heartburn,
(olio Fains,

Dysentery,

and in Tact a'.l diseases proceeding from the Stomach
and Bowels. It Is a sovereign and permanent euro for

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
in e'erv instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach enabling the
patient to take healthy food without (lange of dis-

and

tress from it. It is the most wondetfUi remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world Noouewill do without It in the house that
hi* ever used it once.

THAT ARE

BUFFBRIXH,

We beg of you ifyou are sick, to make Just
of it. Frlco One Dollar per bottle.

one

trial

Bold by Druggists (very when.

SXTBACT OF

Copaiba,
Speedy

days,

attend

jan1.18e5d«&wly

STOMACH AND

C. G. CLARK A CO., Proprietors,

Cubebs and
a
68

of theft

one

in constant

Dyspepsia Cure

and

On and after Monday* Oct TOth,
new

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DYSPEPSIA !

ARRANGEMENT!
the

THE

Tarrant's Componnd Extract qf Calebs and

Copaibs

thereis no need of confinement or ohange of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it i- entirely tasteless. and oanscs no unpleas ‘Ut i-eusa’iou 10 the patient. and no expseuro It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that in the above
olasa of diseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the onlv
two remedies known that can be relied u( on with
any oertaiaty or success.

Tarrant's Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba NEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TJlR KANT A CO.
278 Greenwich St., Hew York
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
n»ay6(M>dly

New Daren, Conn.
II. H. HAY, W
PKRKINS i, CO.,

Lyon’s

F PHILLIPS # CO, and J.
Agents, Fortland, Me.

Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

SCIENTIFICALLY

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

Pill*

or

Powders !

and is safe to nse at all time*

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

CASES

tbe directions which accompany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by

Druggist* everywhere,

palate, cause no pain, act
require increase of dose, do net
exhaust,
elderly persons, females and children, are Just the thing.
Two taken at night movthe Dowels Mice the next
morning. Warranted
in an cases of Piles and
Falling of the Rectnm. We
promise a cure (or all symptom* of the Dyspepsia,
such as
Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ot food,
Palpitations; also, Headache,
Pain lathe Back and Loins, Yellowness ofDizziness,
the Skin
and Eyes, Sick
Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilkiusncss, Liver Complnint, Loss of Appetite. Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Faintness, «£c. Travelers find the Lozenges just
what they neeat as they are so
oompact and inodorous
hat they may be carried in the vest
pocket. Price 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 conts.
Jaly4dly

PLEASANT
promptly,
and for

to the

C. O. CLARK A CO., Ge»’l Ayent*,

General Agents,
Pearl

287

St., NEW YORK.

Ihy Them? and be convinced of their superioriever
to
ty over everything else of the kird Colds,tffired
Hoarsethe poblio far Rrofiehitis, toughs.
.nttuexza
and
Numerarrh
ness Sort Throat.Cs
and others, acon« cestimooia s irom tne Clergy,
for sale by the printfpal
companying f-ach box.

may3,eodtf

Draggiais througbeattho city.

J.

W.

Special Notice.

SYKES,

J. IT. PERKINS 4, CO.. IT r. PHILLIPS I, CO.,
and H //. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

Coe's Cough Balsum!
No Medloioe

OF

asm

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVI8ION8, LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to (hipping by quiekeat
and oheapeat route*.
Xo. 1S% South Water St.,
P. O. Box 4TL

Chicago. Illinois.

S O. Bswdlear A Co; K*ynH. A w. Chiekerirg; C. H’t0
U. Stone; Uallett,
Hank,
K«q, President Nevrtn
Nowton.Mass; C.U Coffin.Esq. ti.Y.City. febiKtdiy

Reference!—Messrs.

ard fc Sons;
k Co; Chiu.
J. H. Bacon.

NaHon^

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Av>
nuo.
Said lot is composed of two lotB in one,
and Is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 896 P. O’
A

Xovt—dtl

ever

.._j
COieorBum
mrnuce,
have a world-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
at the store of Mesais. C. H. STUART & CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet
those In want of fhrnaces, and receive thefr orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.

Portland,
those

A ng

21,1865.

Dotn

known will

euro

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,
RELIEVE

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
m

quick

u

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
It does not dry up a oougli, but loosens It so that the
patient can expectorate freely. It Is within
the reach of all. the
1’rloc

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

U. 8. and Canada.

For

OR

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

Sept 21,1606—iUtw«m

mediately, KO CASH

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There

generally, and by

elegant head-dress.

Inducements

.ED

and Refined.

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

WHITE

etc.

glossy

Oreat

PIT E

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled

disap-

Greenwich St. N. Y.

sleep,—a

never

!■:,

LEAD, Dry and in Oil,

upon the roots

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

200

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,-g-treared scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though tltey bail
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
Au such cases yield to the
have it.
proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

HOW

The

Lead.

•

and Linseed Oil Co.,

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and

Depot 198 A

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

especially forbidden In

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the havr. They

Druggiau.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in matnrer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

inchSltr

PORTLAND,

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

Sold by all

gursues

For all Female

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

most

generally

l’OV

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex-

by early application at this offioe.

physician,

portlAnd&penobscot river

LITTLE

change street,

un'll 4 o’clock
U. C. EATON. Agent.

p. m.

a

Par'iamJ

regularly

DR. HUGHES particularly nrites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 3
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theii

A. SOMEBBY, Agen'.
Portland. May 31, 1886—dti

TniVBLr-*as will find it greatly to their advantage
to proonte Through Tieketa at the

Fore St

natural color and
returns. Grey hair

CAUTION TO THE PUTLIC.

Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he must
riilllll; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrumand cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
The unare not only useless, but always iojurieus.
fortunate should be particular in selecting his
as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertable ftict, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physician* in general practice;
lor It Is a point
conceded by Ilia host syphbographers, that the study and management of those
complaints should engross the whole time ol those
who would be competent and successful in their Ire atinent and cure.
The Inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
liimsell acquainted with their patnology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases makig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Electic

Atlantic V lite Lead

directly

cess.

St. John.

On

And all needful information ohecrfnlly furnished.

ApplloaUona reoeived by

act

perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
He would call the attention ol the afflicted to the
lact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his llt.Ul and suc-

Oo.

t)« and after Monday, Maroh S7. the
Yoaa.Gapt 11 W Chisiciva Railroad Wharf, loot of Staff St,
K

l

lUIOil

HUNGER, 166

Steamship

East port, Calais and

RATES OF FARE,

LOWEST

Henry Burgy,

Benj Babcock,
Fletch-r Weslray,

kantbeixm a CURE IN ALL Oa*M, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs of disease from tiie system, and making a

iy Send

fbr

IS

Cornelius Grlnuell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

iollowa:

TEC

all the great Loading Routes to ChicaAgent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
he., and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland te all the principal Cities and Towns
In the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

Sturgis, Jr.
Henry K Bogert,

O Piekeregill,
Lewis Curtis,
Charles H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R Warron Weston;
Royal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,
A P Pillot,
Dariel 9 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,

as

Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESSATURDAY, at 4 P. M., end loavo Pier
• North Kivor, New York, Aory WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clook P.M.
These vessels are fitted up w*th fine Rreomstodationa for passengers, making this the moot
apeedy,
safe and comfortable route ter travellers between
New York and Maine
P,image, m State Room,
S6.00. Cabin possate *4 00. Steals extra.
Goode lortvarded by this Hub to and from Montreal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eaetport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their trr lght to the
steam.re r.s early as S P. M.on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or postage apply to
EMERY’ A FOE, Browns Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL It CO., Wo. fid West Street,
New York.
May 89, 1M4.
dtf

West, South, North-West and the Canada*,

611,133,600

Henry-Coil,

to Travelers

Important

TBP4TKES :
Wm

Wm

run

For Tickets to all points West 4 South West,

August 10—dOm

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Bisks.

The splendid and lust Bieamshfpf
IV. IV. Sherfrancoma, capt. u.
3 her wood, willaa-11 further notioe,

J

Railway.

APPLY TO THE

Hl1

*

<. ally,
m.
H. addresses those who are suffering *w|er th**
affliction ot private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical protesaion. he teeis warranted In Uuar-

Dr.

LINE.

^^eawCHESAPEAKE, .Capt

m

On and after Monday, Nov. 6/A, 1865,

ASKtrains will run as follows

Wall St, ear. WiUiam, HEW YORK.
Jaruaby, 1366.

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,
WH H Moore,

8EMI-WEEKLY

fenMl IT Tl

of disbursements to receipts is

tlian that ot any other company.
Seventh*—The ratesbf premiums are as low as
those of any other tirst class company.
References.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES H. IIALL, Agent.
OfTice No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.

England Screw SteamshipCo

TRAINS.

OF

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FfilsT.—Premiums

New

L. BILLINC3 Agent.
ieb.13,1663 —dtf

18GT>.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

tn

Aug 3,

RAILWAY,
Canada.

Ot

ALEXANDER, President.^

(Accumulated

day, at 7 o’oloek P. M ami ludia WLarf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Friday and Saturday, a- 5 o’clock P. 31,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
£2^* Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $30 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $3<j0 additional value

DAY and

(Located In New Y ork City, Organized July 25, 1859,)

WfLLIAM

Montreal,

Will, until forther notice, run as
follows ••—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday. Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur-

--

Society 'GRAND TRUNK
States*

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
•
the new firm
ssp2»'68 tf

IMS.

a. m, and 2 00

and 200 P m. trains will be freight
passenger cars attached.
EJT’Stages connect at (iorham for West Gorham,
Stibdisli, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Browufield, Frveburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Ooruish,Porter. Freedom, 5Iad son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Ceoter for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limeriek, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Sacoarappa for South Windham, Windham Uill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26. H65—dsf
m

copartnership un-

DEXTER.

A. m.

m.

p

The940 a
trains, with

Forest City, Lewiston and

jEur&day,

...I, | Oh and after Monday. Oct. 30. 1865,
grains will leave as follows, until further

Temple Street,

can be
con

ltlTer,

ir.

Waterville, June 22,1865.

Apply Ovoty day eseept Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the..subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and foil partimUrs hbtained.
I. B. BROWN ft SONS.
Portland, May 3, 18C5.
mayltf

Portland, Sept. 32,

on

__

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Life Assurance

And baring purchased the stoat of Chase. Littlefield
4 Co., will continue the gener.il HARDWARE BUSINE SS at the old stand, ITS Middle and 113 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KINO.
J. D. DEXTER.

&

PORTLAND

C. M.

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramball, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Satan Streets.
Thev wfll soil on a credit of from one to ten years,
1/desired by,the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of- satisfcctory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth qf the cost qf building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build im-

KING

Route as ary other.

ton.

FebSlodlm llmeodiwOw

whole

500 OOO
Ol/V«VV/U

300
300

REASONS

WHY

and

Hackmetack.

FLOUR!

McALPINE,
Slate Agent for Maine.

*

oclShSs

now

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
bargain.
Street, at

_,

cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
year,
andin cancellation of notes when noteB are given.—
On the payment of bach renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend it paid, thus
aiding the insured in meeting their payments hy on immediate
return. The advantages ol this
over that
system,
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in four
or five years, or “on vote of the Directors." are obvious.
No other Company has ever paid a Dlvlaui.,1 in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

2nd,~IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

Yellow Corn and Flour.

Tm^uSctSing

road.

are

United States.

BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
100 Tubs Choice Butter.
received and tor sale by

For Sale.

riouse two
8‘
novSdtf
illtf

Dividends of this Company
exactly what
THE
they appear tobe, being payable at the close of
each
in

Because Us net Assets exceed, those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the

N. B.—In store 800 bushels White CVirn

__

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

J* ROBINSON.
No. 1 Portland pier.

and Butter.

3500
?NQ COML
200

CLAIM!

A

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

Convoy trom Norfolk. Va.

For particulars, enquire of
BENJ.
_
(lftlBdtl

COMPANY HAS NEVER LITTOATED

Muscovado

Qnn
OUU
Just

Settled.

“Cienfttegos” Muscovado

oa
20.—dim

for^aale by

buttmelt f“^ale jn.a Nght Ikncy
in the market. Small capital reouirSV1* beSt things
3
Inquire at.Room Ho. 30

on

Life Insurance

Por sale by
rw
Oct.

Co|llim

To Rent*

President.

Promptly

r

this

by

take

we

J. W.

hotheadto

Molasses;

THE

at

and Molasses.

BOXJES Yellow Sugar;
Remedios

75

Standing Rigging, Rails and Blocks oi the
new Brie
Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
o

stands AT

Cct 31—dtf

J. O. WALKLEY,

“A
For Sale.

term of Years.

a

CHO,C1C

Sugar

House Lots for Sale.
SEVERAL finely located House Lots In Capo Elizthree
minutes' walk from the Cape Bridge.
abeth,
Jp
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheri<Ts Office, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
mayl3t(
l”11'_

tt

sale

BENSON.

Store and Wharf now occupied by Charles
H-.Morrm. situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill »• The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft
with a two story building thereon, 2ft by T5. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
may28dtfNo,
Union Wharf.

mwo Urn,

BOXES, lor

By the Portland Kindling Wood Comn’y,
322 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Oct 25—d2w*

mHE

•eon

LYNCH,

FOR SALE.

Oct U—dtf

or

LARD, &C.,

FOB SALE BT

House Lots.

To Let

Company

Organized A. D. 186(1.

Havana White Sugars,
Havana Prown Sugars,
Muscovado Sugars,

112 Federal st.

JEFFEBSON CbOBlGE & CO.,
cor.

inioritt
apiaati

indication of how this

S«th.— Its

Life Insurance Company,

to Let.

seven acres of land.
It
the Cape. Enquire of
A.
STEPHEN80N,
,
Jv6—df121 Commercial Street.

York Estimate of tke International.

an

less

CHARTER

THIS

Refined Sugars,

cor-

on

CHAMBERS
LAEf*F
Apply

Syrup,

Low

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

insured.

INSURE

Or HARTFORD,

rut wim'thethrough

are

as

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon,
Anson, Ntaridgewock, Athens and Moose Head
at Skuwhe urn
and for Chma, South China, East and North Vassalboro* at VasHalboro*, and for Unity at Kmrinii**

in

table Life Assurance

Insurance

1865.

dispatch regularly,

be

consulted privately and with
tideuce by the afflicted
WHERE
tlie Utmost
hours
and from 8 A. M. to 9 p.

the

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Will

the

on

or BeatemandMahM
withthrough
change cars at the first depot they afrive atin
Portland, where ample time is there “l&JSJto dhie
(45 minutes) at a first class esting lmSaSsuSeTto
ventilated cars

give ns a call.

Steamboat:

I.oBses

Clayed Molasses,

on

unsurpassed

and

SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
The public will find it for their interest

THE

$1,937,000

Muscovado Molasses.

French Cottage,
the Cape Cottage
T HE
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing 80 SUGAR
rjnrtaen rooms, with about
*
new

HULLS, CARGOES,

on

TAKEN

Branch,

Life, Ten Year NonForfeiture, and Tea Year Non-Forfeiture Endowmest Plans.

Porto Pico

JiJygMtf_Portland.

FREIGHTS,

As

Assets

TRIP.

AND BRAZIL MAIL

THE UNITED STATES

will

MARINE INSURANCE.

New

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Cq,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000

Policies Issued

desirable reaidence in Cape Elizabeth,
PorH»nd Bridge. The houee Is
stones, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c.. ali in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outlot COIltalns 0».m feet, and for beauT1Je
is unsurpassed In this ieinty.
ty of location
Term easy. For particulars
enquire at*
VviHfrtt** St.,
Me.

We are prepared to 4«sue policies on Dwelling
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

to

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y,

Portland, Nov. 1,

P®““*

OTHER

EVERY

**-

AuSusta

No. n

AT

Thomas, Pernambuco,
And Bahiu, Every Tri/t,
PAHA

AT

chased in
Depots. Passengers

Fare

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

PRIVATE MEDICAL
ROOMS,

iHtae^trSu R R*™ *»TX!
Boston at Eastern

also

“dwe»

Dollars !

RIO DE JANEIRO,

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

$360,000

Assets

»

Mei^'-s

Exchange

6.—dtf

organ-

ATLANTIC

Now owned and occupied
by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL
For particulars enquire of big
Attornevs
Debloib & Jackson, 68
Street.'

July

Million

One

POLICIES.

-WITH THE-

Apples!

ever

Original Capital

Marine Insurance

Assets $495,000

JOHN JE. JDOW & SONS,

A

O, l©Cf>.

Leave Bostr n for Portland at 7 30 a. m. and 2 30

Against Accidents'.
In the most reliable Companies.
The public ar .> invited to inspect our Rooms where
all information In regard to Insurance will be given
freely.

THOMES,

Yellow

Thi*» Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ised on this Continent, with an

CAN BE FOUND
AT MI9

M

$560,000

Assets

Assets of the New York

M.

Xj& SAl1 &r

Jaii’7 1, 1865*

Columbia Insurance Co, of N. Y,

Fire Ins.

f\

St.

~

-FOR—

CALLING

Trains leave Portland
daily (Sundays
via Anyj for Bath> I-ewisumKendall’s
Au*u?ta,
Waterville,
an*
e^a,,»
intermediate Stations, at

*,5ayia«d/at?.Mlli«1MWiston“d
ton

Y.,

Manhattan rnsurance Co, of N. Y,
Assets $1,000,000

And

PRIME quality lor mealing; cargo of Schooner
Concord, now landing, for sale by car load.
-Also—
Prime High Mixed in store, delivered tree on track
at lowest market prices by
EPW’D H. BURGIN.
>T
0
NoV B—d&wlm

Danfoi th Sts.,

_

Kcndair* Mill**

$1,312,000

Assets

Hampden

1.15

line,

$ 1,300,000

Assets

ONIONS!

CHEAP, by

t1. O.

Asieln

rep-

And all Special Risks taken at the lowest rates.
Particular attention given to insuring all kinds of

bisrionsrs;

SALE.

ftn6‘y located Heal Estate, on

Sknwkegan via Waterville

to

atP?i)tLp.'Mfor,MZ'i'TkrtoTT(SUn'‘ayS ei<*PteJ)
4^:A^ahS^P« ft**™“d

_

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

_Merchandise.

SUPERIOR

paid in.

Surp l us, 204,188,40

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,
Assets $1,518,000

--—' To

Valuable Real Estate!

£ ne'rof
State and

•Portland

- «•

$8^0,000

ii

Wanted.
family without children,
BYement,
near the central part
Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,
a

corner

FOR

DR.* J. B.7 HUGHES

dmscoiFon

$1,204,188,40

$1,430,000

Assets

tenement
small families, with goocTwater privileges.
WANT
Please address
Box 1503.
Oct 10—dtf

and Accident

Assets

Tenement Wanted.
I- D

Dollars,

$1,000,000■11

all it branches.

Insurance

SOME

or

CASH CAPITAL,

Hanover Insurance Co, of N. Y,

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
take charge of an India Rubber Tree during the
winter. Apply at
HAUL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
Oct 19—dtf
147 Middle St.

Apply

Ageitt far State of Maine

Oct 5—rtawjra

THE

Portland, Me., Oct. 2B, 1863-dtf

of Waterville and Sherbrook
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to W, 37 J Middle St.
julyUdtt

gen-

__

.1. W.

Commercial St.

consumptive look, standing

with one fcot upon the
grave, ho made be dl <oovery
which has saved himself, and called out
from hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials Doasible

•*?*

137

Real estate lor Sale.
and LOT No. *7 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.

ing Urine, Bleed-

studying
a delicate

S- E- SPEIN«-

S.sKS,^r'

J»ly26 dtf is

Is

ailments, with

biyIrcwa™ed<i’1,”ere
H. L. TAYLOR &

1

AVERY

Ney England Eemedy. ^
x

FROM

Weal Estate for
Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

THE GREAT

W.

segdtf
,1
c

House Lot for Sale.
QITUATED on the corner of Deerlng and Henry
kJ Sts, 60 x 100 (bet. Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

Capt.

Dr. J.

the premises of S. T. Kaymond, Cumberland
Mills, Oct. 13th, one Chestnut Mare, 6 years old,
3 white feet, striped thee, light mane and tail.
information to the subscribers, or
4?l»ne
SllC
f°nnd,wiU be suita-

Commercial and Franklin
A‘ &

Milliori

more

Strayed

Two

the State

^.

Assistant Quartermaster's Office, TJ. S. Am

Hay

was

^hereto.

No. 42 Middle St.,

—.

To bo Let*
STQRY BRICJK STORE, oen trail y located
iuitable foru WholesaleDry
ontxQiiTmgqStreet,
woods
or for the manufacture of
busings,
Clothing, or
of Boots
and Shoes.

Portland.

on
vessels, at such wharf in Portland Harbor as may be designated.
The
and Straw must be securely baled, ard
weigh (2000) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive
of woodv
Proposals must state plainly, the quantity, price,
and time of delivery.
The Hay and Straw will be inspected by a Government Inspector, and weighed before being shipped.
Proposals will also be received to deliver hay and
straw at Washington, D. C., Richmond, VaM and
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to the above requirements.
Bids will be accepted from time to time, to meet
the requirements of the Government.
Payments to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter as fends far that purpose shSLll be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quartermaster General.

fc

■,

corner

Sept 33—d3m

the
PROPOSALS
and straw
board of

at house

Horses for Stole.

F. & O. B. NASH.
1H t'mre Street.

*

or

t

Sept 27—dtf

New and Second Stoves of all kinds may be
FOUND AT OUB STOVE STOBE.

Oct 4—dtf.

.

.)
Fire Insurance Agency in
LARGEST
Capital represented

Niagara Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

It will be sold, and the amount, alter
paying charges
held subject to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantiate his
claim
„ov2 d4w

at present occupied by Messrs. JefferCoolidge & to. Possession given Octlst.

son

ELDOKADOl

PORTLAND, MAINE,
October 3d, 1865.
are Invited by the undersigned, for
delivery of good, merchantable Timothy hay

Wanted,

Store to Let.

_

Cook Stove until yon hove
seen and examined tke

Forage

I.M

pdItuhoTkennebegrTr!

Unite# StatesMail Line

Commenoins November,

/ n /1

w \

(

§

The following First Class Insurance Offices
resented by this Agency, viz:—

Not I—dlw

a

for

at

the

An Owner Wanted.

Lptdftrui?

3d.

Proposals

'a

n

Medical.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1M5-M.

MAINE.

I

Thirty

HenHemcn. Remember that
M. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and
others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel
Engravings and Books bv subscription.
at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE &
.Address
CO.,
lftl Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

For Sale.
HE
No. 4« Brackett St.,
T„„ desirable dwelling house
°f J> G' 1W°rd’ ^
CHARLES PERRY.
Sept 26— dtf Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

mediately.

/

STEPHENSON,

121 Commercial St.
»-r-r--i-

*

Steamboats.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Exchange St., Portland,

ELBR1DGE WEBSTER,
At Gorham Seminary.
dlw*

Agents

Stock of GckmIs for Sade-andStore to rent In
THE
raysWSlWSt.No. 37 J Middle St. Appiv to P.

they

oct23d4w

have

owner can

29

over

to

B<

A*

aaj.

«

Opt S—iaUtf
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In no case has it failed to give entire satisfaction,
and it has elicited the highest praise from all who
have witnessed its working.
It has all the best points of oar former favorite
do not possess.
Stoves, besides others which
Among them are the fallowing points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifts ashes without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to he used im-

Don’t buy

depot In
A the
by applying to

Tire

otnseu, would ofier lbr sale the desirable Beal Estate
29 S£Tln8 Street, between Brackett
.TV1 ?tFeet- But property consists of a lot of
Land 68 set ftont on Spring
Street, and running
■“ about the same distance, with a
convenient twoBtorted
house thereon: fitted np lbr two
dwelling
thnulies, and being in a good state of repair.
irSSiS'jK?’
£Ct7 aPP>SaUo” may •» m»d5 to JOHN
“INSMAN, 63 Union Street; or to the undersigned
at
45?,£#“*re»» Street,
octl4dtf
JOHN J. W. BEEVES.

personally

H. HAY, Agent, Portland.

Found.
alternoon Nov. 1st,
WALLET, Wednesday
Gorham. The

undorelgned, as Guardian of the Estate of
Charles H. Place, Charles if Kinsman, and

HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New YorkDn Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
or by letter, as above, for all forms of

H.

JONAS H- PERLEY.

1 00

or

ROAD,

Oae

00
6 00
5 00
3 00

he country, by Mail

are

ON THE BLANCHARD

SPECIFICS.

Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
Single Vials, with directions,
I3?*Tliose Remedies by the Case

nov6d2wed*

FARM coutalntng about Severty-Fiye Acmes
A QAOO
Lasd, situated

$10

15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book

E~

SAL

A FARM IN JUMBERLAND!

50

*

large Vials, In Morocco, and Book,
large Vials, plain case, and Book,

The two-story house and lot corner ol Lin-

abundance of hard and soft water. Lot 36 by 70. It
is
pleasantly situated and in good repair. Terms
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER.
...
Oct 24—dtt
144 Middle St.

60

St.

Portland, Maine.

Wanted.

For Sale.

60
wetting bed,
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 60
1 OO
Sufferings at Change of Life,

Epilepsy, Spasms,

130

M-eodSw*45

100

FAMILY CASSS.
36 Vials, Moroooo Case, and Book,

20
20

—

26
25
25
25
25
5U
6(1
5U
BO

Sere Mouth, Canker,
Urinara Incontinence,

"

;

In one of the most
flourishing Towns in Cumberland
County; contuIns between forty and
acre* of excellent land,
good
Buildirgs, good Orchard, Ac., Ac.
—;
Persons
to purchase, or haring City properwould
do
tyto exchange,
well to Inquire ol the subscriber for particulars, and get a
description of said
£mn, belore looking elsewhere. A good bargain
8
guaranteed if sold within thirty days.
C. A. KENNARD,
°ree" StIeet> P0rt)and-MaiDeOct

125

Whites, too profuse Periods,
Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing,

City Property

Situated

W
25
Crymy-Colie or Teething of infants, 25
*5
Diarraa of children or adults.
Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colio, 25
Cholera-Morbus, Naosou, Vomiting, 25
25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
85
Neuralgia. Toothache, Faceaobe,
26
Headaches. tiok-Headaohe, Vortige,

Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
Suppressed or painiul Periods,

calKo.^^^Q..
Middle Street,

money

as

C

Cures Fever,, Congestion, Indentations,
Worm, Worm-Fever Wonu-Colic,

“

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
soil a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing fof • rare cfcance
to make
.houl.t

of

tion.

*•

Wanted•

left at this office
goods
than
six months
APIECE
which had been
previously adA FARM FOR sale I vertised lost. ago,
Unless called for within four weeks

aro

INSURANCE COMFY

Insurance

Railroads.

“a«l

_

PROVED,

•“
“

7—dlw

Nov

62 MiJdk St-

at

J H.MURPHET.Ag-t.

\\

TWO-STOUT BRICK HOUSE, containing
A rooms;
Also
two-story
centrally located. lot.
Lot contains

the only Medicines
perfectly adap ed to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be al-'
ways reliable. They have raised the highest -commendation from all, aud will alwaysiender satislhc
1
»
“3
"
4
"
6
6
7
8
9
10
1
11

Fc^WLta? g*1”**618’

November 3, 1665.

20

No.

INTERNATIONAL

same

For Sale.

They

JOHN E. DOW A SONS'

For Sale.

HUMPHREYS’

ence. au

Wanted.

situa ed
®r!c*cp^e'ling Houses,““
im-

a woodpecker crowding the cells
Of the catacombed earth with holy dead;
But there’H a bud of hie that swells
In the oak tree’s might, and it shatters the
As the soul when life has fled.’’

HAVE

Insurance.

Dwelling

TWO

“Time is

cient, and Reliable.

Insurance.

For Bale.

Through seasolinky

HOMEOPATHIC

Wants, Lost and Found.

Valuable l^eal Estate for Bale.

We find in the Saturday Press the following “owd'.
To the Terrestrial Globe.

Roll OB, thou ball, roll

Let,

ltclng Only BB Cents I I
and 1 for

rale by all

Druggists.

C.Q. CLARK 4 CO., Proprietors, New
IV. F. PHILLIPS

I, CO

j'.

IV.

alvah libbey.
ang22dSin

wishing
engage in
r ness; by
calling for Agent
F. O.
to

a profitable busiat the American
Box
Hotwe, addressing
662, Port! and .Main,
you can obtain a most profitable agency, for tome oi
the moat popular works out.
Oct 25, lS6r—d2w*
or

MECHANICS* HALL.

Haven,

PERKINS

sr;ysSteys.-k &
Otething

a

Ct.

CO

